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I. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

A. The Current Economic Setting

The performance of the U.S. economy for the last 20: miontis has
been a serious concern to the Congress and the Nation The combina-
tion of a prolonged decline in real Gross National Product, unemploy-
ment in excess of 8 percent, and continued inflation is a'n w*experience
for us. Prospects.for a rapid real recovery.in 1975-and 1976-without
inflation in excess of 6 percent do not appear. strong. :Current pro-
jections for 1976 indicate that unemployment will be in excessof 7
percent.

The impact of slack aggregate demand and high interest rates
on investment is apparent. At the beginning of 1975, investment in
current dollars was projected to be 3.3 percent above the 1974 level. In
subsequent surveys of expected 1975 outlays on new plant and.equip-
ment In the second and third quarter, however,. these plans for addi-
tional investment have been reduced:to 1.6 percent and 1.0 percent
respectively. This means that in real terms, investment will decliiie-by
as much as 9 percent this year.

The decline in real investment this year coupled with rising in-
terest rates surgests by 1977 or 1978 that the recovery may be
hampered. W1hie capacityutilization is now 75 percent in mafiufactui-
ing (see Table 1); this low level.reflects in part' the recent massive
inventory reduction -which apparently is complete. 'In subsequent
quarters, it seems likely.-that capacity-utilization will increase.to re-
plenish depleted inventories as well as to inet rising consumer demand.
A related problem involves the extent to which industry will hve td
make additional investments to satisfy environmental regulatiors. The
share of total investment from environmental protection has increased
from 4.9 percent in 1973 to 5.4 percent in 1974 and 1975. In some in-
dustries such investment is rising more rapidly than overall invest-
ment. (See Table 2.) And while an improved environment increases
our standard of living, measured GNP does not reflect these
improvements.

There is the possibility that inadequate investment in plant and
equipment this past year may hamper the recovery later on, for if the
stock of plant and equipment is substantially less than needed to meet
future demands, strong pressures on prices may occur which in turn
could force monetary policy to become even more restrictive. Of con-
cern is the related possibility that our financial structure, composed of
household, business, and public saving, may not provide sufficient
funds at the appropriate time to support a level of investment in new
plant and equipment which is consistent with the long-run goals of the
economy: real economic growth of 3-4 percent or better, an unemploy-
ment rate of about 4 percent, and an inflation rate of no more than
3-4 percent.



TABLE 1.-MANUFACTURER'S OPERATING RATES, MARCH 1973 TO MARCH 1975

[Seasonally adjusted

Operating rates (percent)
1973 1974 1975

Industry and asset size Mar. June Sept. Dec. Mar. June Sept. Dec. Mar

All manufacturers. ....--------------- 86 86 85 85 84 84 84 78 75
Asset size:

$100.0 million and over.--.... 89 89 88 87 87 87 87 88 77
$10.0 to$99.9 million-------- 83 83 83 82 83 83 81 75 73
Under $10.0 million.--------- 78 78 79 79 80 79 77 72 70

Durable zoodsI-------------------86 86 85 84 83 84 84 76 74

$100.0 million and over-...... 89 89 88 86 85 85 87 79 77
$10.0 to $99.9 million.--------- 82 83 83 82 82 83 82 75 72
Under $10.0 million.--------- 79 79 78 78 78 77 76 68 66Primaymtl ---------- 87 89 89 89 80 90 90 82 79Elcrcal machinery ------------- 85 82 82 80 84 85 83 78 73Machine ,exceptelectrical..------ 88 86 87 86 89 88 89 87 84

Transportatlonequipments------- 89 91 86 82 77 80 83 71 71
Motor vehicles------------- 104 107 99 91 83 87 % 70 73Aircraft ------------------- 68 70 69 70 71 69 71 72 68Stone clay, and glass------------.81 83 83 83 84 81 81 70 68ltondurabte gowd; a ----------------- 86 86 86 85 86 85 84 80 76Asset size:
$100.0 million and over------- 90 91 89 89 88 88 87 83 77$10.0 to $99.9million--------- 84 83 82 83 3 82 80 76 75
Under $10.0 million ------.... 78 78 80) 80 82 80 78 75 74

Food including beverage-.-....... 81 80 79 82 82 81 79 77 77
Textiles---------------------90 90 89 89 87 87 80 69 69
Paper------------------------93 94 94 93 93 94 84 75Chemicals--------------------86 88 88 88 85 86 86 81 7297 97 97 95 86 92 89 90 87Rubber----------------------89 91 90 84 89 88 86 77 65Primary-procssed goods8------------ 88 89 89 89 87 87 86 79 75Advanced-processed goods A--- 85 85 83 82 83 83 83 77 75

IAlso includes producers of lumber, furniture, fabricated metals, instruments, and ordnance and miscellaneous manu-facurers.

82 80 84 85 83 78 
7

_. sI clu e ro uber tbco parlrniad 
pubihnadlahr

Al. IndprduceofIumbratncaad

(atr~w lt);petolum;andrubserngass pi ary mes;aiat edmealtextiles; paper; chemicalstSI nciude rducersofu riture, elecrical maciermac~eyecp 
lcrclmtrvhcearrohrtaspottoW ginenIsrmns ndodac n cel l aeuss aufactures, food incudng beverage, tobacco, ap-parl piting and publshing,'he Ias (at X weigt, and ether.

Source: Survey of Current Business, fune 197, p. 18.



TABLE 2.-NEW PLANT AND EQUIPMENT EXPENDITURES BY U.S. BUSINESS FOR THE ABATEMENT OF AIR, WATER. AND SOLID WASTE POLLUTION,' 1973-75

[Millions of dollars]

1973 1974 1975

Percent Percent Percent Percent
For For chan change, For change, change,

pollution pollution 197314 pollution pollution 1974-75 pollution
Total 2 control Totals control total 1913-74 Total a control total 1974-75

All industries. . . . . . . ..---------------------------------------- 100,076 4,938 111,451 5,617 11.4 13.8 116,578 6,294 4.6 12; 1

Manufacturing.... . ..---------------------------------------- 38,003 3,153 45,795 3,656 20.5 16.0 49,917 4,167 9.0, 14.0

Durable goods. . . ...------------------------------------- 19,389 1,579 22,669 1,648 16.9 4.4 23,083 1,794 1.8. 8.8
Primarymetals. . ..--------------------------------- 3,481 814 4,805 798 38.0 -2.0 5,495 871 14.4. 9.1

Blast furnaces, steel works----------------------- 1,407 230 2,030 245 44.3 6.5 2,554 293 25.8 -17.1
Nonferrous metals.-----------------------------1,679 523 2,292 500 36.5 -4.4 2,414 497 5.3 -18.6

Electrical machinery. ..------------------------------ 2,895 129 3,060 207 5.7 72.5 2,877 193 -6.0- -6.8
Machinery except electrical.-------------------------3,478 80 4,264 77 72.1 -3.8 4,624 100 0 29.9
Transotation equipment.--------------------------3,063 170 3,826 140 24.9 -17.6 3509 147 8.3 5.0

Motr vehicles -------------------------------- - 2,244 143 2,812 115 25.3 -19.6 2,574 119 -85 3..5
Aircraft -------------------------------------- 531 20 766 22 44.3 10.0 687 25 -10.3 13.6

thner dur anls------ --------------------------- 1,503 144 1,483 191 -1.3 32.6 , 363 202 -8.15.
Ote uals4 ------------------- 4,969 243 5,231 235 5.3 -3.3 5,215 281 -. 3 19.6 CO

Nondurable goods. . ..----------------------------------18,614 1,574 23,126 2,008 24.2 27.6 26,834 2,372 16.0 18.1
Food including boverage........-..-... ---- . 3,048 152 3,206 150 5.2 -1.3 3,196 177 -. 3 18.0
Textilesuding-.---.-.b.ee ----------------------------- 787 29 849 28 7.9 -3.4 704 33 -17.1 17.9
Paper-------------------------------------------- 1,893 3b5 2,546 491 34.5 38.3 2,904 475 14.1 -3.3Chemicals--------------------------------------- 4,324 416 .5,628 469 30.2 12.7 7,157 573 27.2 22.2
Petroleum--------------------------------------- 5,409 555 7,868 796 45.5 43.4 10,068 1,016 27.9 27.6
Rubber------------------------------------------- 1,562 48 1745 47 -5.9 -2.1 1,378 71 -6.6 51.1
Other nondurables4----------------------------...... - 1,586 19 1,554 28 -2.0 47.4 1,427 28 -8.2 0

Nonmanufacturing....------------------------------------62,073 1,785 65,656 1,961 5.8 9.9 66,661 2,128 1.5 8.5
Mining .. . .. ..------------------------------------------2,759 91 3,097 57 12.3 -37.4 3,672 47 18.6 -17.5
Ralroad--------------------------------------------- 1,939 16 2,484 29 28.1 81.3 3,172 37 27.7 27.6
Air transportation ------------------------------------- 2,413 15 1,970 7 -18.4 -53.3 1,781 11 -9.6 57.1
Other transportation------------------------------------ 1,605 11 2 034 '46 26.7 318.2 2,337 64 14.9 .39.1
Public utilities---------------------------------------- 19,087 1,451 2d, 597 1, 622 7.9 11.8 21,462 1,735 4.2 7.0

Electric---------------------------- ------ 16,250 1,409 17,649 1,578 8.6 12.0 17,869 1,683 1.2 6.6
asadoer------------------------ 2,837 42 2,948 44 3.9 4.8 3,595 52 21.918.2

Communication, commercial and other 0
I-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  34,220 201 35474 201 .3.5 0 34,237 . 235 -3.5. 16.9

I Excludes agricultural business; real estate operators, medical, legal, educational; and cultiral 'Includes Industries not shown separately.
services; and nonprofit organizations. Excludes outlays carged to current account. . a Includes trade, service, construction, finance, and insurance-.Preliminary. Estimates are as of aurvey data to allow comparisons with pollution abatement
estimates. The 1973 BEA survey did not cover solid waste dmsosal. Note: Details may not add to total because of rounding.

3 Estimates are based on expected capital expenditures reported In late November and December Source: Survey of Current Business, July 1975.
1974. Estimates for 1975 were adjusted when necessary for systematic bases in expectitional data.



The possible shortfall in saving and investment has been called the
capital shortage problem." It should be noted that the possible

problems outlined above will not cause a shortage of capital in thesense of lines and possible blackmarket activity, but rather a pattern ofeconomic performance that is below our expectations.
The relation of savings to investment may be described first interms of their accounting relationship in the GNP accounts. In ourGNP accounts, aggregate savings must necessarily equal aggregateinvestment. More specifically, private saving composed of personal

saving and business saving, and a Government surplus or deficit nec-essarily equals gross domestic plus foreign investment.. Investment
may then be higher or lower as individual and business savings deci-
sions and Federal, State and local business decisions are made. Asindividuals and firms adjust their consumption and therefore savingsplans throughout the year and business adjust their plant and equip-ment and inventory plans, differences between intended saving andinvestment may occur. However, in an accounting sense. these dif-ferences in plans must net out, as plans and expectations of savers andinvestors are adjusted over the year.

This accounting relationship of savings to investment is importantto note, for it highlights the fact that there are three basic sources ofsavings in the economy. To the extent we seek to permanently increase
aggregate investment, we must turn to these three sources of savings toultimately support it.

Table 3 indicates the magnitude of aggregate savings since 1950,the gross samvings rate (gross savings as a percent of GNP), and real
GNP growth rate. Of interest is that gross business savings has beenabout twice personal savings, net public (Federal, and State, andlocal) sector saving has been positive in 11 of the last 25 years; andstrong economic growth and high savings rates are not always closelyrelated.

Over the last 25 years, the total savings rate averaged 15.4 percentand the growth rate averaged 3.8 percent. In 16 of the 25 years, aboveaverage growth and above average savings rates or below averagegrowth and below average savings rates occured. In the other 9 years,economic growth was above average and savings below average, oreconomic growth was below average and savings were above average.Thus, in 16 of the 25 years, the relationship between the savings rateand economic growth was positive.
Savings affects long-term growth prospects by altering, throughthe investment process, the stock of productive capital. In the longrun, both the level and quality of capital and labor will aid economic

growth. Until the economy is functioning at, or very close to full
employment and at a high degree of capacity utilization, the level of
capital and labor available in the economy are not, however, bindingconstraints on economic-growth.



TABLE 3.-GROSS SAVINGS IN BILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS

Private Government surplus or deficit
Gross GNP real

Grand Gross State savings rate of
Year total Total Personal business Total Federal and local rate growth

1950------------50.4 42.5 13.1 29.4 7.9 9.1 -1.2 17.7 9 6
1951.------------ 56.1 50.3 17.3 33.1 5.8 6.2 -. 4 17.1 7.9
1952.------------ 49.5 53.3 18.1 35.1 -3.8 -3.8----------14.3 3.0
1953.------------ 47.5 54.4 18.3 36.1 -6.9 -7.0 .1 13.0 4.5
1954....------- 48.5 55.6 16.4 39.2 -7.0 -5.9 -1.1 13.3 -1.4
1955------------64.8 62.1 15.8 46.3 2.7 4.0 -1.3 16.3 7.6
1956------------72.7 67.8 20.6 47.3 4.9 5.7 -. 9 17.3 1.8
1957........... 71.2 70.5 20.7 49.8 .7 2.1 -1.4 16.1 1.5
1958.------------59.2 71.7 22.3 49.4 -12.5 -10.2 -2.3 13.2 -1.1
1959.------------73.8 75.9 19.1 56.8 -2.1 -1.2 -. 8 15.3 6.4
1960.------------77.5 73.9 17.0 56.8 3.7 3.5 .2 15.4 2.5
1961.------------75.5 79.8 21.2 58.7 -4.3 -3.8 -. 5 14.5 1.9
1962............ 85.0 87.9 21.6 66.3 -2.9 -3.8 .9 15.2 6.6
1963.----------.. 90.5 88.7 19.9 68.8 1.8 .7 1.2 15.3 4.0
1964------------ 101.0 102.4 26.2 76.2 -1.4 -3.0 1.7 16.0 5.4
1965 ------------ 115.3 113.1 28.4 84.7 2.2 1.2 1.0 16.8 6.3
1966 ------------ 124.9 123.8 32.5 91.3 1.1 -. 2 1.3 16.7 6.5
1967------------119.5 133.4 40.4 93.0 -13.9 -12.4 -1.6 15.1 2.6
1968.------------128.3 135.2 39.8 95.4 6.8 -6.5 -. 3 14.8 4.7
1969............144.0 135.2 38..2 97.0 8.8 8.1 .7 15.5 2.7
1970............143.1 153.2 56,2: 97.Q -10.1 -11.1 1.8 14.6 -. 4
1971. ........... 152.2 170.7 60. 5 110.2 -18.5 -21.9 3.4 14.4 3.3
1972------------173.3 178.5 52.6 125.9 -5.1 -17.5 12.3 15.0 6.2
1973............214.4 210.9 94.9 136.5 3.3 -5.6 9.2 16.6 5.9
1974------------207.3 213.2 76.7 136.5 -5.9 -7.6 1.7 14.8 -2.2

1950-74 average.......--.-............................................................. 15.4 3.8

Source: Derived from tables C-20, C-1, and C-2 of11975 Economic Report of the President.

Over the period 1948-69 for which data are available, national in-
come in constant prices grew at 3.8 percent per year. Of this, 2.10 per-
centage points is attributable to higher leve18 of labor and capital
(1.30 and .80, repsectively)., and 1.75 percentage points is attributable
to the improvement in productivity or quality of capital and labor. By
far the biggest source of improved productivity of these inputs was
through improvements in technology and advancements in knowledge
(1.19 of the 1.75 percent). With respect to the contribution of higher
levels of nonresidential structures and equipment investment, such in-
creased levels of fixed investment contributed about half of the .80
contribution of overall capital. Thus, overall, new plant equipment ac-
counted for one-tenth of the 3.8 growth in real output.'

While investment contributes significantly to the pace of economic
growth, the committee may. wish to consider.the extent to which invest-
ment can be effectively encouraged during a particular time period. The
investment credit was increased in 1975 from 7 to 10 percent; how-
ever, the level of investment planned for this year has been re-
peatedly scaled down. Thus, other factors, most notably slack demand
for final goods and services and high interest rates, have affected invest-
ment spending and may frustrate particular tax policies designed to
quickly increase investment in the future. Of course, iivestment may
have been lower than without the increase in the credit. Also, the in-
-pact of the credit may.yet be felt. Its impact on investment is gen-
erally thought to lag from 4 to 10 quarters from time.of enactment.
This in part reflects the fact that investment in new plant and equip-
ment involves considerable planning and construction time.

xEdward Denison, Accounting for United States Economic Growoth: 1929-1969, Brook-
Ings, 1974, Table 9-4.



In addition, to aggregate efficiency considerations, there are certain
compositional effects that result from policies designed to stimulate
investment. In circumstances where business investment is initially
encouraged by reason of certain tax reductions (such as by increasing
the credit from 7 percent to 10 percent), it may follow that investment
in other sectors, e.g., residential housing, will decline. This may occur
because housincg does not benefit from the credit. Accordingly, capital
will flow from housing to the business sector as the return on business
capital rises. Similarly, to the extent the committee wishes to consider
tax changes which will increase the return to corporate capital, for
example, a cut in the corporate tax rate, it should consider that re-
sources in the ncncorporate sector (housing and agriculture) will be
induced to move to the corporate sector by the higher rate of return.
Over time, the net returns will be equalized, but in the short run, in-
vestment will move to the corporate sector and out of the noncorporate
sectcr.

B. U.S. Economy in Perspective
Several areas of the economy have been identified as providing,

either by themselves or in comparison to other countries, evidence that
there will be a shortfall of physical investment in the years ahead to
achieve national economic goals. These involve comparisons of growth
rates, evaluations of U.S. productivity trends, analyses of unit labor
costs, and the relation of corporate debt to equity outstanding in recent
years.

Over 1963-1973, for which comparable data are available for OECD
countries, the U.S. averaged 4.3 percent real growth in GNP. This
exceeded Sweden, Italy, the United Kingdom, and was less than West
Germany (4.7 percent), Canada (5.5 percent), and Japan (10.3 per-
cent). (See table 4.) There are several countries which, as a conse-
quence of "economic maturation," experienced decelerations in their
rate of economic growth. For example, West Germany grew over the
period 1950-62 at a 7.3 percent rate; but over the period 1963-1973, it
grew only a 4.7 percent rate. Similarly, Italy has slowed down from a
6.0 percent growth rate to 2.9 percent growth in this. more recent period.
Japan, however, remains an exception.

TABLE 4.-GROWTH IN REAL GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT: 1963-73

[Percent increase

Aver-
age

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 rate

UnitedStates.---------4.0 5.4 6.3 6.5 2.6 4.7 2.7 -0.4 3.3 6.2 5.9 4.3
Canada-------------- 5.5 6.4 6.8 7.0 3.4 5.6 5.2 2.6 5.6 5.7 6.8 5.5
Japan-- -----------..... 10.5 13.3 5.1 9.8 12.9 13.5 10.9 10.9 7.3 8.5 10.2 10.3
United Kingdom.--------4.0 5.6 2.1 2.0 2.4 3.5 1.1 2.1 2.3 3.1 5.4 3.1
France----------------(I 5 5) () ()(: 2 3 5.4 5.5 5.8l 5.6
West Germany--------3.4 6.8 5.6 .9-.2 7. 08. 60 2.9 3.4 5.3 4.7
Italy--- . .-----.. .. . 3.2 3.6 3.2 3.9 2.3 2.9 2.0 2.6 22.8 2.9 2.9 2.9
Sweden.--------------4.9 6.6 4.1 2.3 3.2 3.9 5.1 4.6 .5 .2.8 3.3 3.7

I Refers to growth in real gross national product rather than domestic.product from table 1. OECD data for United States
would otherwise be only available for 1969-73.

a Not available.
Source: National Accounts of OECD Countries, 1975, table 1.



While U.S. economic growth may be more modest than that of our
European trading partners, it should be pointed out that in addition
to the slowing down most have more recently experienced, their con-
tinued expansions have been at the expense of price stability. As Table
5 demonstrates, our inflation rate has been considerably below those of
other major industrial countries. Also, it should be noted that since
World War II the U.S. has devoted a far greater share of its real
resources to national defense than these other countries. Because such
public outlays represent claims on real resources that might otherwise
be needed for the production of future consumption goods, national
defense outlays are generally thought to retard the expansion of poten-
tial capacity and therefore potentially limit economic growth. It is
difficult to speculate about what would happen if, say, 1 percent of
GNP, representing a share of public revenue and corresponding de-
fense outlays, were returned to the private sector while the economy
was at full employment. It would appear, however, that potential
GNP would rise. Were the economy not at full employment, the reverse
might occur as insufficient aggregate demand, rather than inadequate
supply, would be the economic problem requiring attention.

TABLE 5.-INFLATION RATESI IN SELECTED COUNTRIES

[Percent Increase]

1960-72
average 1970 1971 1972 1973. 1974

UnitedStates ---. . 2.9 5.5 4.5 3.3 5.6 10.2
Canada----------------3.4 4.8 3.1 4.8 7.6. 13.0
,apa 4.8 6.7 4.6 5.0 12.1 24.0United Kigdom-- 4.9 7.3 8.9 7.8 7.4 11.0
France--------------4.5 5.6 5.4 5.7 7.6 10.0
West Germany.......... 4.0 7.0 7.9 .0 5.8 6.5
Italy-------------------4.8 6.7 6.7 6.0 10.3 15.2

I Entries refer to GNP deflators.
Source: International Economic Report of the President, 1975, table 4.

Another aspect of the economy, growth in worker productivity, has
been identified as being a potential bottleneck to rapid economic
growth. Table 6 indicates that over 1960-1974 the growth in output per
hour of labor in the U.S. indeed has been lower than in other .indus-
trialized countries. For that period, U.S. productivity grew 3.5 percent
a year while in Canada and Great Britain it grew 4.2 percent a year.
The other countries experienced faster increases in productivity
growth. However, if we focus on more recent experience (1970-1974),
we find the U.S. fares much better in these comparisons. During this
later period, U.S. productivity grew at an average rate of 4.7 percent
while Canada and Great Britain grew at 4.0 percent.
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TABLE 6-GROWTH IN OUTPUT PER HOUR OF LABOR IN MANUFACTURING, 12 COUNTRIES, 196-74

[Average annual percent change]

United United
Year I States Canada Japan France Germany Italy Sweden Kingdom

1960-61.-------------------2.4 5.4 12.9 4.6 5.5 3.5 5.1 0.8
1961-62.-------------------5.8 5.3 4.4 4.6 6.3 10.0 7.6 2.5
1962-63.-------------------4.1 3.8 8.3 5.9 !.3 3.2 7.9 5.4
196344-------------------4.9 4.4 13.2 5.1 7.8 6.6 7.9 7.2
1964-65.-------------------4.1 3.8 4.2 5.7 7.0 12.4 81 3.1
1965-66-------------------1.6 2.9 10.1 7.0 4.0 4.9 4.3 3.6
1966-67-------------------- .0 2.9 14.8 5.6 6.4 4.2 8.2 4.4
1967-68.-------------------4.7 7.3 12.6 11.4 7.6 8.4 10.1 6.7
1968-69 ..------------------- 2.6 5.6 15.5 3.7 5.8 3.5 7.3 1.3
1969-70.-------------------- .4 1.7 12.7 5.0 2.5 5.0 4.5 .9
1970-71..-------------------.8 6.7 3.5 5.2 5.1 4.4 4.6 4.7
1971-72.-------------------5.6 4.2 8.0 6.8 6.3 8.4 7.1 4.1
1972-73.------------------- 5.5 3.9 18.1 5.8 6.9 9.5 7.0 7.0
1973-74.---------------.. --.. 7 1.4 3.1 3.4 2.9 () -. 9 .3

19FO-74 average. . 3.5 4.2 10.1 5.7 5.7 6.5 6.3 4.2
1970-74 average.. 4.2 4.0 8.2 5.3 5.3 7.4 4.4 4.0

1 Preliminary estimates for latest year.2 Not available.

Note: The data relate to all employed persons (wage and salary earners, the self-employed, and unpaid family workers)
in the United States and Canada, wage earners in Switzerland, and all employees (wage and salary earners)
in the other countries.

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Office of Productivity and Technology, July 1975.

A third aspect of U.S. economic performance that has been iden,
tified involves the growth in U.S. labor costs per unit of output
viz-a-viz our trading partners. Were labor costs to escalate more rapid-
ly here than elsewhere, final prices of U.S. goods would rise more
quickly on international markets and adversely affect our balance of
trade. Over the past 15 years, U.S. labor costs have actually grown.less
quickly than in every other country except Canada (see Table 7), Over
this period, unit labor costs in the U.S. grew at an average of 2 percent
a year, while in other countries such as France and Germany, they
grew at an average of 4.7 percent a. year. The more-recent experience
is even more favorable to the United States. In 1973-74, unit labor
costs rose worldwide. While the rise was 8.8 percent in the United
States, it was 11.6 percent in Canada, 29.4 percent in Japan, 15.4 per-
cent in France, 11.6 percent in Germany, 17.8 percent in Sweden, and
19.8 percent in Great Britain (see Table 7).



TABLE 7.-GROWTH IN UNIT LABOR COSTS IN MANUFACTURING, NATIONAL CURRENCY BASIS, 12 COUNTRIES,
1960-74 -

[Average annual percent changel

United United
States Canada Japan France Germany Italy. Sweden Kingdom

1960-41.------------------- 0.6 -2.7 3.1 5.2 5.9 2.5 4.5 6.9
1961-62..-------------------1.5 -2.3 4.4 5.2 6.3 &4 4.0 2.7
1962-63..-------------------.7 -. 2 3.2 4,3 1.5 15.4 4.6 -. 8
1963-64------------------.3 -. 6 -. 7 2.4 -. 0 5.5 ..0 -. 1
1964-65......------------- -1.5 1.I 8.0 1.8 2.7 -3.8 1.8 6.1
1965-66.-------------------2.9 4.8 .2 -. 6 4.8 -2.1 5.0 4.7
1966-67-------------------- 4.9 4.6 -2.5 2.6-.. -. 5 5.1 2.3 -1.5
1967-68-------------------- 2.3 -. 1 32 1.8 -1.5 -1. 1 -. 7 .4
1968-69:-------------------3.8 1.8 2.5 2 1 3.0 6.0 1.8 6.6
1969-70.-------------------6.7 6.0 5.4 6.7 12.4 14.3 5.5 13.7
1970-71.--------------------.0 .9 11.8 6.4 8.4 13.4 7.4 9.0
1971-72.....................1 -3.0 7.1 4.7 5.1 5.7 5.1 8. 6
1972-73................... 1.5 4.4 5.3 7.4 6.0 12.8 3.5 5.9
1973-74-................... 8.8 11.6 29.4 15.4 11.6 () 17.8 19.8

Average..............2.0 1.9 6.1 4.7 4.7 6.2 4.5 5.8

I Preliminary estimates for latest year.
2 Not available.
Note: The data relate to all employed persons (wage and salary earners, the self-employed, and unpaid family) in the

United States and Canada, wage earners in Switzerland, and all employees (wage and salary) in the other countries.
Source: U.S. Department of Labor. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Office of Productivity and Technology, July 1975.

The fact that the ratio of outstanding debt to outstanding equity
has increased has been identified as another indication that there is a
capital formation problem in the United States. Since the mid-1960's
the ratio has moved upwards. As a consequence, interest payments
have become a significant factor in corporate balance sheets, and to
some, an excessive factor. Table 8 shows the flow of new debt and new
equity (net new issues and gross retained earnings) since the mid-
1960's and provides 1959 as a point of comparison. The ratio has in-
creased from .28 in 1959 to .55 in 1968. It dropped to .45 in 1971, and
then markedly increased in 1973 to .65 and to .85 in 1974. Preliminary
figures for 1975 suggest a possible reversal of this trend; the second
quarter flow of debt to equity on an annual basis is .27. With rebound-
ing profits, firms are retiring or replacing the short-term debt which
they built up in 1973 and 1974.

TABLE 8-CORPORATE DEBT AND EQUITY RELATIONS

[Billions of current dollarsi

(1) . (2) . (3)
Debt-qIty

Gross ratio (I)
Internal Net new

Year Debt funds shares (2)+(3)

1959 . . ..------------------------------------------ 10.5 35.0 2.1 0.28
1965 ------------------------------------------- 20.4 56.6 1-0 .36
1966........-.................................... 24.0 61.2 1.3 .38
1967 ------------------------------------------- 27.2 61.4 2.4 .43
1968-............................................ 31.7 61.7 1-.2 .52
1969............................................. 35.5 60.7 3.4 .55
1970. . . ..-----------------------------------------33.8 59.4 5.7 .52
1971............................................. 35.4 68.0 11.4 .45
1972. . . ..------------------------------------------ 44.4 78.7 10.9 :50
1973 ..-......- ....-.....---.-.-.-..-....- .......-.- 59.7 24.6 7.4 . .65
1974 ...----------------------------------------- 73.0 81.5 4.4 .85
1975 ----.--------- .-- .. ---.-. -----------..-.... 325.6. '89.3 . '6.2 2.27

I Net withdrawals of equity.
, Based on 2d quarter. 1975, annualized data.

Source: Board of Governors Federal Reserve System, "Flow of Funds Accounts." 1965-73, p. 6; "Flow of Funds of
Funds, Seasonally Adjusted,.2a Quarter, 1975" (preliminary).



C. Summary of Major Investment and Savings Projections, 1975
to 1980

There have been several major studies of capital needs in the coming
decade and the ability of our financial structure to provide funds to
meet these needs. The studies are very complex, and defy an easy
characterization. A central theme in virtually all of them, however,
is (a) the absence of any physical production or capacity bottlenecks
over the next .'two or three years, (b) the absence of any financial
bottlenecks in financing investment over the next two to three years,(c) the importance in the long-run of public sector saving (a budg-
etary surplus) or dissaving (aludgetary deficit) on the prospects for
financmo investment in productive plant and equipment, and (d) the
potentia 1y adverse effect of an overly cautious monetary policy in
1977 and thereafter.

It should be borne in mind that long-term (three to ten years) eco-
nomic forecasting is relatively undeveloped as compared to short-term
forecasting. Also, unforeseen events (e.g., another oil embargo or other
major disruptions in world trading or commodity prices) cannot as
a necessity be factored into these long-run projections. Rather, one
must assume no external "shocks" to our economy. Finally, assump-
tions must be made not only about private market behavior, but also
about the future course of tax, budget and monetary policy. Again,
the ultimate adequacy of these forcasts rests not only on the economic
models used, but also on the plausibility of particular assumptions
entertained about the future course of economic policies.
1. The Bosworth-Duesenberry-Carron StudyI

This study pieces together the sources of potential output to 1980
in the private and public sector and then match this analysis of
investment requirements against likely sources of aggregate savings.

New projections overall are that gross private domestic capital
formation for 1980 will be 15.8 percent of GNP. They point out this
is above the 1960-70 average of 14.8 percent and the 1953-70 average
of 15.0 percent. As Table 1.indicates, the required 15.8 percent is close
to our 1950-74 experience-15.4 percent. Once the economy is at full
employment, private investment is projected to exceed private saving.
Accordingly, the high investment rate can be realized only through
aggregate public saving-such as via a budgetary surplus. As in
other studies, the ease with which investment requirements can be
financed at the end of the forecast period (1980 in this case) depends
on the adequacy and timeliness of the recovery over the period
1975-77.
2. Sinai-Brinner Study 2

The authors use the long-term Data Resources econometric model
under two. basic policy assumptions about the recovery (1976-78)
and accompaning monetary policy. Post-1980, the model is allowed
to work out. its long-run solution for growth, employment, investment,

1Bosworth-Duesenberry-Carron, Capital Needs in the Seventies (Washington, D.C.:rookines. 1975).
2 Sinai-Brinner, "Special Study* The Capital Shortage-Long-term Econoic Projec-tions: 1975-1990." The Data Resources U.S. Long-term Review, Summer 1975.



and the price level. Under their smooth growth recovery assumption,
the demand for goods and funds does not exceed) the ability of the
economy to meet them .until 1980. By 1977, under existing tax law
and under reasonable expenditure assumptions (seven percent growth
per year), they foresee Federal surpluses occuring, which as Bosworth,
Duesenberry and Carron presume, will be a significant source ofaggre-
gate saving to finance investment needs. The basic progressivity of
the indiviual income tax provides a revenue growth rate of 9.6 per-
cent per year. Business spending for plant and equipment is expected
to rise at a 10.6 percent growth rate, which is above historical growth
rates. While corporate cash flow is expected to grow upon a return
to full employment, internal funds are expected to provied 69 percent
of total investment funding; this is comparable to our 1965-69 experi-
ence (70 percent), but above the 59 percent of 1970-74. Post-1980,
however, they foresee possible strains in financial markets to meet
inevstment financing requirements; for example they foresee high
,grade corporate bonds requiring nine percent to sell, along with a
prime rate of 8 to 8.5 iercent in the period 1981-1984.

Under the second policy assumption-a very vigorous recovery mn
1976-78-they anticipate much more cyclical behavior in the economy
than several other studies with periods of credit stringency in 1978
and 1982. Also, they expect investments to depend more heavily than
in the past on external sources of funding.
3. Evans-Chase Econometrics *

The Evans-Chase forecast over 1975-76 is for a real growth rate
of about six percent coupled with an inflation rate of 6.8 percent. By
1977, however, prices are expected to rise more quickly, and monetary
policy is expected to become more stringent. Medium-term pressure
on prices is expected because: (a) foreign demand for grains will
elimiate possible supply surphises (and, thus eliminate price reduc-
tion pressures); (b) energy prices, especially for imported oil, will
rise strongly upward by about 10 percent a year; (c) commodity
prices will rise in part, due to speculation; and (d) long-term interest
rates will maintain at a higher level, in part because of Federal deficits
in 1975 and 1976 and because of monetary policy.

Over the period 1975-1984, the Evans-Chase forcast is for real
GNP to rise at 3.6 percent annually and prices at 6.5 percent. Accord-
ing to their projections, the labor market is particularly depressed. This
may result from their assuming rapid increases in benefits along with
strong wage demands in response to the generally higher rate of
inflation. In addition. above-equilibrium real wages then continues to
cause chronic unemployment, which reaches 10 percent at one poit
in their projectionis.

II. TAX POLICIES FOR STIMULATING INVESITMENT
.AND SAVINGS

Overview
There are a variety of tax policiesavailable to alter the profitability

of business investment and potentially to increase aggregate savings
and investment in the economy.Several major approaces.phave been

Evnns-chase Econometrics, Long-terma Forecast: The Net Ten Years; Inflaton,
Recession, and Capital Shortage (August, 1975).



suggested: (1) liberalization of the investment credit (including
movies, television films and electric utilities); (2) liberalization of
depreciation allowances; (3) integration of the corporate and indi-
vidual income taxes; (4) a cut in the corporate income tax; (5) morefavorable treatment of net operating losses; (6) more favorable treat-
ment of personal savings;, and (7) consideration of Sweden's invest-
ment reserve fund. Each -of these categories of tax policy seeks to
improve business return on investment by reducing business taxes.
While similar in intent, each has a different effect on particular in-
dustries. For example, the investment credit provides tax relief for
all eligible investment while a cut in the corporate rate will benefit
corporate profits and leav the noncorporate sector at the same level
of taxation.

A second aspect of these proposals is their impact on the economy
in the short-run versus the long-run. Thus, the committee may wishto distinguish between business tax policies which increase invest-
ment in the short-runs but may not in the long-run, as compared
to those policies which increase the gross investment rate in the long-run. When resources are idle, investment demand can be increased
and ultimately financed without substantial difficulty. However, whenthe economy reaches full employment, a permanently higher rate of
investment can be achieved only through a higher savings rate. If at
full employment savings behavior does not permanently change,interest rates will rise and the incremental investment which is desired
will be forestalled.

Most of the above-mentioned tax policies increase the after-tax re-
turn to capital. Investment will then proceed to increase in response
to this more attractive return. If, however, aggregate savings in
the economy does not also respond to these higher returns, interest
rates will rise. Thus, when the distinction is drawn between short-
run incentives for investment to encourage investment for stabiliza-
tion purposes, and the long-run goal of raising the level of capital in
the economy at full employment, the importance of the three sources
of saving must be recogniked (household, business, and public). Also,
as noted earlier, achieving a permanent increase in the investment'
rate (and thus savings rate) may contribute only in part to a more
pronounced rate of long-term growth. Other factors such as the rate
of innovation and long-term population growth will also have a
material bearing on the extent to which the real growth rate can be
increased.

A. Investment Tax Credit
Present Law

Present law provides a 10-percent investment credit for the period
beginning January 22, 1975, and ending December 31, 1976. (For the
period when the basic rate is 10 percent, a corporate taxpayer may
elect an 11-percent credit if an amount equal to the additional one
percent is contributed to an employee stock ownership plan.) There-
after, the rate is to revert to 7 percent (4 percent with respect to
certain public utility property). The investment credit is available
with respect to: (1) tangible personal property; (2) other tangible
property (not Inludmg a building and structural components) which



is an integral part of manufacturing production, etc., or which con-
stitutes.a research or storage facility; and (3) elevators and escalators.
Generally, the credit is not available with respect to property used
outside the United States.

To be eligible for the credit, the property must be depreciable prop-
erty with a useful life of at least 3 years. Property 'with a useful life
of 3 or 4 yars qualifies fr the credit to the extent of one-third of its
cost; property with 'a iseful.life of-5 or 6 years qualifies with' respect
to two-thirds of its cost; and property with a useful life of 7 years
or more qualifies for the credit to the full extent of the property's cost.
(However, in the case of used property, not more than $50,000 of
cost may. be taken into sccount by a taxpayer as qualified investment
for purposes of the credit for a taxable year. For 1975 and 1976, the
$50,000 limit is increased to $100,000.)

Generally, property becomes eligible for the credit when it is placed
in service. Property 1s considered to be placed in service in the earlier
of (1) the taxable year in which depreciation on the property begins,
or (2) the taxable year in which the property is placed in a condition
or state of readiness and availability for a specifically assigned func-
tion. The investment credit is also available before the property is
placed in service, as progress expenditures are made.

The amount of the credit that a taxpayer may take in any one year
cannot exceed .the first $25,000 of tax liability (as otherwise com-
puted) plus 50 percent of the tax liability in excess of $25,000. In-
yestment credits which because of this limitation cannot be used in the
current year may be carried back 3 taxable years and then carried
forward 7 taxable years and used in those years to the extent permis-
sible within the limitations applicable in those years. (In the case of
public utility property, the 50-percent limit, is increased to 100 percent
for 1975 and 1976,90 percent for 1977, 80 percent for 1978, 70 percent
for 1979, and. 60 percent for 1980.)

Present law provides for a recapture. of the investment credit to
the extent property isdisposed of before the end of the period (that
is, 3-5, 5-7, or .7 or more years) which was used in determining the
amount of the credit originally allowed. Thus, if property is dis-
posed of, or otherwise ceases to be qualified, the tax for the current
year is increased (or unused credit carryovers are reduced) by the
reductions in investment credits which would have resulted if the
credit were computed on the basis of the actual useful life of the
property rather .than its estimated useful life.

Public utility property to which the 4-percent investment tax credit
is to apply after December 31, 1976, is property used predominantly in
the trade or business.of furnishing or selling (1) electrical.energy,
water, or sewage disposal services, (2) gas through a local distribution
system, or (3) telephone service, telegraph service through domestic
telegraph operations, or other communications -services (other than:
international telegraph services). In general, the reduced credit ap-
plies only if the rates for these.services or items are established or
approved by certain types.of governmental regulatory bodies.

With respect to the treatment of the investment credit-of regulated
companies for ratemaking purposes, special -limitations are imposed
on the allowance of the credit to prevent the tax.benefits of the credit
from immediately being passed on to the consumers. These limitations
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are applicable to property used predominantly in the trade or business
of furnishing or selling (1) the products or services described in the
preceding paragraph and (2) steam through a local distribution sys-tein or the transportation of gas or steam by pipeline, if the rates for
those businesses are subject to government regulation.

The special limitations generally provide that the investment credit
is not to be available to a company with respect, to any of its publicutility property if any part of the credit to which it would otherwise
be entitled is flowed through to income (i.e., increases the utility'sincome for ratemaking purposes); however, in this case the tax bene-
fits derived from the credits may (if the regulatory commission so
requires) be used to reduce the rate base, if this reduction is restored
over the useful life of the property.

If, within 90 days after enactment of the Revenue Act of 1971 the
taxpayer has so elected, then the investment credit is to be available to
the taxpayer with respect to any of its public utility property if the
credit to which it would otherwise be entitled is flowed through to in-
come ratably over the useful life of the property; however, in this case
there must not be any adjustment to reduce the rate base. An addi-
tional elective rule was provided to permit certain types of utilities
(primarily electric utilities) to immediately flow through benefits toconsumers. Immediate flow through is permitted in situations wherethe tax benefits of accelerated depreciation rules enacted under theTax Reform Act of 1969 are flowed through to consumers. This elec-tion was provided in recognition of the special competitive conditions

under which a company subject to the accelerated depreciation flow-
through rules was operating. A special election is provided with re-
spect to local steam distribution systems and gas or steam pipelines
where the regulatory body involved determined that the natural do-
mestic supply of gas or steam was insufficient to meet the present and
future requirements of the domestic economy. In this case, if the tax-
paver elected (within 90 days after enactment of the Revenue Act of
1971) the investment credit is not to be available unless (1) no vartof the credit is flowed through to income, and also (2) no part of thecredit is used to reduce the rate base.

The rules with respect to the additional investment credit for 1975and 1976 generally follow those for the 4-percent credit, as enacted in1971.
Legislative History

Revenue Act of 1962.-A credit equal to 7 percent of qualified invest-ment was. provided with respect to most types of tangible personal
property and investment in certain limited types of real propertywhich were used directly in manufacturing, production, or transporta-tion (not including a building and structural components). Qualified
investment included only investment in either new or used propertyliavino- a useful life in excess of four years; a $50,000 limitation wasprovided with respect to used property. Property with a useful lifeof four to six years obtained a one-third credit; property with a usefullife of six to eixcht years obtained a two-thirds credit; and propertywith a useful life of eight years or more qualified for the full credit.Credit for nublic utility investment was limited, in effect, to three per-cent of qualified investment.



of utilities) which could be obtained was not to exceed an amount
equal to the first $25,000 of the taxpayer's income tax liability .(deter-
mined.without regard to the credit), plus an amount equal to 25 per-
cent of the tax liability in excess of $25,000 (determined without regard
to the credit). Credits could be carried back to three prior taxable
years,. and, to the extent not usable under this provision, carried for-
ward to five succeeding taxable year. In computing the applicable
amount of carryback and carryforward, the investment credit re-
mained subject to the above limitations and any investment credit
earned during the taxable year was required to be used, before any
applicable carryback or carryforward.

In addition, the 1962 Act included a provision to reduce the basis
(for depreciation) of the property by the amount of the 7-percent
credit (but see 1964 Act repeal of this provision).

The Revenue Act of 1964.-Certain modification to the investment
credit were made: the original provision that the basis of property
eligible for depreciation be reduced by the amount of the claimed
investment credit, was repealed. Also Federal regulatory commissions
were prohibited from requiring the "flow through" of any of the bene-
fits of the investment credit to the customers of the regulated indus-
tries, more rapidly than ratably over the relevant property's useful
life (in some cases, flow through was prohibited altogether). The credit
was made available in the case of elevators and escalators, and.the
base was increased on which the credit of the lessee would be computed
wheredealers lease property eligible for the credit.

1966 Act Suspending the Investment Credit and Limiting the Use.
of Accelerated Depreciation.-The investment credit was suspended
from October 10, 1966, through December 31, 1967 in order to mod-.
erate the pace of economic activity and to balance demand among the
various sectors of the economy. An exception was provided for up to
$20,000 of .investment by each taxpayer during the period..Water and
air pollution control facilities retained eligibility for the investment
credit and accelerated depreciation if used to reduce either form of
pollution by .removing, altering, or disposing of pollutants.

Accelerated depreciation on buildings (which normally were .iot
eligible for the investment credit) was also suspended. An exception
of up to $50,000 of construction for each taxpayer was provided. The
suspension applied to the sum-of-the-years-digit method and declining
balance depreciation at a rate greater than one and one-half times
the applicable straight line rate.

Transition rules were provided to allow the credit and accelerated
depreciation method for property whose physical construction began,
before the suspension, for buildings for which 50 percent of basis
was under construction, or for machinery and equipment of which 50
percent of the parts and components were held prior to the suspen-
sion if such parts and cQmponents were a significant portion of total
costs.

After December 31, 1967, the amount of the credit which could be
claimed for a taxable year, including carryovers, was to be an amount
equal.to the entire tax liability up to.$25,000 and 50 percent. of any
tax liability..over $25,000. The carryforward period was extended.
to 7 years.
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1967 Restoration of Investmrent Credit and the Allowance of Acceler-
ated Depreciationin the Case of Certain Real Property.-In June 1967,
the suspension of the investment credit and accelerated depreciation
was removed as of March 9, 1967. (The 1966 Act had provided for a
December 1967 reinstatement date.) Accelerated depreciation was not
to apply to the construction, etc., begun on or before May 24, 1967.
Under prior law, property used predominantly outside the United
States did not qualify for the investment credit. The 1967 Act ex-
tended an exception to this rule for any aircraft which was registered
with the Federal Aviation Agency and which was operated to or from
the United States.

Taw Reforns Act of 1969.-The 1969 Act repealed the investment
credit. The 1969 Act also provided that the investment credit was not
to be available with respect to property on which physical construe-
tion, reconstruction, or erection began after April 18, 1969, or' which
was acquired by the taxpayer after that date. Certain exceptions were
provided in the case of property constructed (reconstructed or erected)
or acquired under a binding contract entered into on or before April 18,
1969. Where property qualified for the credit because of the binding
contract or other transition rules, a full credit would be available if
the property was placed in service prior to January 1, 1975.

With respect to carryforward provisions, the 1969 Act restricted
the amount of unused credits which a taxpayer could. claim. as carry-
overs in any one year after 1968 to 20 percent of the aggregate' amount
of unused credits otherwise available as a carryover. An additional
three-year carryforward was provided for unused credits which were
limited by reason of the 20-percent limitation. These limitations were
in addition to the 50-percent limitation of the credit provided for in
the 1966 Act. However, the use of the, additional three-year carry-
forward was subject to the 50-percent and 20-percent limitations.
* Revenue Act of 1971.-The 1971 Act restored .the 7-percent, credit

with certain modifications. Useful lives weie' shortened by one year
per bracket: i.e., property with a useful life of three to five years
(previously four to six years) qualified -for the credit to the extent
of one-third of its cost;. property with a ueful life of five 'o seven
years (previously six to eight years). qualified for the 'creditto the
extent of two-thirds of cost; and property with a useful life.of seven.
years or more (previously eight years or more).qualified for the full
credit. A conforming amendment was adopted with regaid to re-
capture of the credit for aircraft leased for,'use outside the United
States to allow the use of the credit -for aircraft in foreign use if it
did. not. exceed three to five years. Conformity between the. useful
life used for the credit and that used for depreciation or amortization
was renuired by statute.

Previously, the credit was generally available to "section 3$" prop-
ertv! wherever it bad been produced. In view of balance-of-payment
difficulties, the credit was made temporarily unavailable for foreign-
produced property. This.limitation expired-December 19, 1971.

Certain clarifications in the definition of "section 38" pr6perty were
provided. Buildings and their structural components have never quali-
fied for the credit. Storage facilities used in. connection with manufac-.
tWring, production, extraction or the furifishing of transportAtion,
communications, electrical energy, gas, water, or sewage' disposal
services, however, were made eligible as an exception.



In addition, certain exceptions were provided to extend the.invest-
ment credit to submarine telephone cables, coin-operated machines
(vending, washing, or drying) in lodging' facilities, certain aspects of
the telephone service of the Communications Satellite Corporatiofi
(COMSAT), certain drilling equipment used for the purpose of ex-
ploring for, developing,.or transporting resources from the Outer
Continental Shelf, livestock (except horses and.livestock bought under
rules analogous to "wash" sales of stock or securities), motion picture
and television films, and certain railroad equipment.

Regulated utility companies had previously had a three-percent in-
vestment credit. The 1971 Act provided a four-percent credit for
public utility property. Also, the 1971 Act provided that property used
predominantly in furnishing or selling of all communication services
(other than international telegraph services) was to receive a four-
percent credit. Thus, the property used in miscellaneous. types of
regulated communication services, such as data transmission opera-

*tions, was to receive the four-percent rather than the 7-percent credit.
The 1969 Act had imposed a 20-percent limitation on certain carry-

overs; the 1971 Act provided that this 20-percent limitation would
not apply with respect to the proportion of the year after August 15,
1971. Also, the 1971 Act provided that carryovers of. unised. credits
from 1970 and earlier years, to the extent, they have not previously
expired, would be allowed a 10-year rather than 7-yest- carryfor-
ward. 'With respect to certain exceptions to the recapture rules for
casualties, thefts, and other dispositions, the 1971 Act .eliminated the
exceptions provided in the 1969 Act. With regard to the availability
of the credit to certain lessors, the 1971 Act limited the availability of
the credit: (1) if proverty, which is the subject matter of a lease, was
manufactured or produced by the lessor, the credit would be available,
or (2) if the leasing activity constitutes a business activity of the tax-
paver, the credit would .be available.

Tax eduction Act. of 1975.-The Tax Reduction Act of 1975.in-
creased the' rate of the investment tax credit for all taxpayers (includ-
ing public utilities) to 10.percent from 7 percent (from 4 percent in the
case of certain public utilities) for the period beginning January 22,
1975, and ending December 31, 1976. In the case of a corporate tax-
payer, a taxpayer may elect an 11-percent credit during this period if
an amount equal to one percent of the qualified investment is contrib-
uted to an employee stock ownership plan. Also, in the case of. public
utilities, the limitation on the amount of tax liability that may be offset
by the investment tax credit in a year is increased from 50. percent to
100 percent for the two-year period and then is gradually reduced back
to the 50-percent level over a five-year period. In addition, the linita-
tion on qualified investment in used property was.increased to. $100,-
000 from $50,000 for the.period beginning January 23, 1975 and end-
ing January 1, 1977. The Act also provided that the credit could be
taken when progress expenditures are made, evenbefore the property
is placed in service.
Issues

As noted above, the investment credit has just been increased from 7
percent to 10 percent until' the end of 1976. The objective of the in-
crease was to increase capital investments in plant aid equipment in



a manner that would complement the stimulus provided to consumer
spending. Expenditures and plant and equipment remain low and have
fallen in real terms. Another problem is the large amounts of unused
capacity in most industries. Business may accordingly 'be hesitant in
view of this unused capacity to plan significant new outlays for plant
and equipment. However, there usually appears to be a lag in the im-
pact of the investment credit. Thus, the effects of the 1975 Act may
yet be realized in ensuing months. Also, while the effects of the credit
may be modest so far this year, it may be that in the absence of the
credit, real investment would have fallen even further. There are a
number of issues with regard to the investment credit which the com-
mittee may wish to consider.

Effectivene8 of the inve8tment credit.-There is some disagreement
among economists about the effectiveness of the investment credit as a
stimulus to investment. In part, this disagreement stems from the diffi-
culties of isolating the particular cause of an increase in investment at a
particular phase of the business cycle. At the trough of a recession, in-
terest rates tend generally to be low, and more favorable financing
in part explains why investment usually rises during a recovery. Also,
as the economy begins to recover from a recession, corporate profits
usually rebound as a result of higher worker productivity levels. Im-
proved internal cash flow will also then increase investment.

Diagram 1 displays quarterly new orders for general industrial
machinery over the period 1962-1975. Quarterly new orders grewrapidly in the fourth quarter of 1962 and then rather modestly in
1963. After liberalization in 1964, new orders grew more rapidly. The
short period of suspension of the credit evidenced a rapid decline of
new orders in the last quarter of 1966. Reinstatement of the credit
seems to have halted the decline, although it was not until late 1968
that new orders for general industrial equipment grew rapidly again.
Repeal of the credit in 1969 witnessed a drop in quarterly orders until
1971. New orders rose for the first three quarters of 1971. Of interest is
the apparent short decline in new orders after the effective date of the
1971 credit. This may reflect the possibility that business delayed new
investment until the credit was enacted; even though its effective date
was made retroactive. The early experience in 1975 may parallel the
1971 experience.
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Compositional aspects of the credit.-Provision of the investment
credit not only may affect the aggregate level of investment, but also
in certain circumstances the composition of investment as well. As the
credit increases the return on investment, it alters choices for certain
goods in the economy that will not, in general, benefit from the credit.
For example, the credit may induce business to switch from investment
in structures, which do not qualify for the credit, to investment in
machinery and equipment which does qualify.

Another compositional aspect of the credit involves its utilization
by different industries. The overall objective of the credit is to stimu-
late investment. A related objective may be to stimulate investment
in those areas of the economy that are particularly depressed or those
areas where subsequent bottlenecks due to capacity limitations are en-
visioned. If this second objective is to be pursued, the committee may
wish to consider, and the possibility of providing differential
credits across industries.

Timing of credit.-Periodic review of the investment credit can
create uncertainty in the business community which in turn, can ad-
versely affect the impact of the credit. If business correctly anticipates
the direction of the change in the credit, substantial tax advantages
may be realized. In the past 13 years, 7 decisions (approximately one
every two years) have been made which have altered the provisions of
the credit. Such alterations have been in response to changing eco-
nomic needs to moderate or expand investment. However, to the .ex-
tent such corrective action is in response to an economic problem, final
action when coupled with the lagged "multiplier" effects of the credit
may not provide the remedial action necessary, but rather creatceexces-
sive stimulus to investment demand. Our current position in the re-
covery-may typify such a situation. There is evidence that the recov-
ery in the third and fourth quarters of 1975 will be reasonably strong.
It would seem likely to expect that the current provision of the 10-
percent credit in 1976 coupled with rising aggregate.demand should
encourage substantial new levels of investment. The steel industry has
already announced new investment plans for next year. .

Alternatives to current temporary increase in investment credit.-
There are a number of alternatives to the current temporary increase
in the investment credit. For example, the committee may wish to con-
sider the possibility of having a nonpartisan agency forecast where
investment is likely to be needed and to certify which industries would
be eligible for an additional credit, perhaps subject to congressional
veto. Or, the committee may wish to consider the elimination of the
double taxation of corporate income, or a further reduction in the
corporate rates. In addition, the committee may wish to consider modi-
fying the current temporary increase in the investment credit by rais-
ing or lowering the rate of the credit, altering the definition of
qualified investment, changing the current 50-percent limitation, or
changing the 3-year carryback and 7-year carryforward procedure.
Alternative Proposals

Mr. Ullman
He would continue the investment credit at the temporary 10-per-

cent rate and the increase in the used property limitation to $100,000
for three additional years; that is, through December 31, 1979.



Me88r8. Waggonner and Conable
The proposal would make the following revisions: (1) increase the

investment tax credit to a permanent rate of.12 percent effective Janu-
ary 1, 1976; (2) allow the full credit for any asset having a 3-year life
or longer; (3) allow the full amount of the credit to be taken each.year
without regard to any income limitation; and (4) allow any amount of
credit in excess of tax liability of the taxpayers for a year to be re-
funded.

Mr. Karth
The proposal would jprovide for an extension of the 10-percent rate

for the investment credit beyond the endof 1976.
Mesars. Pickle, Jone8, Schneebeli, Duncan, and Martin

The proposal would provide for a permanent 10-percent rate for the
investment tax credit at the end of 1976..

Mr. Archer
The proposal would provide for a permanent increase in the invest-

ment tax credit rate to 12 percent or possibly 15 percent.
Mes8r8. Burleson, Jones, Duncan, Crane,Martin, and Ketckum

The proposal. would provide for a refund for investment credits
.which have been earned but which are unused at the end of the carry-
over period and otherwise would be lost. Mr. Jones would do so.if the
current investment tax credit is not extended.

Mr. Duncan
He would give consideration to increasing the investment credit and

removing thetime limitation for the use of the credit.

B. Investment Credit in the Case of Movie and Television Films

Present.law
Under present law, taxpayers are entitled to receive an inyestment

credit for tangible personal property (i.e., section 38 property)
which is placed i service. by the taxpayer. Currently,. the credit is
allowed at a 10-percent rate, but under present law this rate is sched-
uled to be reduced to 7 percent beginning in 1977. In order to. receive
the full (7 percent or 10 percent) credit, the property placed in serv-
ice by the taxpayer must have a useful life of at least 7 years. If the
property has a useful life of at least 5 years (but less than 7 years)
the taxpayer is entitled to two-thirds of the full credit. If the prop-
erty has a useful life of at least 3 years (but less than 5 years) the
taxpayer is entitled to a one-third credit. In addition, there cannot
be any predominant foreign use of the property during any taxable
year, or.the property will cease to qualify as section 38 property.

Prior to 1971, it was not clear whether (and if so, under what con-
ditions) the investment credit was available for movie or television
films. A court case held that movie films were tangible personal prop-
erty eligible for the investment credit. In the Revenue Act of 1971,
it vas made clear that motion pictures and television films are to be
treated as tangible personal property which is eligible for the invest-
ment credit (i.e., section 38 property). However, there still are a num-
ber of unsettled issues, such as how to determine the useful life of a
film (particularly for years prior to 1971), the basis on which the
credit is to be computed, and how to determine whether there has
been a predominant foreign use of the film.



Problem
Due to the uncertainties of present law with respect to the questions

of useful life and predominant foreign use, it is often difficult to de-
termine whether a film is entitled to a full (7 percent) credit, a partial
one-third or two-thirds credit, or, possibly to no credit. It is obviously
desirable to clear up these issues, in order to avoid costly litigation
with respect to the past, and to allow accurate investment planning forthe movie industry in future years.

In addition, since the major purpose of the investment credit is to
create jobs in the United States, it might be desirable to provide that
for the future the amount of the investment credit in the case of movie
films will depend on the place of production of the film (i.e., United
States or foreign), rather than on the place where revenues are re-
ceived for showing the film. Thus, under the 1974 committee bill (dis-cussed below), the foreign use test would not apply to movie films for
the future. Taxpayers could take a two-thirds credit on all their films
(regardless of the useful life of particular films), or they could elect
to determine useful life on a film-by-film basis, and, under this method
of computing the credit. the useful life of the film would be treated as
having ended when 90 percent of the basis of the film has been re-
covered through depreciation. As a further incentive to encourage U.S.
production of films, the 1974 committee bill provides that where 80
percent or more of the direct production costs of the fil are.U.S. costs,the credit base for the film will include certain indirect costs (such as
general overhead costs, the cost of screen rights, etc.), but otherwise
the credit base will be limited to direct U.S. production costs.

One technical problem, under the 1974 committee bill, is that the
investment credit is to be available to the person who bears the risk
of loss with respect to the film. It is desirable that the rules with re-
spect to who is entitled to the credit should be as simple and clear as
possible, both to facilitate the administration of the law (as well as
tax planning by private parties), and to minimize the possibility thatthe Treasury may be placed in a "whipsaw" position where several
taxpayers might receive the credit for the same film.

At the same time, it is desirable that the test should be as consistent
as possible with standards which courts have applied in the past in
determining the ownership of films for tax purposes, in part because
taxpayers may have relied on these principles in planning their past
mvestments, and in part to ensure that the rules with respect to
ownership of films are as consistent as possible for purposes of
depreciation and the investment credit.

Also as part of the litigating compromise which the committee
attempted to achieve under the 40-percent method, the 1974 com-
mitte bill provides that if a taxpayer elects to use this method for
any period, unused credits earned by use of this method cannot be
carried forward to any year when the two-thirds method is in use
(and, in any event, under the committee bill there can be no carry-
over to any taxable year beginning after December 31, 1974, regardless
of what method the taxpayer uses for those years).

The argument for this approach is that, from the standpoint ofthe Treasury, the 40-percent method represents a fair settlement to



the industry .(particularly with respect to pre-1971 credits) and should
not be used to generate large carryovers which can.beised-iii post-1975,
years.

The principal. argument against this approach is that because of
the -varying, profit and loss situations of different.film. producers- in
recent..years, the credit -carryover restriction bears more heavily onsome members -of the industry than on others (the staff; has been in-
formed. that at least several members of the industry, are affected to
a significant extent).
Alternative Proposals

1974 committee bill
Last year, the committee decided to provide diferent methods to

deal with the problems of the proper treatment of the investment
credit for motion pictures and television films for the past.and- for
the future. For the past, one of two alternatives would be availablW.
A taxpayer under the first method (in most respects the. IRS litiga.-
tion position) would be eligible to. receive the full credit (or any
partial credit) for their films if it is demonstrated on a film-by-film
basis that the film satisfied both the useful life requirement and the
requirement that there must be no predominant foreign use. The
useful.life of the film is to be.treated as ending at the end of thefirst
year in which for depreciation purposes it was estimated. that 90
percent or more of the depreciable cost of the filtm would be recovered.
A film is to be treated as used predominantly in foreign markets if,
in any year (and not on a cumulative basis), more than 50.percent of
the gross revenues from the film resulted from showing the -film
abroad.

A second alternative method may be elected by a taxpayer for all
open years.prior to 1975 (for which an investment credit was avail-
able) or only for years prior to the reenactment.of the investment
credit on August 15, 1971. Unused investment credits. may not be
carried over from years in which this method is used to any subsequent
years. Under this second. alternative, a taxpayer may 'elect to. take
an inVestment credit on the basis of 40 percent of the cost of all of his
films without regard to the estimated useful life of the film and also.
without regard to whether the film is shown predominantly outside.
of the United States. The credit would be based on the total costs of.
production,. including capitalized production costs, a reasonable allo-
cation of general overhead costs, salaries paid to the actors and
production crew, costs of "first" distribution of prints, and the cost
of the story being filmed. The cost for this purpose would include
so-called residuals, but in the case of participations with respect to
actors or others, it would include only those which are guaranteed.
Films such as news features which are essentially transitory in nature,
as well as films which are produced and shown exclusively in foreign
countries, would not be eligible for the credit.

In addition, any taxpayer who has received final judgment on his
entitlement to the investment credit for any prior year may elect
to have his right to the investment credit for all years beginning prior
to Jaiuwiy 1, 1975, determined under present law, as interpreted by
the courts, rather than by any of the alternatives set forth above.



For future years, taxpayers could. elect to take an investment credit
on a two-thircls basis for all films (instead of determining useful life
on a film-by-filn basis). The availability of the investment credit in
this case would not depend on whether the film was predominantly
used within the United States or in foreign countries; instead, it would
depend on where the film is produced, rather than where receiptsare derived from the showing of the film. Films, such as news featutes,which are essentially transitory in nature, would not be included in
the base on which the two-thirds credit is computed.:
. If 80 percent or more of the direct production costs of a, film are
incurred in the United States, a taxpayer would be entitled to an in-
vestment credit on the same credit base as indicated above under the
40-percent method with respect to prior years, except that the credit
base would not include direct expenses for foreign production or for
salaries paid for services performed abroad (unless the salaries were
paid to U.S. persons and were subject to U.S. tax). In determiningwhether this 80-percent test is met, only direct costs of production
would be taken into account. (Overhead costs and the costs of screen
rights, for example, would not he taken into account.)If less than 80 percent of the production costs are incurred for U.S.
production, a taxpayer could still.receive a credit to the extent of
direct U.S. production costs. The credit base in this case wouldnot
includesuch items as generalooverhead costs or cost of acquiring screen
rights or any costs of foreign production except for salaries paid to
U.S. persons subject to U.S. tax.

This two-thirds method may also be elected by taxpayers for all of
their section 50 property (generally property placed n service after
Aueust 15, 1971).

The committee also agreed that the investment. credit should be
available in the case of films to the persons who bear the risk of loss
if the film is not a successful picture. This rule applies under anyof the alternatives set forth above.

Afeesrs. Cornian.and PickIe
Mr. Corman proposes the same provision as agreed to by thecommittee last year in the 1974 committee bill. Another possible modi-

fication of the 1974 committee bill would be to eliminate the restric-
tion on carryovers. in the case of taxpayers who elect to use the 40-
percent method for prior years. Mr. Pickle would allow the invest-
ment tax credit for movies made before 1971 by allowing 40 percent
of the credit to be taken.

C. Electric Utilities

Problem
The electric utilities industry faces several problems that reflect its

unique role in the economy. Among major industries, electric utilities
are the most capital intensive per dollar of revenue raised. The rapid
increase in oil and coal prices has substantially increased the operatingexpenses of electric utilities. Because the industry is regulated, those
utilities that are not allowed to pass on increased fuel costs automatic-
ally have experienced substantial lags recouping those increased



costs through increased rates. 'In addition, high interest rate, re-
flecting min part the deteriorating financial position of the utilities
and in part. increased expectations of long-term inflation, have ad-
versely affected the utilities industry by increasing their :costs and
pushing some utilities to the maximum debt-equity ratio allowed by
State law. However, consumers and regulatory bodies have strongly
resisted the increased rates necessary to reflect these.-higher costs if
current investment plans are to be maintained. As a consequence, the
financial stability of these utilities has been adversely affected.
. As the pace of inflation moderates, the regulatory process may: be
able to.allow appropriate rate increases on a more timely basis. Over-
haul of the regulatory process is occurring in miany States, as well as
innovations in such operating procedures as peak-load pricing. In'the
meantime, however, there has been a substantial deferral of new
investment in nuclear and coal-powered generating plants, which may
result in capacity limitations in the foreseeable future.

In response to these unique problems faced by public utilities, the
Tax Reduction Act of 1975 included specific provisions .to stimulate
additional investment. The investment credit in public utilities- (in;
cluding gas and-telephone utilities as well as electric utilities), which
previously.had been at only 4 percent instead of the 7 percent allowed
other businesses, was increased to 10 percent. Also,.-the limitation
on the amount of tax liability which the credit may offset was increased
for these utilities from 50 percent.to 100 percent for the period begin-
ning January 22, 1975, and ending December .31,:1976. This. limita-
tion is to be reduced gradually to 50 percent over the five-year period
from 1977 to 1982.
Administration Proposals

The Administration has made two related proposals with respect to
electric utilities which were originally recommended by thePtesident's
Labor-Maiiagement Committee. The first provides for the.deferral of
tax on dividends paid by electric utilities to shareholders who elect to
take additional-stock in lieu of a cash dividend. The second provides
for certain modifications in the investment. credit and amortization
rules.

1. Dividend reinvestment
Under pretent law (sec. 305(a)), a pro rata stock dividend is not

taxable to a shareholder at the time he receives it, but is taxable only
when he sells or otherwise disposes of the shares received as a divi-
dend. Any gain on the sale is treated as a long-term capital gain
if the underlying shares (on which the dividend was declared) were
held for more than six months.

Stock dividends which are not pro rata, including stock dividends
received pursuant to a shareholder's option to receive either stock or
cash, are taxable at fair market value when the shares.are initially
received. The rationale for this different treatment is that, with pro
rata stock dividends no shareholder has gained any increased interest
in the corporation since all shareholders receive a proportionately
equal amount of additional stock. But with non-pro rata dividends
those receiving the stock dividend do gain an additional interest in



the corporation relative to those not receivim- stock. Thus, sharehold-
rs. receiving the stock have gained some vau which is taxed as a

dividend.
The Administration proposal would permit a shareholder of a regu-

lated public utility to postpone the tax on dividends paid by the utility
by electing to take additional stock of the utility in lieu of a cash divi-
dend. The additional shares received under this election would not be
taxed.to the shareholder when he receives them, but would be taxed as
ordinary income when the shareholder sells part or all of his stock in
the utility. (Dividend stock is to be treated as sold before any other
stock.) The proposal would apply only to stock distributions made
after the date of enactment and before January 1, 1981.

Analysi8.-By some recent estimates, over 200 dividend-paying cor-
porations (utilities and nonutilities) have taxable dividend reinvest-
ment plans now in operation. These generally include one of two
types of reinvestment mechanisms. Under the first type, a bank acts as
agent for participating shareholders and collects the cash.dividends.
The dividends are pooled, and shares are bought on the open market.
Since the bank is purchasing already outstanding shares held by other
shareholders, no additional capital flows to the utility.

Under the second type of plan, the company issues new shares of
stock for the reinvested amounts. American Telephone and Telegraph
Company is the leading user of the second type of plan, which raises
additional capital for the company.

Those who argue in favor of a dividend reinvestment scheme for
electric utilities base their argument on the fact that these utilities have
not in the recent past been able to sell new issues of stock because of
the current depressed prices for public utility stocks. In addition,
many of these utilities have increased their debt obligations to
the iaximum extent permitted by State regulatory authorities. If
these utilities are to raise additional capital needed for expansion, it is
argued that they must retain most of their annual earnings. However,
public utilities generally cannot eliminate or significantly reduce their
cash dividends because many of their shareholders rely on these divi-
dends for income for living expenses, even though other shareholders
would be willing to reinvest their dividends if some incentive were
provided. Thus, it is argued that a tax-free dividend reinvestment
plan would allow these utilities to retain for additional a significant
portion of .their annual earnings which otherwise would have to be
paid in dividends. while still allowing those who need cash dividends
to. receive them. Although no one can say with certainty how many
investors would elect to reinvest their dividends if they could be rein-
vested tax-free, some industry officials have estimated that as much as
20 or 25 percent of electric utility shareholders might elect the stock
dividends.

It is also argued that dividend reinvestment programs will make the
stocks of electric utility companies more appealing to other investors
who normally invest in growth stocks (i.e., those investors not con-
cerned with receiving dividend income) since reinvesting the dividends
tax-free would result in a growth in the value of the investor's stock-
holdings. In this way, electric utilities might be better 'able to attract
additional investors to purchase their stocks.



. On the other hand, those who argue against a tax-free dividend
reinvestment provision point out that the tax law has provided that
stock dividends received non-pro rata among shareholders (including
stock received under a cash-or-stock election by shareholders) are to be
taxed to the shareholder at the time of receipt since before the adoption
of the 1954 Code (the rule was broadened significantly in the Tax
Reform. Act of 1969). This provision is a long-accepted rule of tax
policy. Providing an exception for electric utilities would thus provide
a special benefit to these companies which probably should be adopted
or not adopted for all corporations generally. The proposed exception
would clearly be a tax expenditure item for electric utilities.

Any dividend reinvestment planned for electric utilities would con-
tam some administrative difficulties for the Internal Revenue Service.
The amount of dividend tax deferred upon receipt of the stock divi-
dend could, for example, be paid when that shareholder first sells stock
in -that company. At the time of the sale the Internal Revenue Service
might have difficulties in determining whether or not in some prior
year a taxpayer had received a stock dividend under a reinvestment
plan which should lead to ordinary income of some amount. Partic-
ularly if the sale takes place many years after receipt of the stock, the
difficulty in determining whether any amount is to be reported as
ordinary income and, if so, how much, could be great: This problem
is aggravated in the case of gifts of the stock, since under the Adminis-
trationt proposal the ordinary income tax is deferred until the donee
sells the stock.

Another special problem arises in adopting any dividend rein-
vestment plan because of the fact that many electric utility companies
are owned by public utility holding companies. However, under the
Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935 these holding companies
are generally permitted to own only operating electric utility compa-
nies and not other types of businesses. Thus the problems of dealing
with a holding company structure may not be substantial if the com-
mittee limits the dividend reinvestment plan only to dividends of a
public utility holding company which are received from an operating
electric utility and which are reinvested in a electric utility company.
In this way, the shareholders of the holding company would not re-
ceive any tax benefit not available to direct investors in an operating
electric utility.

If the committee decides that this special treatment for electric
utilities is justified given the economic conditions these companies
face, the committee may also wish to consider a special provision plac-
ing a dollar limit (such as $500 per year) on how much any taxpayer
can receive in tax-free reinvested stock dividends in any year.

2. Investment credit.
The administration has also proposed increasing the investment

credit to 12 percent for expenditures for the construction of addi-
tional facilities (other than power plans fired by oil or gas) by elec-
tric utilities. The increase in credit is available only if construction
work in progress is included in the utility's rate base and the benefit
of the increase is reflected for ratemaking purposes pro rata over the
life of the asset which generates the benefit, instead of recognizing the
entire tax benefit in the year the utility's taxes are actually reduced.



Additionally, the administration proposes that the full credit be avail-
able on progress payments for the construction of electric utility prop-
erty that takes two years or more to build, except electric generating
facilities fueled by petroleum products, without regard to the 5-year
phasem requirement of the Tax Reduction Act of 1975..This provision
is to apply only if the regulatory agency includes construction work
in progress in the utility's rate base for ratemaking purposes.

Other related provisions of the proposal involve an extension to
January 1, 1981, of the period during which pollution control facili-
ties installed in a pre-1969 plant or facility may qualify for rapid 5-
year straight-line amortization in lieu of normal depreciation and the
investment credit. Also, it is proposed to permit 5-year amortization
of the cost of either converting or replacing a facility fueled by pe-
troleum products to one fueled by nonpetroleum products.

Analysi8. -- hile the economic difficulties facing the electric utility
industry are severe, the Congress acted in the Tax Reduction Act of
1975 to ease their burden by more than doubling the investment credit
rate for these companies and by raising the 50 percent of tax liability
limitation to 100 percent. In connection with energy legislation earlier
this year, the committee also considered allowing 5-year amortization
(wluch.in many cases has an impact similar to allowing an increased
investment credit reflected for ratemaking purposes over the life of
the equipment) for new equipment for.the conversion or replacement
of generating facilities fueled by petroleum products. At that time
the committee decided against allowing the tax-free. reinvestment
treatment. Instead, the committee agreed to eliminate the existing
10-percent investment credit for new electric generating equipment in
facilities which use petroleiun products as a fuel (subject to several
transitional.provisions).

If the committee decides that electric utilities need some tax stimu-
lus for further investment, the committee may wish to reconsider
its earlier decisions. An increased investment credit (or rapid amorti-
zation) would provide for a somewhat higher level of earnings for
profitable utilities, which earnings could be plowed back into in-
creased investment. Further, the higher earnings, if significant. may
aid these companies in attracting new investors for their stocks. Those
utilities not making profits would, of course, not receive any imme-
diate benefit from these provisions.

However, the question arises whether providing a credit greater
than that available in other sectors of the economy may not result
in ultimate overexpansion in the long-run supply of electric gen-
eratig facilities. If such a credit were provided for a limited .time,
this long run consideration would appear to be less important. Also,
to the extent normal profitability returns to the electric utility indus-
try, the previous problem of "passthrough" of the benefits of the credit
to the customers in the form of lower rates may recur. In such circum-
stances. there may be an issue as to the appropriateness of, in effect,
relieving State regulatory authorities of their responsibilities for al-
lowing adequate rates.



D. Capital Cost Recovery
Present Law

Depreciation Allowances
Under present law, a taxpayer is permitted to claim depreciation

allowances for certain property used in his trade or business or held
for the production of income under any of the following methods:**

(1) The straight-line method of depreciation results in an equal
annual expense charge for depreciation over an asset's useful life. For
purposes .of computation, the straight-line rate is determined by a
fraction, the numerator of which is one and the denominator of which
is the estimated useful life of the asset.
. (2) The 200-percent declining balance method of depreciation, more
commonly referred to as double-declining balance, allows a rate equal
to twice the straight-line rate. The declining balance rate is applied
to the unrecovered cost, i.e., cost less accumulated deprication for
prior taxable years. Since.the depreciation base is reduced to reflect
prior depreciation the amount claimed as depreciation is greater in
earlier years and declines in each succeeding year of an asset's useful
life.

(3) The sum of the years' digits method of depreciation is computed
using a fraction the numerator of which is the years' digits in inverse
order and the denominator of which is the sum of the numbers of years.
For example, if an asset has an estimated useful life of 10 years, the
denominator is the suin of one plus 2 plus 3, etc., plus 10, or 55. The
numerator would be 10 in the first year, 9 in the second year, etc.
Thus, in the first year, the fraction would be 10/55, in the second
year 9/55, etc. As in the case of the declining balance method, the
annual depreciation is greater in earlier years and declines in each
succeeding year of an asset's useful life.

(4) Any other consistent method producing an annual depreciation
allowance, which, when added to all allowances for the period
begmning with the taxpayer's use of the property (including the tax-
able year), does not exceed the total depreciation allowances which
would have been taken during the first two-thirds of the useful life
of the property had the double declining balance method been used.

Taxpayers were first given the option of using the double declining
balance method and the sum-of-the-years-digits method by the 1954.
Internal Revenue Code. Both of these methot1 are accelerated deprecia-
tion in that they permit the taxpayer to take relatively large deprecia-
tion methods deductions in the early years of the asset's'use and lower
depreciation in the later years. This is generally advantageous to the
taxpayer since an accelerated method of depreciation permits him to
recover his capital costs more quickly than the straight-line method of
depreciation.
. The..1969 Tax Reform Act limited the use of rapid depreciation
methods in the case of certain real estate because the use of these mleth-
ods made it possible for taxpayers to deduct amounts in excess of those
required to service the mortgage during the early life of the property.
also, beause accelerated depreciation usually produced a deduction in
excegs of the actual decline in the usefuiless of the property, economic-
ally profitable real estate operations were normally converted into sub-
stantial tax losses, sheltering from income tax economic profits and
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permitting avoidance o inomne tax on the owner's other ordinary in-
come, such as salary and dividends. Under the 1969 Act, nVw residential
housing continued to be eligible for the 4ouble declining balance or
suix-of-the-years-dioits depreciation methods. However, new construc-
tion other than residential housing was limited to 150 percent de-
clinin a balance depreciation. To eliminate incentives for the re-
peated sale and resale of property for purposes of tax minimization,
used r#plty (other than used residential property) acquired after July
24, 1909, was generally limited to strai ht-line or a comparable, rata-
ble method of depreciation. Used residential property with a useful
life of 20 years or more, acquired afteV July 24, 1969, was limited to
125 percent declining balance depreciation.

Present law also allows taxpayers acquiring personal property for
use in a trade or business or for the production of income, an addi-
tional first year depreciation allowance amounting to 20 percent of
the cost of the property. This extra first-year allowance applies only
to the first $10,000 of the cost of property ($20,000 on a joint return)
placed in service in a taxable year.

The depreciation allowances that are taken in a specific case depend
in large measure on the. useful life of the asset. Before 1962, twisness
firms depxeciated their property in terms of useful lives that were
established for several thousand different classifications of assets (so-
clled Bulletin ""' liYes). The guideline lives for depreciable assets
that were put into effect in 1962 consolidated assets into about 75
broad asset classes and also shortened prescribed lives by up to 80 or
40 percent. The 1962 guidelines also established the use of industry
classifications as distinct from classifications by type of assets.

'The lives selected for use under the guidelines were determiped by
reference to the useful lives caimed by rte taxpayers surveyed. Gen-
eralily, the lives selected were the use1 lives being claimed y tax-
payeis at the thirtieth percentile--that is, 29 percent of the assets had
shorter lives and TO percent had longer lives.

The guidelines also contained a reserve ratio test which was designed
to essure that taxpayers would not be permitted continually *o de-
preciate their assets over a period of time substautially shorter than
the period of actual use. Bapically, the reserve ratio test assumed that
thte actual useful life of assets could be detepmined by comparing
the amonut of depreciation reserves. to the cquisition costs o the.
assets being depreciated. This comparison was known as the reerve
ratio test. A built-in tolerance was contained in the reserve ratio test to
asspre that thetest would beinet in t cases ofthpayerS dePreeiSting
their qsets at a rate not more than, 20 percent. faster than the period
of their actual use ofsych assets.

The application of the reserve ratio test was initially suspended
for three years. In 1965, the Tqserve ratio test was substantigj y modi-
fied and in transitional rqjeq were added whkh had the effect of
fiither delaying the ap li atjon of the test, in Most cases, until about
1911. When the Treasuiry tpartment ad9pted its asset depreciation
range sy fem ( "Ap)1ep , early 19t1,it cornletely elimiated the
reser've ratio test for 191 and future years.



Thp Revqnu .ct of 1971 enacted into law the ADR system with
certain modifestibus. Under this Act, the Internal Rveinue Service
may permit depreciation lives within the range of 20 percent above
or below the class life. where taxpayers elect to usq the ADR systern.
The Act also provides a unified system. of elas lives which may be
elected by taxpayers for assets placed in service after 1970.
. Rapid 5-year an rization

In the Tax.Reform Act of 1969, four provisions we enacts to
make availble a, special i-year aiportietion as an incntive to n ake
certain invetiments, The types of investment made eligjIble for vrpid
amortion 1tcjude (1) rehabilittjon of low and mderate income
housiag, (2) pojlution. control aciligi s, (4) railroad rolling stopm,
and (4) certain col mine sgfety equippent.

In. genera,, rapi a p tization wasfmade available as iO alternative
to the investment tax redit that was repopeed in the 1,90 Act. Each
of the types of investment eligible for rapid -amortization was con-
sidered important to the success of an existing social policy, Those pro-
grams relied entirely or partially u-xpon private investment in order to
pccomplish their biectiVes, and Congres believed that ai additional
iwreatment incentive restricted to these activities should be ime avail-
able in lieu of the investmegt credit. When the investment credit was
reenacted in 1971, CoIongress specically provided that the investment
credit and rapid amortization bothi would npt be available foi the
same investment. A taxpayer may elect either the investmnt credit
or rapid amortization.

TXhese four an ortiz4tion provisions are sumwsrized, as follows:
(1) Rehabilitation Qflop and moderate iinoWo ? Otal housing (80c.

167(k)).-Taxpayers may elect to compute depreciation n rehabilita-
tion expenditures. mcurred after Jnly 24, 1969, on low nci moderate
income rental housing under the straight line method -over a period
of 60 months, if the additions or uprovergents hie a useful iO of
5 years or more. This rapid apotizatioP is available only for low-
inconw rental bousing where the dwelling units are held for occupancy
by fAiAies or individuals of low or moderate iwcome, consistent with
the policies of the IHousing ad Urhan Development Act of 1968. The
GO-meaith rule does not appIy to hotel6 Woels, iuns, or other estiablish-
ments, where more than one-half of the units are need on a tanist

.to.s .4hu~Only. the aggregate rehabilitation empenditores. sa to. any housing
wih do n.t exced$...000 per dwel.i.g.uit. caify jor the .W-npath
depreciation. In addition, for -month depreciating. to be, available
the sum of the ebihtatiit expenditures for two consecutive tax-
able yer ins-iling the taxable year--must exceed $ 0' per dwell.
ng umt,

(B) F io~i ctrol facilities (sec. M)--Taxpayers may elect to
aruortise the first 15 years of the useful lie e0 a. e ifte polltion
cobtrol faci4ty ver ~a period of 60 months. The amortizqtign deduc-
to is limited to pofllwtton control facilities added to; plants (or otber
properties) which were in operation before January 1, 1q99 Thus, the
special amortization provision was not made available in the case of



facilities..included in new plants built after 1968.. Amortization is
available for the first 15 years of the.i6rmal useful life.of aipollution
control unit. Foir example, where the useful life.of a init normally is
longer than 15 years, say 25 years, ih first 15 years (or 60 percent of
the total cost of the facility) could be treated as, a separate property
and amortized over 5 years. The remaining 10 years of useful-life:-(40
percent of the total cost) could be treated as a second property with
a 25-year normal useful life and depreciated under currently appli-
cable regulations.

Eligible equipment has to be certified as a pollution control facility
to the Secretary of the Treasury by the appropriate Federal and State
authorities. Each facility, moreover, must be a separate, identifiable
treatment facility used to abate or control water or atmospheric pol-
lution or contamination by removing, altering, disposing or storing
of pollutants, contaminants, waste or heat. Facilities that only diffuse
pollition, rather than abate it, are not pollution control facilities.

(3) Railroad rolling stock. (sec. 184).---Specified classes of rolling
stock are eligible for rapid amortization over 5 years, if the original
use by the taxpayer is after December 31, 1968. The provision is avail-
able for the rolling stock of all domestic railroads, switching oi ter-
minal companies which are wholly owned by domestic railroads, and
companies 95 percent or more of whose stock is owned by one or more
railroads. Rapid amortization also is available to lessors for rolling
stock leased to a domestic railroad or railroad company.

(4) Coal mine safety equipment (8ec. 187).---Taxpayers may elect
to amortize over a 5-year period certified coal mine safety equipment.
For this purpose, certified coal mine safety equipment means electrical
face equipment which is (a) required in order to comply with the Fed-
eral Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1939, (b) is certified as
permissible under that Act by the Secretary of Interior, and, (c)
placed in service before January 1t1976.d

The equipment covered by .this provision is designed to prevent
slarking of coal mine equipment. When sparkin occurs m coal mmes
with a sufficient concentration of methane gas, it can cause ignitions
and explosions. This provision was enacted to ease the cost burden on
operators of so-called nongassy ines who were required to install
this safe electrical face equipment under the Federal Coal Mine Health
and Safety Act of 1969.

The 1969 Act provided that all fourof these special amortization
provisions were .to be applicable only for a 5-year period which expired
at the end of 1974. Legislation adopted at the end of 1974 extended
these four amortization provisions for one additional year through
December 31, 1975, in order to provide additional time~ for considera-
tion of the provisions in a subsequent tax reform bill. Subsequent
legislation extended the 5-year amortization provision for low income
housing through the end of 1977 with respect to expenditures incurred
pursuant to a binding conitract entered into before December 31,1974.

(a) On-the-job training and cild care faclities .(sec. 188).-
Five year am rtizatiohL was provided in the Xevenu Act of 1971 for
the capital cost izcrred for property used dr h o-the-job training



facility for employees or prospective employees or as a child care
center facility primarily for the children of employees. This provi-
sion applies to expenditures for these purposes made during the
period from January 1, 1972, through December 31 1976.

The Ehergy Conservation and Cnvkrsion Act -OF975 (H.R.' 68W0),
as passed by the House, would extend 5-year amortization for certain
railroad equipment and rolling stock for the period 1975 through 1979.
This bill also provides 5-year amottization for waste burning and
recycling equipment, solar energy equipment (if no investment credit
is claimed), col slurry pipelines, oil shale conversion equipment, coal
gasification and liquefaction facilities; and equipment used in deep
inining coal with respect to equipment placed in service from the
period March 18, 1975, through December 31, 1980. This legislation is
now being considered by the Senate Finance Committee.
Issues

Different VieW8 regarding present depreciation allowances
At the present time, there appears to be considerable controversy

about the adequacy of capital recovery allowances. There is a con-
siderable body of opinion that holds that present capital recovery
allowances are not adequate and interfere with the efficient operation
of the economy. Others, however, maintain that capital recovery allow-
ances are already over-generous in a' number of respects, they maintain.
that these expressively generous allowances permit some business tax-
payers.to secure undue tax advantages and provide inducements for
the creation of numerous tax shelter devices.

In general,'those who hold that present capital recovery allowances
are inadequate maintain that this inadequacy is responsible for
declines in the ratio of corporate profits to gross national product
which have 6occirred in recent years. They particularly stress the
fact, that the recent inflation. has moved. up the. prices of
capital goods sharply and that present capital recovery allowances
which are based on historical costs do not fully allow for the replace-
ment of the real value of the assets concerned. The result, it is claimed,
is that capital formation is retarded and economic growth dampened.
Another 'frequently expressed view is that the United States capital
recovery allowances are substantially less favorable to business than
capital. recovery allowances in foreign cointries, producing competi-
tive disadvantages for our businessmen vis-a-vis foreign competitors,
and a slower rate of economic growth for the United States as com-
pared with foreign countries.

The proposals that are offered to ameliorate this situation take
different forms-but all have in common the objective of speeding
up capital recovery allowances..Some would broaden the ADR-system,
perhaps by increasing the range from the present 20 percent to, say,
40 percent. Others would provide a substantial across-the-board reduc-
tion in the guideline.lives of depreciable assets.. Still others propose
to divorce depreciation .allowances from the useful life concept and
would allow depreciable assets to be written off over some relatively
brief time period. One such proposal, for example,, would permit all
machinery and equipment to be written off over 5 years and all indus-
trial buildings to be written off over 10 years, using accelerated



methods. A number of proposals also seek to base depreciation allow-
ances on some measure of replacement cost as contrasted to historical
cost by adjusting asset costs upward through some price or cost index
for purposes of depreciation.

Such liberalization in capital recovery allowances has been opposedon the ground that these allowances are already adequeate. Some go,beyond their opposition to further liberalization and argue that cer-
tain features of the present system are overliberal and should be at
back. For example, it has been suggested that the AIDR system should
be eliminated and that accelerated depreciation should be modified.
Those holding this view frequently stress the large revenue losses
that are involved in such features and maintain that it gives business
groups unfair advantages compared to other segments of the ecotiomy.
Moreover, they question whether larger depreciation allowances woud
have any substantial effect in increasig total investment and economic
growth in the United States. Allowing all equipment and structures
used in nanufacturmng, transportation, and public utilities to be
depreciated during arbitrary, short periods, using stcelerated rates of
depreciation would divorce depreciation deductions from any conceptof the rate of use to the life of the capital equipilment.

Adju8hient8 for inflation
Capital recovery allowances are an important source of saving forthe economy. Corporate capital recovery allowances, for example, nowaceont for roughly about two-thirds of total gross builiess savimgs(which also includes undistributed profits) and about 45 percent ofthe total gross private savings of businesses and ipdividials.
In dollar terms, capital recovery allowances are increasing rapidly.Capital recovery allowances are now running at an annual rate of

about $85 million-about twice the 196 level. iowever, since such
recovery allowances are based on the historical costs of the assetsconcerned, they do not make any allowance for the effect of inflation.,One recent study finds that capital recovery allowances would havehad to be increased $15 billion in 1974 in order to adjust for inflation.'Moreover, the inipact of the currefit inflation on capital recoveryallowances can be seen from the fact that the price increases occurringin 1974 alone accounted for an estimated $1 billion of the total $15billion of indicated shortfall.

The question of whether adjustments should be permitted for tax"purposes in order to take account of inflation is one that appliesto many areas besides capital recovery allowances. It has beenargued that, while the fact that depreciation charges are notadjusted for inflation tends to result in an overstatement ofprofits, other factors should be taken into consideration beforeconcluding that such an adjustment should be made. In discussingthe subject of adjusting depreciation allowances for inflation,for example, one witness before the committee stated that if suchadjustments are made, ". . . they should be combined with paralleladjustments to allow for the gains (in real terms) Mrhich result
,,1Oorrectrng Taxs for INflation, William Feilner, Kenneth W. Clarkson aid John H.Moore, American Enterprise Institute for Policy Research, Washington, D.C., pp. 27-29.



becAise the real valve of et indebtedness had declined. I un-
derstand that some recent work on a sample of balance sheets shows.
a tehdency for the two factors to wash out for large corporations,
although the debt factor prowvs le§s important for smaller firms with
a typically lowerleverage ratio."'

Another aspect of this issue is whether tax adjustments for infla-
tion should be provided for business as compared with individual tak-
payers. One view is that.the need to increase productive capacity re-.
quires granting such tak adjustments for certain business items, suh
as capital recovery allowances. Others, however, maintain that it
would not be fair to provide tax adjustments for inflation to some
groups and not to others. A thoroughgoing system of tax adjustments
Tor inflation for both business and individuals would involve very
large losses of revenue.

Effect on inve8tmient
A key issue is what effect capital recovery allowances have, on in-

vestment in plant aid equipinent as well as oh donsttliction. Those who
hard studied this question ih detail haiVe e-6rd up ivith different ahii
swers. Some, like Hall and torgenson, find that tax policy has beii
highly effective in chaingiig the level And timing 6 fixed intrestment
outlays. They also find that tax policy hai affetted the compositioA
of expenditutes. More specifically, they find that accelerated de-
preciation has resulted in a shift away from equipintidt toward greater
spending for structures while the investment tax credit tends to hift
investment away from structures toward equipment. korhovei, Hall
and Jorgenson conciide that accelerated depreciatishi and the invest-
ment tax credit have stimulated .the level o inivestint very sub-
stantially.8 However, others like Robert CoeA, find the result of ao-
celerated depreciation in stimulating capital expeAdituirs .disap-
poihting. Coen finds that the roven1ie losses intolVed in gfafltinfg ac-

lerated depreciation far exeed the additional investments that it
induces.4 .

Con.paron of cort recovery eltowanwes in the United States
Mth those of foreign counries

Table 9 compares capital cost recovery allowances for industrial ma-
chinery and equipment in the Tnited stiites with those gthited inh 11
leading industrial hations. It inditates that capital recovery allowances
in the United States have been made substantially more geterois ih
receht yeais, when account is taken 'of the introduction of ADR in
1971 and the 10-pereeit ihvestment credit provided under the i9t5
Tax Reduction Act. For the first taxable year, for example, aggregate
cost recovery allowances constitute about .29.5 percent of the cost
of an asset un'der 1975 law as compared with 21.7 percent under 1962
tw. The corresponding cost recovery allowances for the first three
taxable years are 60.7 percent under the 1975 law compared vith 47.9
percent under the 1962 law; and for the first seven taxable years,
1975 law allows 94.5 percent of asset cost to be recovered as compared
with 80.1 percent under 1962law.

2 Musgrave, Richard A., Public Hearhgs before the Committee on Wafs and. Means,
House of Representatives. 94th Cong., 1st Sees., on the subject of tax reform. p.1519.

8 Tax.Inoentives and Capital Spxending, Gary Fromm, ed.,.(Studies of Government
Finnnre. The Brookings Instittion, 1971.)

6Ibid.



TABLE 9.-COMPARISON OF COST RECOVERY ALLOWANCES (DEPRECIATIOIll AID IlESTMENT CREDIT) FOR
INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT IN THE UNITED STATES AND 11 LEAD ING INDUSTRIAL NATIONS

Aggregate cost mesavery allowances (percentage of
cosds of asses) I

Representative
cost recovery First First 3 First 7

periods (years) taxable year taxable years taxable years
United Kingdom _----------------------------1 100.0 100.0 100.0

Cawede. 22o0.0 6 0 .0 195.7Gneda s---------------------------------- 525. 0. 0.------------------------------- a26 5 14.0 58.0 108.0Sweden ------------------------------------ 255 '60. (Y 95.7 130.0Italy.- --- - -- - - -- - -- - - -- - --- 6 019.6 061.9 100.0
Swteln'-----------------18 12.5 50.8 84.4s6 15.0 58.4 90.0france--- --------------------------------------831.3 67.5 1a94.9

278 25.0 57.8 86.7W. Germany-------------------------------- i 116.7 49.6 17 88.8
ielgiumo----------------------------------- lt0 71820.0 48.8 n89.0

Luxembourg------------------------------- to10 2528.0 . 60.4 94.4Japan_---------------- -------------------. 6.11. . 34.5 56.9 81.4
United States: 2011 37.1 63.9 88.1

1962 Law13_---------------01--_l3 "21.7 47.9 80.1
1969 Law"- ------------------------- --- 1013 7.7 33.9 66.1
1971 Lso'---------------- ------------ ft 23. 5 54.7 88.5

17La --------------------------- m 110 2329.5S 60.7 94.5
1 It Is common practice in many countries, prior to investment in fixed assets therein, for investors to agree

with the tax authorities as to a rate of depreciation and other benefits available. Such agreements would, Inmany cases, have the effect of substantially increasing the cost recovery allowances presented in the table above.
Th Unifft)itas does not permit this approach.

a Effective May 8, 1972, through December 31, 1974, machinery and equipment acquired for manufacturingand processing of goods In Canada could be written off over 2 years (50 percent per year). A permanent extension
of this provision Is subject to approval by Parliament.

0 Straight line method.
* Depreciation periods are fixed by agreement. With multiple shift operations, a 5-year life is normal,a Additional 4-percent investment allowance permitted in first and second years.
* Modified double declining balance method; 18.9 percent per Japanese Government rate table, salvage value

built Into rate.
7 full year allowance In first taxable year.
8 Includes additional foreshortened allowance of 15 percent.
* Includes additional foreshortened allowances of 15 percent In each of the first three taxable years.
20 Double declining balance method.
1 Normal life of 8 years reduced to 61 years to reflect multiple shift operations.
1s Two-hundred and fifty percent declining balance method.
Is With investment credit but without ADR.
'A The average cost recovery period for machinery and equipment in West Germany is 8 to 10 years to which

additional allowances are prmitted for multiple shift operations: 25 percent of allowance for 2-shift operations
and 50 percent of allowance for 3-shift operations.,Allowances may be further Increased when plant is locatedin certain areas such as Berlin and areas bordering on Iron Curtain countries. The above table sets forth costrecovery allowances based on an average cost recovery period of 9 years. The double declining balance, method
is used. A 25-percent additional allowance for 2-shift operations Is taken into account beginning with thefifth year when the method is changed to strailht line. The corporate depreciation rate thus computed is stiglhtlyover the maximum 20-percent rate permitted on a declining method to reflect that: (A) The straight finemethod produces more depreciation than does the double declining balance method for certain short-lived assets;and (B) Items of machinery and equipment costing less than 800 DM (U.S. $320) can be expensed.

16 Method changed to straight line in sixth taxable year.
18 Full year allowances in first taxable year for assets acquired in first half of such year; half year afowance

for assets acquired In second half.
17 Method changed to straight line in fifth taxable year. See 14 above.
1s Although not comidered, installation costs allowed as current deduction which reduces recoverable base cost.
2e Includes special first year ali6rance of 25,percent; allowance reduces recoverable base cost fit second

and succeeding taxable years.
20 Depreciation in addition to ordinary depreciation in 6 above is allowed to give effect to multiple shift

operations. Depreciation multiplied by factor of 1.28 gives effect to 8 hours of daily average excess usage of anitem of machinery and equipment.
.includes 14 percent allowance equivalent to 7-percent investment credit at effective 50-percent Income tax

rate. Credit does not include recoverable base cost.
22 Thirteen-year recovery period reduced by 20 percent and rounded to nearest one-half year. Double declining

balance method.
2' Includes 20-percent allowance equivalent to 10-percent investment credit (temporary credit enacted inthe Tax Reduction Act of 1975) at effective 50-percent income tax rate. Credit does not reduce recoverable basecost.

n AAlthough not considered, effect is given to multiple shift operations by reducing service life of assets used
under shift conditions.

2 includen 18-percent allowance equivalent of 9-percent investment credit at effective 50-percent income taxrate: credit does not reduce recoverable base cost.
I Modified declining balance method. 30-percent rate plus additional 30-percent allowance in first taxable

year (such additional allowance does not reduce recoverable cost); accumulated cost recovery may not be lessthan 20 percent of cost for each year asset is in service.
"7 Machinery and equipment purchased between June 30, 1974, and July 1, 1975, limited to 200-percentdeclining balance method applicable to an asset with an 8-year life.
-" Method changed to straight line In fifth taxable year. Straight line rate applied to.original cost for fifth,

Without either Investment credit or ADR.
s With both investment credit and ADR.
Note: The capital cost recoveries for each of the foreign countries have been computed on the assumptionthat the investment qualifies for any special allowances, investment credits, grants, or deductions generallypermitted. The deductions in the United States have been determined under the double declining balance methodwithout regard to the limited first year allowances for small businesses.
Source: "The Treatment of Capital Recovery Allowances In the United States and Other Countries," Inter-national Tax Journal, vol. 1, May 1975, pp. 265-280.



The table also shows that the United States ranks just below the
midpoint of the countries represented in liberality of capital recovery
allowances. For example, in capital recovery allowances in the first
seven taxable years, the United States ranked seventh among the
countries represented, being exceeded in this respect by the United
Kingdom, Canada, the Netherlands, Sweden,-Italy and France. How-
ever, capital recovery allowances in the United States in the first seven
taxable years are relatively larger than those in Switzerland, West
Germany, Belgium, Luxembourg and Japan.

Revenue considerationa
Since capital cost recovery allowances are now running at an annual

rate of about $100 billion, it is obvious that any substantial liberaliza-
tion in these allowances would involve large revenue losses. In the
event that it is desired to substantially reduce taxes, an important
issue is whether the objective of promoting economic growth would
be best achieved through liberalization of capital recovery allowances
or through other means such as reduction ' in. corporate income .tax
rates, liberalization of net operating loss deductions or reductions in
individual income tax rates. In this respect, the.impact oi the budget
deficit of any revenue losses that would..result from such.changes in
capital recovery allowances would appear to be an important con-
sideration. To the extent that these revenui losses result in) icreased
budget deficits, they would tend to decreasecapital growtIsince'sav-
ings would be diminished. Also, to the extent that any revenue losses
resulting from liberalization in, capital cost recovery ulIWances are
made up through increases in other business taxes or taxes that fall on
savings, any encouragement given to capital growth would b&^offset.
Alternative Proposals.

Th lessre. Waggonner and Conable
The proposal suggests several alternatives to liberalizing the capital

cost recovery system: (1). broaden the ADR system possibly by
increasing the range from 20 percent to 40 percent or, alternatively,
by an across-the-board reduction in the guideline.lives of depreciable
assets, possibly by- as high as 50 percent; (2) adopt a price or cost
index for depreciation purposes or, alternatively, allow depreeiation
on the basis of cost plus an arbitrary percentage (for example, 1331/
percent rather than 100 percent of cost) to take into account esti-
mated increases in replacement costs; and (3) allow the write-off as
a current expense of the cost of any equipment if the installation of
such equipment is required by State or Federal law or regulation.
Mr. Conable would also provide recapture rules relating to the selling
of over-depreciated property to limit the conversion of ordinary inz
come into capital gains.

Mr. Jones
The proposal would provide for a rapid cost recovery of certain

"nonproductive" industrial.equipment: for example, a one or 2-year
write-off for equipment such as pollution control facilities, adaption of
facilities for handicapped employees, and certain safety. equipment.
The proposal would require expenditures in this category to be speci-
fied.
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Messrs. Archer, Crane, and Martin
The proposal would provide a rapid cost recovery system as an

alternative to depreciation. Under this system there would be a 5-yearrecovery period for all productive machinery and equipment and for
pollution control facilities. There would be a 10-year recovery period
for industrial buildings. The taxpayer could use accelerated methods
in calculating the depreciation deductions in a given year. In addition,
the proposal would provide for a complete writeoff in one year of
required but nonproductive pollution control facilities and equipment.

Mr. Crane
The proposal would provide for the calculation of capital consump-tion allowances based on actual current replacement costs for plant

and machinery.
Mt. Corman

The proposal would not allow depreciation deductions for a taxble
year for an amount in excess of the depreciation taken into account in
reporting earnings for the year to shareholders. The proposal would
also provide that an interest-free loan or a rent-free use of corporation
property by a one-percent shareholder would be treated as a cash
distribution to the shareholder for tax purposes.

Mr. Stark and Mr-. Keye
The proposal would repeal the Asset Depreciation Range system.

E. Integration of the Corporate and Individual Incohte Taxes
General

The dual system of corporate and individual income taxes, which
taxes corporate income at the corporate level and again at the individ-
ual level when it is received as dividends, has been charged by some
with being deflient on economic efficiency and equity grounds. On
efficiency grounds, it is claimed to impose a double tax on corporate
income, and as a consequence to encourage capital which would other-
wise flow to the corporate sector to flow to the noncorporate sector,
resulting in a misallocation of resources. (This corporate-noncor-
porate effect has been estimated to involve fimm .17 to .5 percent
of GNP.) L

On equity geotinds, the present dual system of corporate and in-
dividual taxes is claimed to adversely affect recipients of corporate
dividends as compared to recipients oi other income because the divi-
dend income is doubly taxed. ..

Also. the current deductibility of ihterest but not dividend pay-ments is generally thought to bins corporate finance in favor of debt
as opposed to equity. Most recently, the burden of debt on eorporate
balance sheets has been pronounced and integration of the corporate
and individual income taxes is offered as a possible source of relief.

I See A. C. Harberger. "The Incidence of the Corporation Income Tax." The Journlof Political Economi, LXX. No. 3 and L. . Rosefiberg, "Taxation of Income fronmCapital by Industry Group." (in Harberger and Balley, e4tors), The Taxation ofIncome from Capital. (Brookings, 1969)



This reflects not only the relatively depressed state of equity markets-
(and the correspondingly poor reception new issues might expect),.
but also the impact of stringent monetary policies, e.g., high interest
rates.

The dual system of taxing of corporate income may be illustrated by
the following example: From $100 of corporate.gross incpme,,$48 of*
corporate tax is paid and $52 remains and is available for distribution.
If the hypothetieal dividend recipient is in the 30 percent bracket, he
will pay $15.60 tax on the dividends he receives as well as the initial
$48 of corporate tax which the corporation in effect paid for him. His
total tax bill then is $63.60. Had he been taxed directly on $100 in-
come, he would have p aid $30 in tax. The difference between $63.60'
and $30 ($3360), is then aid to represent the excess burden of the
corporate tax.

Several assumptions underlie this analysis. First, it is assumed.
that the corpofate tax is paid by the corporation and ultimately by-
the stockholder and not by consumiers through higher prics and/or
by labor through lower wages. Second, it is assumed that the corpora-
tion and the stockholder are ond and the game. That is, it is Assumed
that corporate managers reflect shareholder interests--that i§, there
is no"corporate veil." Third, it is assumed that the dividend distribu-
tion is complete. In fact, dividend distributions do not always exhaust
after-tax earnings. To the extent dividend payout is low, the increase.
in the firm's equity should be reflected in higher stock prices. This
appreciation through capital value is particularly attractive because
it allows investors to shelter their corporate intome at the long-term
capital gains tax rate rather than the rate on ordinary income. In.
fact, it is widely presumed that high-incomd individuals do hot prefer
large dividend payouts and reflect this through their portfolio choice.

With rctpect to the first assunption, that the stockholders bear th&
ultimate burden of the tax, there is no widespread agreement on the-
extent and direction of the shifting of the carporate tak. Some shift-
ing, to consumers and employees no doubt, occurs, and varies among:
industries. Presumably, the extent to which the tax can be shifted de-
pen4s in the behavio of consuftiers the ext&1t to wAich ifty company
6&A iflunc6 the prices Prevaiiing in its ihdustry daid the bargeinizig
powei* of the eowi'phsy vis-A-vit its erployees. Thr 0WoUld appear to-
be a basis for g lfgitig tak relief on grounds 6f doubl arAtiin of divi-
derid iicom tothe exteht that the burdei of the corporation incom6
tat fall on stokholders.

Theie is anotheri perspectite on the corporate afid individtal taxes
which viewg the b6rpodation afid shardholdef as tlated, buit separate
entities. th this view, the corporation by vittie of its sevarate standing
and perpetuity imdef- law, and the limited liability of it shareholders,
derives certain benefits which are the proper base for taxation. Also,
some maintain that separatd taxes o corporatiois arid individuals
favorably diversifies our tak base.

Integrition of the corporate and individual income taxes involves
eliminating this. possible double taxation of corporate iitcome and
eliminating the bias toward debt finaheing. Integration ultimately
affects investmet because elimination of the "doubletax" necessarily'
reduces taxes paid by corporations or by corporate shareholddr, anct



accordingly raises the rate of return on corporate capital. The in-
creased return to capital in the corporate area in turn induces addi-
tional physical investment until the return on the narginal investment
equals other opportunities, e.g., the market rate of interest. However,
as a counterpart to the increased attractiveness of investment in the
corporate area, the flow of capital to the noncorporate areas (e.g. hous-
ing and agriculture) would be smaller than under present law.

Integration is complete when one taxes all corporate income at only
the individual level. That is, if one presumes corporations are but the
sum of shareholders' interests, then retained earnings should be taxed
at the individual level.

Alternative Ways of Integrating the Corporate and Individual
Income Taxes

There are two basic approaches to integration: complete and partial.
Under complete integration, dividends are taxed at the individual
level and retained corporate earnings are attributed to corporate
shareholders and taxed at the individual level. Thus, under complete
integration, there is no separate corporate tax. Under partial integra-
tion, a separate tax on corporate income is maintained, and dividends
are taxed only once at the individual level. There are a number of
mechanisms available to accomplish both complete and.partial iitegra-
tion which are conceptually similar but may result in different eco-
nomic effects as a consequence of the way corporate managers respond
to increased pressure for increased dividends. The two complete inte-
gration approaches are: the partnership method and the method rec-
onimended by the Canadian Royal Commission on Taxation (the
Carter Commission) in '1966; the two 9partial approaches are the divi-
dend deduction and the imputation or gross-up" method. The July 31,
1975, Treasury proposal before the committee is a combination of these
two partial integration approaches.
1. Complete integration
* (1) Partnership method.-Under the partnership method, no tax
is levied at the corporate level; all shareholders are viewed as implicit
recipients of undistributed profits. Thus, each shareholder would
include in his taxable income his share of distributed and undis-
tributed profits. Such treatment currently exists for subchapter S
corporations (which have 10 or fewer partners). For. large corpora -
tions with hundreds of thousands of stoclkholders, the partnership
method has been generally thought to be administratively unworkable,
and the presumption that these stockholders exercise an influence over
corporate managers is probably unwarranted. (However, the Canadian
Royal Commission on Taxation (the Carter Commission) has devel-
oped a variant of the partnership approach which seems to meet much
of the difficulties just noted.) Additional administrative complications
arise over subsequent adjustments to corporate income that might
result from audit or litigation. In such circumstances, adherence to the
partnership approach would require that individual shareholder tax
liabilities be recomputed, which again would prove difficult for large
corporations.



(2) Canadian. Carter Com?,mission.-Under the Carter Commission
approach, both corporation and shareholder pay. taxes; however, a
system of credits is devised which amounts to taxation of corporate
income only at the individual level. First, dividends would be taxed
at the individual level but "grossed up"? to reflect the corporate tax
already paid. With a corporate rate of 48 percent and $100 of gross
profits, the $52 of distributed dividends would be multiplied up by
(1/ (1-.48)) or 1.923 by the taxpayer and the $100 added into his tax-
able income. Undistributed profits would be "allocated" to,share-
holders who would "gross-up" such allocations and include them in
their taxable income. The corporate income tax would continue to be
collected, but a credit, which would be refundable to taxpayers for
whom corporate taxes paid exceeded total. individual tax liabilities,
would be provided. If a corporation does not distribute all its after-
corporate- tax profits as dividends, it would notify its shareholders of
such "allocations." Shareholders would then "gross-up" these alfoca-
tions in the same manner as dividends and add the amount to taxable
income. For individuals at the top marginal rate of 50 percent (in
Canada), no additional tax on dividends would be due since the cor-
porate tax credit would exactly offset the tax at the individual level.
For individuals at lower marginal rates of 20 percent, a refund would
be due as the credit would exceed the liability at the individual level.

2. Partial integration
(1) Dividend deduction.-Under this approach, dividends are put

on the same basis as interest 'payments. That is, dividends like interest
would be deductible against corporate income. Double taxation- of
dividends, as previously discussed, would be eliminated, and the cor-
porate tax would become a tax on retained earnings. For corporations
which pay out a large fraction of earnings, such an approach would
provide substantial tax relief as well as to encourage other firms to pay
out more. Some 'problems might occur to the extent dividends exceed
current income; under this approach, it would probably be advisable
to provide generous periods to permit carryforward and/or carry-
back of losses.

(2) Imputation or "groMs-up.-Under this approach, double taxa-
tion of dividends is relieved by providing at' the individual level, a
(refundable) credit for taxes paid on dividend income by the corpora-
tion as well as' grossing up the dividend. In the above example of an
individual in the 30-percent bracket who received $52 of dividends,
he would have a tax liability of $0 (30 percent times the grossed-up
dividends of $100) against which he would use the $48 of corporate tax
as a credit. He would receive an $18 refund. Individuals in' brackets
above 48 percent would experience positive liabilities, although smaller
than without partial integration.

3. Special problems .
There- are a:number of. difficulties in templete and partial-integra-

tion of the corporate and individual income taxes which would requre
special attention.



(1) Lovo-itwome individuale.-For the dividend deduction and im-
-putation or gross-up approaches to be equivalent, thecredit at theindi-
Zidual level must be refundable to achieve equity. o taxpay-
-ers, the net impact of the credit will simply be a reduced Federal
liability; however, for a portion of them, the credit would need to be
refundable.

(2)Tax-exempt organiaimon.-Most gross-up or imputation pro-
poals deny this benefit to tax-exempt organizations. Under the divi-
d(end deduction approach, unless c6mpensating measures are taken,
tax-exempt organizations would substantially benefit. According to
a recent study, 2 such organizations owned 18 percent of all listed stock
in 1971 and presumably received a substantial portion of aggregate
dividends. At issue is whether or not tax-exempt organisations should
be treated as individuals for the purposes of integration. If it is de-
cided to adopt integration, the, committee may then wish to consider
whether or not to further extend this privilege to these groups. Clearly,
providing that corporate income earned by tax-exemppt organisations
is to be free from tax at both the corporate and the shareholder levels
would have important equity and revenue implications.

(3) Foreign recipients of U.S. dividonds.-The question arises
whether or not the benefits of integrttion should be extended to foreign
stockholders. Under either the dividends-paid deduction or the imputa-
tion approach, a foreign shareholder may pay raore or less tax oM his
divideuds the n his U.S. counterpart. At issue here in particuAr is the
withholding tax on divideuds paid tQnouresdent aliens,

(4) Intercorporate dividend,-Dividenda received from other do-
mestic corporations that had been shibest to a withholding tax (or for
which a dividends- paid deduction was received) shol4 be exempt
froA tx in the hands. of a stockholding corpor ,*. It migt. alse
coosidered desirable to exprept. intercorpoA4te djvidends, from any
basis corporation tax not treated a a withhogding tax. It vay be
necessary tq trace utercorporate. dividends back through the difersot
corporate igyers to determine the extent o taxation. Cprrently 4
deduction is provided for 85% of intercorporate dividcs.

(5) M ividen4d paid from tax-exempt io If i putaties or
grossp t the in ividual level i.regarded as corporate tax, a..prles
woul4 arise to the etent d videuds Are pAid froma corporate twoome
that was hi fact tx exept oT pavtly tPx expmpt. This, would incWde
partially or entirly taw eewpt kiterest, excess of perglitage deption
over cost depletion, and perhapp eapital gains and. othe W lWAde of
inoofiw. The simiple grossiup method would, uales, an Aqusteinet were
ma* give eredit. fog more an the pctual amom ut withheld on Such
inoop, A rel t O problew ivoks the effeeve aa compae4 to the
nominal corporate rate which is used in the greasup procedure. To
the extent the effective corporate rate is below 48%,e rossup and
credit will misstate the Actual circumstance of the dividends. A smilai'
issue is ipvelved in the question of the extent to which the credit for
corporation income taxes should be grinted for divideuds paid out hy

2M. E. Blume, 7. Creeket, and E. Friend, "Stock Ownership in the United States:
Charseteristes ead Trends,' Survey of Current Business, November 1974.



corporations with large investment tax credits. In some cases, this.
could involve granthig stockholders tax reduction for dividends on
whichlittle or no corporate tax has been paid.
U.S. Experignce With Iategrtion of the Coptea A4 Indivi4.

ual Incquq 'Taxs
Nineteerh Gotury

Under the Civil War income tax, the individual was viewed aa the
sole object of taxation, and the corporate entity was either ignored
or taxed as.a source of individual gain. The income tax of 1864 taxed
shareholders of xpercantile and industrial corporations at graduated
rates, on their pro rata share of corporate earnings whether distri-b-
uted or not. Semiprivate businesses, such as railroads and canals,
banks, and insurance companies, paid a proportional tax on corporate
iacome. However, the tax was essentially a tax on corporate retained,
earnings because individuals were allowed to exclude dividend and
interest income from their income tax base.

Because the corporate rate was 5 percent, and the individual rate was
from 5 to 10. percent, the possibility existed that high-income people
would favor dividend income as a source, since it wastaxed at a'lower
rate than ordinary income. In 1865, however, dividend recipients were
required to include dividend income in their taxable income, anld were
allowed to. take a credit for the tax (withheld by the corporation)
against their individual liability.

Thus, the Civil War income tax com'bined several approaches to
coordination of the corporate and individual income taxes. For en-
tirely private corporations, it pursued what is now called the partner-
ship approach which ignored the corporate entity and taxed only
individuals; for semipublic firms, it pursued the gross-up or imputa-
tion approach.

1913-1935
Between 1913 and 1916, the normal corporate and individual rates

were identical (one percet),. Prtial integration was achieved by
exclouding watil 193f:dividends from the individu.al's tax base, although
they were included in the calculation of the progressive surcharge. Be-
cause the normal rates were identical at the corporate and individual
level, the credit allowed for individuals of the tax on their 'dividnd
income against their liability amounted to complete integration of the
two taxes for those whose. incomes were below the level at which the
purcharge was imposed ($,0.).

For those persons with im~jne above $20,000, there clearly, was an
i44centive to. hold stocks. which had low payout ratios, and whose
maket.value.accordingly appr eciated. Such incentives ourrently exist,
as. the aximum idividual tax rate on dividends.is 70 percent while
the longenin rate on realized capital gains is 85 percent. This sort of
inPcegive w as recogdized in 19I3, and shareholders were required to
includs in their petswial incomes their pro, rata share of profits on
egporatioe formed foxr the purpose of avoiding the syrcharge rates.
Use 9 peronal h4oding companies ad accumulation of erning be-
yod 4 to-eaoeale neds of the bisinesa was prima fcie-evidenos of
sWe a purpae,



In the Revenue Act of 1918, personal service corporations (one whose
capital was not a material factor in producing income, but whose in-
come was derived from the activities of its principal stockholders)
were exempted from the normal and excess profits taxes, and in lieu, itsshareholders were taxed directly on their share of profits (whether
distributed or not) at individual tax rates. Thus, individuals were
taxed only in their capacities as owners and implicit recipients of
corporate income.

The Revenue Act of 1921 imposed a penalty tax of 25 percent on
income retained for the purpose of tax avoidance. In 1924 the rate
was.inereased to 50 percent. Stockholders had the option, however, ifall consented, to declare their share of undistributed profits. Until
1928, the penalty tax was thought to be of no practical significance
as it generated essentially no revenue.

In addition to these measures designed to tax undue retained earn-
ings, other measures were enacted to assist in the coordination of the
individual and corporate taxes. The basic coordination problem arises
from the fact that corporations and individuals pay different rates of
taxation. Accordingly, additional undistributed profits were taxed in
the Revenue Act of 1917: net income undistributed for more than 6
months was taxed at 10 percent.

In 1927, the staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue
Taxation advised against introducing a further tax on undistributed
profits, because the disparity between corporate and individual rates
had considerably narrowed: the normal corporate rate was 13.5 per-cent and the maximum individual rate was 20 percent. The Joint Com-
mittee suggested a tax credit for dividends paid; however, this pro-vision was not adopted.
. The Revenue Act of 1932 widened the gap between corporate and
individual rates by increasing the individual income tax surcharge to55 percent, which was increased in 1934 to 59 percent.

Revenue Act of 1936
In 1936, President Roosevelt proposed a package to coordinate

the corporate and individual income taxes by taxing corporate income
once. Undistributed profits were to be taxed at the corporate -level,
and dividends at the individual level.

Final Congressional action provided for a repeal of the exemptionof individual income taxes on dividends. Net corporate income was
taxed by a surcharge at graduated rates.and the capital stock tax was
reduced. Finally, the declared-value excess profits tax remained intact.

The surtax on retained earnings was based on income less the normal
or proportional corporate tax; a credit against the surcharge was
provided for .dividends paid. Exemption from the surtax was pro-vided for commercial banks,.corporations in.bankruptey and receiver-
ship, insurance companies, forein corporations, corporations deriv-
ing a large portion of income from U.S. possessions, those orgnized
under the China Trade Act of 1922, and Joint Stock Land BanksSPartial integration of the corporate and individual taxes was thus
achieved by alowing corporations a credit for dividends paid, andtaxing:dividends at only the individual level. Remaining (undis-tributed) corporate income was taxed by the corporat tax at gradu-ated rates. This approach approximates the "split-rate" approach



now used in West Germany. In 1938 the undistributed profits tax
was rescinded.

As might be expected, the availability of a credit for dividends
paid and a. progressive tax on retained, earnings encouraged a sub-
stantial increase in dividends. It has been estimated that during the
two years in which partial integration occurred (1936 and 1937),
dividend distributions. were one-third greater as a result of this
changed tax treatment. Substantial inter-industry differences in in-
creased payout occurred. Manufacturing's payout was 40 percent
higher, while construction, forestry and fisheries and agriculture paid
out 75 percent more. Small and medium corporations had higher pay-
out rates of dividends than did the larger firms as measured by asset
size. Apparently, the surtax on retained profits stimulated greater out-
lays to corporate employees and outlays for maintenance. Larger exec-
utive salaries and bonuses enabled owners of small businesses to reduce
corporate normal taxes as well as to avoid the surtax.

One of the most serious problems with the 1936 Act was the ar-
bitrary one-year accounting period. Clearly, variations in profits
and losses over a longer period of time affect the ability of a corpora-
tion to distribute earnings in any 12-month period. This was especi-
ally true in the mid 1930's. Similarly, extension of the dividend period
beyond the fiscal year was thought by some to be too limited and could
subject the individual taxpayer to double tax.

It should be noted that the elimination of the undistributed profits
tax in 1939. piovided for, in effect, the possible double taxation of
dividends. That is, the elimination of the tax and its accompanying
credit for dividends paid allowed dividend income to be taxed first
at the corporate and then at the individual level.

Revenue Act of 1954
The 1954 Code reduced the tax on dividend income in two related

ways. First, an individual was allowed a dividend exclusion of $50;
a couple was allowed $100. Second, a credit was provided for imputed
corporate taxes paid on those dividends in excess of the exclusion.
The (non-refundable) credit was equal to 4 percent of dividends re-
ceived in excess of $50 (or $100 in the case of a couple, but limited to
4 percent of taxable income.

Dividends paid by life insurance and mutual insurance companies,
other than life or marine or fire insurance companies, were not eligi-
ble for either the credit or the exclusion. Also, dividends from tax-
exempt charitable, educational, or religious corporations were not
eligible for the favorable tax treatment.

These two measures did not represent a systematic approach to co-
ordination of the corporate and individual taxes, but rather attenipted
to provide some tax relief.

Technical Amendment Act of 1958
As a result of the addition of Subehapter S to the Code in 1958. full

integration was achieved for certain small business corporations. When
tax treatment under Subchapter S is elected, the shareholders include
in their own income, for tax purposes, the current taxable income of
the corporation, both the portion which is distributed and that which
is not. Neither type of income in this case iseligible for a dividend re-
ceived credit or exclusion.



If a shareholder receives distribution out of previous (prior year)
retained earnings which were taxed, no further tax is required. Simi-
larly, operating losses are passed through to shareholders.

The right to elect this treatment was limited to domestic corpora-
tions which are not eligible to file a consolidated return with any other
corporations and which have 10 or fewer shareholders, whose share-
holders are all individuals or an estate, and where the corporation has
one class of stock.

For the limited number of cases to which it applies, Subehapter S
represents a form of complete integration. In 1971, 262,000 of 1,733,000
corporations (or about 15 percent) were Subehapter S corporations.
Foreign Mechanisms to Achieve Partial Integration.

Our trading partners generally provide for some form of partial in-
tegration of the corporate and individual taxes; however, none pro-
vides for complete integration. The description that follows relates
only to domestic corporate dividends which flow to domestic share-
holders.

Canada
Partial integration in Canada is achieved at the shareholder level.

Corporate taxes are levied at a 48-percent rate. The rate is scheduled
to decline to 46 percent in 1976. The individual taxpayer grosses up his
dividends by /3. A credit is allowed of 20 percent of the grossed-up
amount. For a shareholder in the 30-percent marginal rate bracket who
receives $100 of cash dividends, his gross-up of dividends would be
$133.33,.his credit $26.67 (20 percent of $133.33), his gross liability
$39.99 (30 percent of $133.33), and his net liability of $13.33. Non-
resident shareholders are not eligible for the credit.

West Germany
Partial integration in West Germany is achieved primarily at the

corporate level. A two-tier or split-rate tax is imposed on corporate
income: there is a 15-percent tax on dividends distributed, and 51 per-
cent on remaining retained earnings. Dividends are taxed at the in-
dividual level as ordinary income. Thus, a corporation with $100 gross
profits and gross dividends of $40 would pay $6 on the dividends and
$30.60 on the $60 of retained earnings.

iFrame .
Partial intergration in France, like Canada, is achieved at the share-

holder level via the gross-up and credit. Domestic shareholders gross
up their dividends by 50 percent and receive 'a credit against their total
tax liability equal to the amount of the gross-up. Thus, a shareholder
in the 30-percent bracket with $100 in cash dividends would apply
the 30-percent rate against $150, apply a credit of $50, and thus receive
a net refund of $5.

Japan
Partial integration is achieved in Japan at both the corporate and

individual levels. At the corporate level, corporations with capital in
excess of $330,000 pay a 30-percent tax on dividends and a 40-percent
tax on retained earnings. All dividends paid are subject to a 15-percent
withholding tax. Individuals add the 15-percent withheld to arrive



at taxable income. The'15-percent withheld and.a dividend received
credit of 10 percent of the initial amount are then used to offset final
liability.

United Kingdom
Partial integration in the United Kingdom is achieved primarily

at the individual level. When a dividend is declared, ai amount equal
to 53 percent of. the dividcnd (the Advance Corporation Tax) is set
aside to the Inland Revenue where it is held and credited against the
corporate liability. The individual adds the pro rata.share of the ACT
amount to his net dividend payment for tax purposes and takes a
credit in the amount of the ACT against his total hability. The ACT
amount is then the gross-up amount. A cash rebate is provided if the
credit exceeds total liability.

Distributional - Considerations.

Stockholdings and dividend payments are highly concentrated in
the U.S. In 1972, 18 percent of the taxable returns contained better
than 57 percent of all dividend iicome; 5.4 percent of all taxable re-
turns accounted for 78.5 percent of all dividend income. For this
reason, as noted below, about 64 percent of the aggregate tax reduction
resulting from tax relief for dividends would go to individuals with
AGI in excess of $20,000.

While dividend payments are highly concentrated in upper income
brackets, the excess burden of the combined corporate and individual
taxes per dollar of dividends is distributed regressively. Under the
assumption that corporations pay the corporate tax, the excess burden
of the double tax may be defined as the difference between current
taxation and amounts due if corporate income were taxed only at the
shareholder level. Under the assumption that complete a payout of
after-corporate tax earnings in the form of dividends occurs, the excess
burden is equal to gross profits times the difference between-the cor-
porate tax rate and the corporate rate times the individual rate.'

Under no payout, the excess burden is simply gross profits times the
difference between the corporate rate and the individual rate..

Table 10 provides illustrative calculations of the excess burden under
dividend payout and no payout assumptions. Under the payout as-
sumption, the excess burden of current taxation of $100 of corporate
income is $48 for the individual with no Federal individual liability
and $14.40 for the individual in the 70-percent bracket. Under the no-
payout assumption, the excess burden is again $48 for the zero-tax rate
person and falls to zero for the 48-percent individual. Thereafter, as
individuals in tax brackets above 48 percent. the excess burden.of cur-
rent tax law is negative. That is, they would experience a tax increase
under integration.

Stattica of Income 1972, Individual Income Tax Returns, table 1.4.
' Let P be gross profits, c. the corporate tax rate, and I the individual tax rate. Currentlaw fo the sum of corporate tax cP, and the individual tax on dividends, I(1-c)P. Pureinteeration is IP; the excess burden is then eP+(1-c)P less iP. or P(P-7i).iThat Is. Pc would be current law and PI pure-integration. The diffetence.or excessburden Is Pie-i).



TABLE, 10.-EXCESS BURDEN OF CORPORAT TAX UNDER-ALTERNATIVE PAYOUT ASSUMPTIONS,
$100 GROSS PROFITS

Complete payout of earnings No payoutof earningsI

Total tax burden Total tax burden

Current Pure inte- Excess Current Pure inte- Excess
Marginal tax rate in percent law I gration burden law gration burdea

0------------------------------- $48. 00 0 $48.00 $48. 0 $42
14--------- -------- ----------- .. 55.28 $14.00 41:28 48 $14 34
15 ------------------------------- 55. 80 15.00D 40.80 48 15 33.
16------...----------------------- 56.32 16.00. 40.32 48 16 38
17 ------------------------------- 56.84 17.00 39.84 48 17 31

19-----------------57.88 19.00 38.88 48 19 29
22--------- -------------------- - 59.4 22.00. 37.44 48- 22 26.
25 ------------------------------- 61.00 25.00 36.00 48 25 21.
28 ------------------------------- 62.56 28.00 .34.56 48 28 20
32 ------------------------------- 64.44 32.00 32.64 48 32 16.
36 ------ --------------- 66.72 36.00 . 30.72 48 . 36 12

39---------------------------- 68.28 39.00 29.28 48 39 .9
4------- 69.84 42.00. 27.84 48 42 6

45::----------- ------------------ 71.40 45.00 28.40 48- 45 3.
48 ------------------------------- 72.96 48.00 24.96 48 48 0
50-----------------74.00 50.00 24.00 48 5) -2
53 ---- --------------------- ---- 5 30 25 8 5 5
55------------------------------- 76.60 .0 21.60 48 5 -7'
58------------------------------- 78.16 58.00 20.16 48 . 58 -10.
60 ------------------------------- 79.20 60.00 19.20 48 60 -12
62----- -------------------------- 80.24 62.00 18.24 48 62 -14
64 ---- *-------------------------- 81.28 64.00 17.28 48. 64 -16
66---------- ------------------ 82.32 6.00 16.32 48 66 -18.
68------- ------------ --------- 83.36 6. 00 15.36 48 68 -20
69-----------;1-------------------- 83.88 69.00 14.88 48 69 -21
70--------- ---------------------- 84.40 70.00 14.40 48. 70 -2

I ignores hundred dollar dividend exclusion.a Capital giris effects of retained earnings not considered.

The negative excess burden under the no-payout assumption coupled
with the current 50 percent maximum tax rate on individual earnings,
70 percent maximum rate on dividends and 48 percent corporate rate
highlight the relationship between capital gains taxation and taxation
of corporate income. The individual with large equity holdings will
minimize his tax liability over time if he holds low payout stock which
in turn appreciates more rapidly. To the extent the tax rate on realized
capital gains is less than the tax rate on other sources of income, the
taxpayer who can afford to wait to realize his incomewill benefit fron
both the lower tax rate and deferral of taxes. The operating integra-
tion schemes in other countries attempt to address these matters.
Canada, for example, has a top individual marginal tax rate-that
equals the corporate rate, and taxes one half of capital gains when
realized as ordinary income. In this way, greater neutrality is achieved
with regard to the timing of tax realization and choice of source of
mcome.

Finally, there are likely to be windfall gains for stockholders if inte-
gration of the corporate inome tax and the individual income tax is
adopted. This is because, to the extent that the burden of the corpora-
tion income tax now falls on the stockholder, this burden is taken into
consideration in stock prices. Complete or partial removal of the burden
would therefore tend to increase stock prices.
Economic Effects of Integration

Prediction of the long-run effects of integration on aggregate in-
vestment/saving and economic growth depends on the initial shifting
assumption one makes and the subsequent payout and savings responses



'of corporate managers and shareholders respectively..Under the divi-
dend-deduction approach, it seems reasonable to expect there would be
a substantial incentive for increased dividends, as such. deduction at
the corporate level would have immediate and visible effects on.corpo-
rate tax liability. A firm under the dividend-deduction approach will
be able to pay out 52 percent of gross profits and achieve an after-
corporate tax earnings position that is identical to its currezit situa-
tion before dividend distribution. This incentive is more blunted under
the- imputation or "grossup" approach for it is shareholder.pressure
that would motivate the dividend payout. This general pressure might
be smaller yet from high-income taxpayers, for as displayed in Table
2, they would experience higher taxes. .

The importance of dividend payout responses to integration raises
questions as to whether the additional dividends will be consumed or
saved by individuals.and what the retained earnings situation of pri-
vate corporation will.be. Since undistributed profits constitute .savinigs,
any reduction in such profits as a result of increased dividend payouts.
will reduce savings iuiless stockholders save all the increased -divi-
dends although it may also.encourage individuals in the aggregate to
buy more stock.

Finally, because without other tax increases integration involves
substantial revenue losses, the impact of integration on the public
sector's budgetary balance needs to be considered as well. Thus, each
of the three sources of saving may increase, decrease or stay the same
in response to integration, and aggregate investment may. increase,
decrease or remain as before.

Integration that is not offset by tax increases in other areas. will
increase the. return to corporate capital, induce additional investment
demand, and shift resources from the noncorporate to corporate sector.
To the extent an additional dividend payout occurs, it seems likely
that additional efficiency gains will be realized in the capital market
as dividend recipients decide where to reinvest those dividends.. Also,
corporations would seem to treat debt.and equity financing on a more
equivalent basis, and some efficiency gains should be realiZed there
as well. However, whether or not the aggregate investment rate will
permanently increase depends on aggregate savings behavior. Any
effect that. mtegration may have in increasing savings may be offset
to the extent that integration is financed .by tax increases in other
areas. If, for example, the revenue losses due to integration were re-
couped from higher taxes on business, the increase in investment in-
centives resulting from integration could be offset completely. .

The ability of integration to permanently increase the.aggregate
investment rate depends then on the.responsiveness of aggregate sav-
ings to the higher return capital. Empirical evidence on this is limited
and inconclusive. To some extent, the unresponsiveness of household
sector saving to interest rates reflects the peculiarities of our.financial
structure, Regulation Q limitations on interest rates, and. therelative
absence of attractive debt instruments for moderate-income families.

The case for integration rests on the extent to which it will increase
the aggregate savings rate (which is uncertain), the gains in eiciency
that will result from a more efficient operation of the capital market,



some aggregate efficiency effects of relieving the excess tax on capital,
and sonegains in equity that may resultfrom eliminating the double
taxation of corporate income. Again, to the extent the corporate tax
is shifted to consumers and employees, however, the importance of
double taxation as a source of inequity to stockholders is reduced.
Alternative Proposals

-Administration
The Administration has proposed a plan to partially integrate the

corporate and individual income taxes through is a combination of
the dividend deduction and imputation or gross-up approach. Under
this proposal, elimination of the double taxation of dividends would
occur at both the corporate and stockholder levels.

At the corporate level, a dividend deduction would be provided as
of 1977, and phased in through 1982. By 1982, approximately half of
dividends would be deductible. At the individual level, imputation
or grossup would begin one year later in 1978, and be phased in
through 1982. With both a dividend deduction of 50 percent and a
gross-up of dividends of 50 percent permitted in after completion of
the phase-in, somewhat more than the double tax would be eliminated.
This would occur because of the relationship of the corporate tax rate
to the oress-up factor. With 50 percent corporate tax rate the gross-up
factor'in the split proposal would be exactly 50 percent and the double
tax would be reduced to just a single tax on dividend income. How-
ever, :because the corporate rate is less than 50 percent, the gross-upfactor which would permit an exact reduction of the double tax is an
odd fraction (48.0769 percent) which may cause taxpayers difficulty.
By using a 50 percent gross-up factor, some simplification would be
achieved *at the individual level; however, this causes some uncer-
tainty about the fraction of dividends that would be deductible during
and at the end of the phase-in.

The initial revenue loss of the proposal in 1977 is estimated to be
$2.5 billion. The administration intends to restrict the proportion
of dividends which may be initially deducted to that- which yields
a $2.5 billion revenue loss. In 1978, when gross-up begins at the indi-
vidual level, it is estimated that the additional revenue loss will be
$1.25 billion, although this is based on 1977 dividend levels. Of course,these- costs involve only first-year effects; in subsequent years sub-:
stantially larger amounts would be involved.

Mesrs. Wag gonner and Conable
The proposal would consider starting partial integration of the

corporate and individual income taxes in 1976 and phase it in over a
4-5 year period. It was indicated that the committee should consider
separate partial integration plans, e.g., either a dividend deduction
approac:h at the corporate level or a credit to stockholders for divi-
dends received, or some elimination of the corporate income tax and
an allocation of retained earnings to the shareholder. Mr. Conable
would include certain credits to encourage small investments in stock
as part of any integration scheme.

Mr. Vander Yeen
If the committee should consider capital formation in the first phase

of tax reform, it was suggested that consideration of the Administra-
tion's integration approach be on a limited basis. For example, the
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committee could decide to make dividends from new equity issues
tax-exempt until 3 years after enactment of the bill.
Evaluation

Each of the partial integration proposals seeks to limit its immedi-
ate revenue impact by phasing in the elimination of the 4ouble-tax on
dividends over a 4- to 6-year period. Many of the spedial problems
associated with particular forms of integration need further attention
in the proposals. The Administration noted this in their iJuly 31, 1975
presentation by Secretary Simon and indicated, should the committee
pursue a particular form of integration, an interest in; working out
the problems of intercorporate dividends, tax-exempt organization,
etc.
Revenue Effects

The staff-estimates that a partial integration plan achieved at the
stockholder level by the imputation or gross-up of dividends by 48 per-
cent and the provision of a refundable credit, if implemented in 1975,
would cost $12.1 billion in revenue. Under this plan, the current divi-
dend exclusion would be removed and the credit would not be avail-
able to tax-exempt or foreign recipients of U.S. dividends. While the
imputation approach at the shareholder level is in some respects more
complicated than a dividend deduction at the corporate lvel, this dis-
advantage is balanced by the relative ease with which the problems of
tax-exempt organizations (which own 18 percent of listed stock) and
foreign recipients of U.S. dividends are solved. In somel respects, the
Administration's proposal exacerbates the administrativd problems of
implementing a partial integration plan by foregoing the simplicity
of the dividend deduction plan by including partial withholding, and
by foregoing the problems posed by the tax-exempt and foreign re-
ceipt of dividends by including a partial dividend deduction approach
with the imputation or gross-up approach.

The estimated impact by AGI class of the gross-up' approach is
provided in Table 11.

TABLE 11.-IMPACT OF PARTIAL INTEGRATION OF CORPORATE AND INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAXES:
GROSS-UP APPROACH

Tax reduction

Present tax Amount
Original AGI class (in millions (in millions Percent Percent of

(m thousands of dollars) of dollars) of dollars) change total

To0------------------------------....---.17.90 162.87 909.9 1.3
to $5----------------------------------- 348.56 52.91 149.7 4.3

$5t 1 ---------------- 7,532.80 1,132.72 15.0 9.3
$10 to ._--------------------------..14,378.64 1,161.42 8.1 9.6

$11o----------------- 5,403.11 1,416.56 9.2 11.7
$20 to$30 ------------------------------- : 18,"470.25 2,398.87 13.0 19.8$50 to $--------------------------------- 11,989.59 2,034.51 17.0 16.8$to$100 ------------------------------- 8,787.80 1,473.52 16.8- 12.2
$100+----------------------------.---.8:258.32 1,820.82 22.0 15.0

Total----------------------------- 85,186.98 12,122.21 14.23 100.0

Note: Dividends at 1975 levels. Figures relate to individuals; tax exempt and foreign recipients of U.S. dividends are
not extended the benefit of integration. No change in corporate payout is assumed; the tax credit is fully refundable, and a
gross-up factor of 1.923 is assumed and dividean exclision Is repealed.



The largest tax reductions occur in the lowest and top brackets.
Overall, this partial integration plan would reduce individual taxes
by 14 percent at 1975 levels. Because stock holdings are concentrated in
the higher brackets, 44 percent of all tax reductions would go to those
in the $30,000 and above AGI classes and 64 percent to those in the
$20,000 and above AGI classes.

F. Corporate Surtax Exemption and Tax Rates

Present Law
Corporate income is generally subject to a normal tax of 22 percent

and a surtax of 26 percent, with the initial $25,000 of taxable income
exempt from the surtax. In the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 the surtax
exemption was increased to $50,000 and the normal tax was reduced
to 20 percent on the initial $25,000 of taxable income. Both changes
applied only to the year 1975.
Issues

The increase in the surtax exemption in the Tax Reduction Act of
1975 was included in both the House and Senate bills. The Senate bill
included a provision that reduced the normal tax rate from 22 Der-
cent to 18 percent and increased the surtax rate from 26 percent to
30 percent. This would have involved a revenue loss of $700 million.
The 2-point reduction in the normal tax rate on the initial $25,000 of
taxable income was adopted in conference.

These tax reductions are generally viewed as attempts to provide
tax relief to small businesses. The increase in the surtax exemption
from $25,000 to $50,000 provides a tax reduction of $6,500 (.26 X
$25,000) to all corporations with taxable income above $50,000, a
smaller reduction to corporations with taxable income between $25,000
and $50,000, and no tax reduction for corporations with taxable in-
come below $25,000. Thus 24 percent of this reduction is received by
corporations with taxable income below $50,000.

The Senate adopted the provision that "moved" four percentage
points from the normal tax to the surtax in response to concern that
increasing the surtax exemption did relatively little to help corpora-
tions with taxable income below $25,000.

Under the compromise adopted in conference, there is a 2-point
reduction in the normal tax on the first $25,000 of taxable income.
Fifty-seven percent of the tax reduction goes to corporations with
incomes less than $50,000.

Temporary reductions in corporate tax rates for small corpora-
tions are not viewed as effective in stimulating business investment as
increases in the investment tax credit. When a corporation is con-
sidering whether to make an investment, it is concerned with what the
tax burden, will be on the income produced by the investment, income
that is usually received over a long period of time. A one-year reduc-
tion in corporate tax rates, therefore, has only a small effect on ex-
pected after-tax rates of return, so it provides little stimulus to new
investment. A permanent reduction in corporate tax rates, however,
would increase after-tax returns over the life of a new investment and,
therefore, may be as effective at stimulating investment as an increase
in the investment credit.



A reduction in corporate tax rafes increases the incentive to invest
only insofar as it reduces the marginal tax rate; that.is, the rate ap-
plied to additional income. For example, a- corporation with taxable
income of $100,000 receives a $6,500 tax.reduction as a result of. the
increase in the surtax exemption from $25,000 to $50,00q. Each.addi-
tional dollar of taxable income that the corporation ould receive
from a new investment, however, would still be taxed a 48-percent
rate, and it is this tax rate that the corporation will use in calculat-
ing the expected profitability of a new investment.

Increasing the surtax exemption from $25,000 to $50,000 reduces
the marginal tax rate for a corporation whose income is between $25,-
000 and $50,000. A corporation with income below $25,000 -receives
no tax reduction at all, while a corporation with income above $50,000
receives a $6,500 tax reduction but experiences no change in the tax
rate applicable to additional income. Since only 3.7 percent of cor-
porate income is received by corporations with taxable income be-
tween $25,000 and $50,000, the increase in the surtax exemption is not
likely to induce substantial additional investment.

The 2-point reduction in the normal tax rate on the first $25,000 of
income reduces the marginal tax rate for corporations with taxable
income below $25,000, which. receive 5.4 percent of corporate income,
but not for firms with higher income. This propsal is an effeient invest-
ment stimulus since most firms experience a reduction in their marginal
tax rate.
Alternative Proposals

Tax Reduction Act of 1975
The 1975 Act provides for an increase in the corporate surtax exemp-

tion from $25,000 to $50,000 and reduces the corporate normal tax rate
from 22 percent to.20 percent on the first $25,000 of taxable income.
These reductions apply for one year--for taxable years ediing in 1975.

Mr. Ullman I

His proposal would continue for four more years (through 1979)
the corporate tax reductions contained in the Tax Redction Act of
1975.

Me88r8. Waggonner, Conable, and Archer
The proposal would reduce the 48-percent tax rate on corporations,

possibly to 42 percent, and increase the corporate surtax exemption,
possibly to a permanent level of $100,000. The proposal would accom-
plish the rate reductions by reducing either the corporate normal tax
rate or the surtax rate or some combination of both.

Mesar. Pickle and Ketchum,
The proposal would increase the corporate surtax exemption per-

manently to $100,000.

G. Net Operating Loss Carrybacks and Carryovers

Present law
Present law, in general, provides that a taxpayer is allowed to carry

a net operating loss back as a deduction against income for the 3 years
preceding the year in which the loss occurred and to carry any remain-
ing unusued losses over to the 5 years following the loss year. This



general rule enables taxpayers to balance out income and loss years
over a moving 9-year cycle, to the extent of taxable income in the 3
years preceding, and the 5 years following, any loss year. A net operat-
ing loss carryback results in a refund of income taxes to the extent that
the carryback offsets taxable income previously reported for the carry-
back years.

CHART L-NET OPERATING LOSS CARRYBACK AND CARRYOVER PERIODS FOR DIFFERENT CATEGORIES
OF TAXPAYERS

Carryback Years Ls Carryover Years

10 98 76564 3 21 1 23 45 67 8 91011213 1415

Ceneral Rule

Injured by Imports

Regulated Transportatin

Foreign Expcprial ons
(other than Cba)

roreig Expropriations (Cuba)

*'American Motors ProvIsin"

FinancialI nstitutions (after 1975)

Bank for Cooperatives

Present law also provides several exceptions to the general 3 year
carryback-5 year carryover rule in the case of certain industries or cate-
gories of taxpayers, as indicated in chart 1. One exception allows
certain regulated transportation corporations to carry back and deduct
net operating losses for the usual 3 years and to carry over such losses
for 7 years. Another exception prohibits the carryback of a net oper-
ating loss to the extent the net operating loss was attributable to a
foreign -expropriation loss.. However, a 10-year carryover period is
allowed for the foreign expropriation loss (15 years in the case of
a Cuban expropriation loss).

A third exception, applicable to financial institutions for taxable
years beginning after December 31, 1975, lengthens the carryback
period for net operating losses to 10 years and allow the usual 5-year
carryover period. Similarly, a bank for cooperatives is presently al-
lowed to carry net operating losses back for 10 years and forward for 5
years. A fourth exception is provided for taxpayers which have in-
curred net operating losses resulting from increased imports of com-
peting products under trade concessions made pursuant to the Trade
Expansion Act of 1962. Where a taxpayer has elected to obtain certi-
fication as provided by this Act, it is allowed a 5-year carryback period
and the usual 5-year carryover period.

Present law also contains a provision designed for American Motors
Corporation permitting a 5-year carryback period and a carryover
period of 3 years for losses incurred for taxable years ending after
December 31, 1966, and prior to January 1, 1969.



* Insurance companies are allowed either under the gezieral rule dis-
cussed above or under other special provisions, to aver4ge operating
losses over a 3-year carryback period and a 5-year carryover period.

Senate action in the Taw Reduction Act of 1976-Te Senate Fi-
nance Committee included in the Tax Reduction Act o 1975 (H.R.
2166) a provision which generally would have allowed business tax-
payers, both individuals and corporations, to elect to convert carry-
over periods to which they are entitled under present law into carry-
back periods. For example, a taxpayer now subject to tht general rule
could have elected to use an 8-year cariback period (-year carry-
back under present law and an additional 5-year carryb4ck under the
new provision) with no carryover period.' This election Was applicable
to net operating losses for taxable years ending after January 1, 1970.

The Senate Finance Committee provision was revised 4n the floor of
the Senate. As passed by the Senate, the intent of the provision was
to allow taxpayers generally an election to convert carryover periods
for which they are presently eligible into additional carryback years
for net operating losses incurred for taxable years 1974 ind 1975.

In addition, the Senate amendment provided that where a corpora-
tion would receive a tax benefit, under an elective carryback, of more
than $10 million, 25 percent of such tax benefit from the first year of
the extended loss carryback was to be placed in an employee stock
ownership plan ("ESOP") over a 10-year period. A corporation could
also put up to 50 percent of this amount (of the 25 percent) into a sup-
plemental unemployment benefit plan if transferred within one year
from the time of election.

This Senate provision was deleted in the conference o4 the Tax Re-
duction Act of 1975.
Problem

Net operating loss carrybacks and carryovers provide:business tax-
payers with a form of averaging which, in effect, permits them to
share their losses with the government by offsetting these losses against
their taxable income in other years (within the prescribed time limita-
tions. This is generally regarded as equitable since taxpayers are re-
quired to share their income with the government by paying income
tax when they have profitable years.

However, there have been proposals to revise the present carryback-
.carryover rules by permitting longer carrybacks or carryover periods
and by allowing taxpayers an option to substitute carrybacks for car-
ryovers. Others would provide a longer carry forward. period. These
.proposals stem, in large part, from the fact that in the curent economic
situation-and in particular in certain depressed indust 'es-taxpay-
ers have incurred substantial losses which they cann4 offset fully
against the.income of other years. Such taxpayers, for example, may
not be able to offset fully their losses in.the present carryback period
because these losses are large and the prior years were eithei loss
years or low income years. Moreover, a number of these.comipanies

'The carryback election under the Senate Finance Committee bill 'would not havebeen available, however, to certain taxpayers allowed extended carryovers or. carry-backs under present law-those having foreign expropriation losses, certain financialinstitutions, and Banks for Cooperatives.



doubttiat they will be able to fully offset such losses'through' carry-
overs becalse they' anticipate only modest profits in the future years
coveied by the present carryover.

Liberalization of the net operating loss provisions is also supported
as an effective way to assist temporarily nonprofitable businesses which
derive' no immediate benefit from the usual capital formation and
recovery provisions such as increased investment tax credits, acceler-
ated depreciation deductions, rate reductions or dividend deductions.

Proposals to liberalize the net operating loss provision, involve a
number of. issues. These proposals generally involve substantial loss
of revenue, especially if, as is frequently the case, they are made.retro-
active to losses incurred in past years. Elective loss carrybacks also in-
volve considerable administrative complexities, with resulting diffi-
culties of enforcement.

In addition, as outlined below, if the committee desires to liberalize
the net operating loss provision, there are important choices to be
made as to how the changes should be structured.

Electing to sub8titute carrybacks for carryforwards.-One impor-
tant issue concerns what changes should be made in the present
carrybackand carryover rules. In general, while they are aimed at the
same objective of granting tax relief to businesses which suffer net
operating losses, carrybacks and carryforwards have somewhat dif-
ferent effects on thetaxpayer and on the government.

So far as the taxpayer is concerned, whether a longer carryback or a
longer carryforward is desired depends on the business's pattern of in-
come and losses over the years. Taxpayers which have had a very long
string of annual losses which extend beyond any feasible carryback
period will ordinarily prefer carryforwards because the business will
not be in a position to benefit from longer carrybacks. Similarly, new
businesses which, of course, have no income in past years against which
to apply carrybacks will generally prefer longer' oss carryforwards.
However, taxpayers with sufficient income in past years to benefit from
carrybacks are apt to prefer carrybacks to carryforwards, particularly
since carrybacks provide tax refunds, while obtaining the benefit of
carryovers is dependent upon the ability of the business to earn profits
in future years. A rule requiring business losses to be carried forward
also provides an incentive to the business to operate efficiently so as to
generate future income which can absorb the earlier loss.

In order to give taxpayers greater flexibility to adapt net operating
loss deductions to their particular circumstances, it has been proposed
that taxpayers should be given the option of substituting additional
carryback years (on top of the existing carryback years) for 'their
presently allowable carryover years. This would give the company the
option of taking loss oftsets within a prescribed number of years as
carrybacks or as carryforwards. Under this approach, for example,
instead of the general 3-year carryback-5-year carryforward, a tax-
payer might elect to carry back his losses for 8 years with no carry-
forward, or to carry his losses forward for 8 years with no carryback.
If this approach were adopted, longer carrybacks would be frequently
elected by taxpayers desiring to secure relatively speedy refunds to
bolster their business positions.



Proposals of this type require some means of preventi g undue tax
advantages from being secured by switching from one .ption to an-
other. Such undue tax advantages might be secured, for axample, if a
taxpayer who elected and fully utilized an 8-year carry k (mnlieu
of the 5-year carryforward) were permitted to switch ack without
any adjustments to the regular 3-year carryback-5-ye r .carryover
when carrybacks are no longer helpful to him and wl en there are
good prospects for profits in future years. A taxpayerho wants to
elect an extended loss carryback as a "one shot" matter, ald then to
revert to the regular 3-year/5-year averaging pattern f >r a business
loss sufered in a later year, may have received an excessie advantage
from the elective carryback in several ways. First, he may iave received
a refund from the extra carryback years available unde thenelection
where he could not have fully used the same loss as a. carryover iunder
the regular 3-year/5-year pattern. Second, an operating loss which is
carried. back rather than forward may, in effect "free" takable income
earned in a later year to be absorbed by another loss year (where the
latter loss could not have been fully used if the taxp yer had not
elected to carry back his earlier loss). .

If .an elective loss carryback approach is adopted, onsideration
might be given to requring a taxpayer who has made th election (to
substitute carrybacks for carryforwards) to refund the atra tax sav-
imgs tha have resulted froin the election if he switche back to the
regular 3-year carryback-5-yeacarsaryover period.

hOne complexity involved mina recapture rule of this 1ind concerns
when the existence of an advantage from the election i: to be deter-
mined, namely, at the time that the taxpayer revokes hi4 election and
reverts to the basic 3-year/-year pattern, or in the future ar when
it can be determined whether the additional hloss carrybak courld have
been fully "used" as a S-year carryover.

Moreover, simce such a taxpayer would have enjoyed interet-free
use of.the amounts of tax reduction resulting from te exercis of
the' electionconsideration might.also be given, to addi g interest to
the amount of any repayment tthea tetaxpayer is reqiredtomake
when he switches back to the reglar 3-year carryback- 5-year c'. rry-
over.

, Time period: oovered by ccirrnbacks and carryovere.--h Thte pe-
riod over which loss carrybacks and/or carryovers are to .be permitted
is another important issue. Proposals, for example, hae been made
to extend the present 8-year period for carrybacks and crryforwards.
to a 10-year period. It has also been proposed to allow.=-n election to
carry over net operating losses 10 years in lieu of the present 3-year
carryback-5-year carryforward. In theory, there seems 1 ttle objection
to a longer period as such except that the longer the perid over which
the losses can be offset, te greater the loss in revenue t> the govern-
ment. As a practical matter, however, the longer 'the carnyover period,
the greater the likelihood of trafficking in loss corporatons.

It is sometimes maintained that longer carrybacks do 5notreultin
substantial revenue losses because a taxpayer who utilises-'them 'will
have smaller (or no) carryovers in future years. Ho'wever., a 'rule
which allows taxpayers to carry back losses beyond the resent carry-
back period (3 years) is likely to involve significant losof revenue



because there is no assurance that particular taxpayers will, in fact,
have sufficient profits in future years against which to offset such losses.
Similarly, longer carryover can also involve revenue losses.

In general, the longer the period over which a loss carryback can be
used, the greater are the administrative problems. A long carryback
period, for example, requires the recomputation of tax for past years,'
and the further such past years go back, the greater the problem of
recomputing the tax from a taxpayer's old books and records. The
present 3-year carryback period appears to have been designed, in part,
to correspond with the 3-year period for the statute of limitations for
applying tax assessments.

Economic effects-Both carrybacks and carryovers encourage busi-
ness investment because they offer taxpayers some degree of assurance
that they will receive tax relief if they incur losses. This appears es-
pecially important to risky businesses and to businesses subject to
marked cyclical variations characterized by substantial profits in some
years and substantial losses in others. In a sense, loss carryforwards,
as their name implies, are more "forward looking" than a carryback
insofar as incentives are concerned, since in order to benefit from any
current loss, the taxpayer must continue in business and earn profits
in future years. As noted above, carryforwards are generally more
helpful to new businesses than are carrybacks.

Carrybacks tend to be more helpful to the older established busi-
nesses; they appear to have a greater countercyclical stabilizing effect
on the economy than carryforwards. While business losses can occur
in any phase of the business cycle, they are more apt to occur in periods
of recession. Accordingly, when a loss is incurred and the taxpayer
takes a carryback against the income of a past year, the result is receipt
of a prompt refund which can help the taxpayer when he generally
needs such financial help and when the economy needs the infusion of
funds.

In contrast, since loss carryovers are applied against profits and
large profits tend to occur when the economy is booming, carryovers
have a tendency to reduce taxes in boom periods when the taxpayer
may not be in great need for funds and when tax reduction may not be
appropriate because of an inflationary situation.

Retroactive effective date.-Another issue involved in proposals
to liberalize the net operating loss concerns the effective date of the
change. In general, a case could be made for limiting any elective
carryback to losses sustained in current and future tax years.

However, such a rule would not give a number of companies the
relief that they are seeking with respect to large losses in past years.
One auto manufacturer, for example, is seeking relief for large losses
incurred in 1974 as well as in 1975; an aircraft manufacturer is seek-
ing relief for large losses incurred in 1973; and an air carrier is-
seeking relief for 'large losses incurred in 1970- and 1971. A retro-
active effective date could extend relief to such taxpayers for their.
losses in past years, but would increase significantly the revenue loss
involved in liberalizing the net operating loss deduction.

Sales of los carryover.-At present, there is substantial "traffick-
ing" in the sale of loss carrvovers, primarily for tax purposes. Profit-
able business enterprises, for example, may now acquire businesses
with loss carryovers mainly to make use of these loss carryovers
against the profits of their businesses.



Under the present law, where the loss corporation is the acquired
corporation in a taxfree reorganization or in a sale of stock to new
owners, there are certain limitations on the availability of the acquired
corporation's loss carryforwards to the acquiring corp ration. The
principal limitations are:

(1) If more than 50 percent of the stock is purchased within 2
years and by the end of that period the business of the acquired
corporation has changed, then the-loss carryforwars are elimi-
nated (sec. 382(a)).

(2) If all the assets of the corporation are acquired in a tax-free
merger, then if the shareholders of the acquired corporation ob-
tain less than a 20-percent interest in the acquiringicorporation,
the loss carryforwards are reduced by 5 percentage points for
each percentage point less than 20 that the acquird company's
shareholders own in the acquiring company. (For ex mple, if the
acquired company's shareholders obtain a 12-percent interest, only
60 percent of the loss carryovers are allowed.) (Seec. 382(b).)

(3)If a corporation is acquired with a principal purpose to
evade or avoid income tax, then the loss carryovers may be dis-
allowed in whole or in part (sec. 269).

(4) If one corporation acquires more than 80 p rcent of the
stock of another (either in a taxable or a tax-free acquisition) and
then files a consolidated return, the preacquisition losses of the
corporation acquired can be used only against the income of that
corporation..

However, while these limitations restrict, they by no means elim-
inate the advantages of "trafficking" in loss carryforwards from an
acquired corporation. .

Available data suggest that such trafficking in loss caroyovers is ex-
tensive. In 1974 there were 224 advertisements in the Wall Street Jour-
nal relating to the sale or purchase of loss carryover corporations. A
total of $250 million of loss carryovers were involved in those adver-
tisements in this group that cited dollar figures, and inclusion of the
cases in which dollar figures were not cited undoubtedi would have
boosted this figure to a much higher level. Moreover, the $250 million
figure does not reflect the substantial volume of transactions in loss
carryovers which are consummated without being adverltised.2

Limiting more liberal 1088o carryovers to economic los88.-Another
issue is whether any option that is granted to taxpayers to take liberal-
ized net operating losses should be limited to true econoic losses as
contrasted with "tax" losses. The present net operating loss provisions
already contain some limitation of this type, in that the Western Hem-
isphere Trade Corporation deduction is not allowed to corporations for
purposes of computing net operating losses as well as the income
against which such carrybacks or carryforwards are applied. Also; for
such purposes, individual taxpayers may not deduct one-half of their
long-term capital gains.

See testimony of Michael Warts, Jr., in Public Hearings before tb Committee on
Ways and Means, House of Representatives, 94th Congress, 1st Session, on the Subject of
Tax Reform, Part 5 (July 29-31. 1975), page 8589. r



* Moreover, before 1954, an.economic loss concept was employed for
purposes of computing net operating losses, in that the taxpayer was
also required to include tax-exempt interest, the excess of percentage
depletion over cost depletion, and the full amount of intercorporate
dividends in computing the income of both the current loss year and
the year to which the loss was carried. However, under present law,
these adjustments are not required.

If the committee decides to adopt an "economic loss" concept in con-
nection with a decision to liberalize the net operating loss rules, con-
sideration might be given to requiring those who elect to take an elee-
tive longer carryback to add back the following items for purposes of
computing income in both the loss year and in the year to which the
loss is carried back or carried over:

-Tax exempt interest;
-The excess of percentage depletion over cost depletion, and
-100 percent of intercorporate dividends (instead of only 15 per-

cent of intercorporate dividends as a result of the present 85 per-
cent dividends received deduction).

Other items of tax preference could be treated in a manner similar to
the capital gains preference of individuals.

These tax adjustments would involve some additional complications
in the tax returns but the complications do not appear to be major.
. Requiring the establishment of an ESOP by firms securing large
tax benefits from liberalized net operation los deduction.-A number
of proposals would require firms receiving substantial tax relief as
as result of exercising an election to take a longer loss carryback to
share the resulting tax savings with their employees through estab-
lishing an employee stock ownership plan (ESOP). As noted earlier,
the Senate version of the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 contained a
provision to liberalize the net operating loss deduction (subsequently
deleted in conference), which includes a requirement for the estab-
lishment of an ESOP by firms enjoying over $10 million of tax say-
ings under the election.

The Tax Reduction Act of 1975, as enacted into law, permits a tax-
payei to claim an 11-percent investment credit for the period begin-
ing January 22, 1975, and ending December 31, 1976, instead of a
10-percent credit, if it establishes an ESOP and contributes the extra
tax benefit to the ESOP. The objective of the ESOP is to increase
employee ownership in firms to give them a greater stake.in the busi-
ness, to encourage them to put forth their best efforts and to permit
them to share in the profits. An ESOP also offers unique financing
advantages to a corporation-in some cases, enabling it to borrow
money from a bank and then effectively to deduct the funds it uses to
repay the principal of the loan.

However, some have questioned whether it would be desirable
to grant special tax inducements for the establishment of ESOP's
beyond those already provided by present law, on the ground that
heavy stock ownership by employees is not always desirable for the
employees, particularly where the enterprise is very risky. An addi-
tional consideration concerns the desirability of requiring businesses
which have incurred large losses to establish tSOP's as a condition for
securing tax relief that is designed to help put them on their feet.



61
Alternative Proposals.

If the committee believes that it would be desirable to beralize the
present rules relating to car backs of net operating lo ses, but also
believes that an elective carryback involves technical an administra-
tive complexities, it might simply equalize the carrybac and carry-
over periods. One possibility is to equalize the periods at 5 years each,
(with no election to lengthen either period). The committ e could then

decide separately whether to make this equalizing rule prospective
only or retroactive to one or more earlier years.

Another possibility would be to equalize the loss cakryback and
carryover periods (such as at 5 years each), but then to 4dd a special
rule permitting an 8 year carryback for losses sustainel in taxable
years before 1976. This type of rule would clearly benefit ertain com-
panies which the committee might feel have been adver ely affected
by the current recession, but would avoid the complexity involved in
adopting a permanent elective carryback rule.

The committee might also wish to consider retaining the present
loss carryover periods as they are under present law, but coupling them
with a special, one-time, anti-recession eeletion to allow extended carry-
back periods for operating losses received in certain t xable years
before 1976. This approach would provide relief for businesses hard
hit by the recession, while avoiding the technical pro 3ems which
would arise with an extended carryback election for futu e years, and
allowing (under the general rule) a sufficient carryove period for
operating losses to be applied against the profits of suezessful busi-
nesses in future years.

If the committee decides to adopt some form of electide loss carry-
back, it might consider requiring reinvestment of the .roceeds of a
refund in the business operations, and continuation of t e same busi-
ness for some prescribed period of time. If these conditions are not
satisfied, the refund benefits could be recaptured.

With regard to the problem of "trafficking" in loss carryovers by
means of mergmg loss companies with profitable comparies, one pro-
posal is to lmit a loss carryover after a reorganization tola portion of
the sequiring or resulting company's income by reference to the basis
of the loss company's assets in relation to the basis of all assets of the
combined entity after the reorganization. Thus, for example, if a com-
pany with a loss carryover has a $100,000 basis for its assets imme-
diately before the company merges into a profitable eom >any (whose
assets have a basis of $900,000), only 10 percent ($100,000/$1,000,000)
of the loss carryover could be used after the merger against the income
of the combined companies.

Finally, the committee may wish to consider making a liberalized
loss carryback-carryover rules available, to insurance cmpanies in
order to continue the parallel treatment regarding loss averagingwhich exists under the speical insurance company provisions in present
law.

Me8sr8. Burke, Landrum., and Ketchum
Their proposal (H.R. 8737 and H.R. 8799) would allow taxpayers

who have net operating losses to elect to substitute for the present
carryforward period (generally 5 years) an extended carryback



period (in addition to the 3-year period now available under the gent-
eral rule). This would allow taxpayers to elect an 8-year carryback
(with no carryforward).

Taxpayers receiving refunds of more than $10 million would be re-

quired to share them with their employees by contributing shares of
their stock to an employee stock ownership .plan ("ESOP").

Any taxpayer having outstanding loans guaranteed under the
Emergency Loan Guarantee Act would be required to reduce the guar-
anteed loan balance by the amount of any refund received under the
carryback election (less any amount paid to an ESOP). The company
chiefly affected by the Emergency Loan Guarantee Act is Lockheed
Aircraft Corporation.

The effective date of the proposal is for taxable years beginning
after January 1, 1970.

The proposal also deals with the trafficking of loss carryovers from
unprofitable corporations to profitable corporations by limiting a net
operating loss carryover to that portion of the post-reorganization
income clearly attributable to the business that suffered the losses.
(This proposal wculd make no change in present rules relating to
stock purchases (sec. 382(a)) or in the broad general rules of section
269).

Mr. Archer
The proposal would substitute a 10-year carryback-carryforward

for the general rule of present law. A taxpayer would be allowed, sub-
ject to certain limitations, to select the 10-year period to which a loss
occurred in a taxable year provided that such period consists of 10
consecutive years. The proposal would be applicable for losses incurred
in taxable years beginning on or after January 1, 1970.

Mr. VanderJagt
The proposal would provide an elective 10-year carryback period for

deducting net operating losses provided the taxpayer surrenders its
carryforward period. This proposal would apply to all business tax-
payers whether the business is conducted as a sole proprietorship, part-
nership or corporation. The first loss year that this proposal would
affect would be 1970, and the loss for any such year could not be. carried
back to taxable years ending prior to January 1,1962.

With respect to the years 1970-1974, a recapture rule would apply to
taxpayers that revoke their elections and an ESOP-SUB provision
would also apply to those five years. The ESOP-SUB contributions
under this election would be a deductible expense by the employer.

The proposal would also limit the "trafficking" in loss carryovers.

H. Personal Savings
Present law

Under present law, personal savings are made out of taxed income-
that is, the income that individuals save is subject to individual income
tax as is any investment income on such savings. In this respect, the
income tax applies equally-to income, regardless of whether it is spent
on consumption items or saved..



However, special tax treatment is accorded to certain i cornesaved
for retirement purposes under pension, profit-sharing,-and other plansthat qualitfy under the Internal Revenue Code and ther fore do not
discriminate in favor of highly paid employees and execut vesas com-
pared with rank and file employees. Employees covered by such plaris
do not include their current income for tax purposes cntributions
made by their employers on their behalf to these plans. Iistead, theypostpone payment of tax until they receive the benefits, gnerally onretirement. In addition, investment earnings on the amo ts contrib-
uted to qualified pension, etc., plans are exempt from tax hen earned
by the pan and are not taxed until they are paid out to he covered
individuals, at which time they are taxed at the individua rates. This
provides considerably more advantageous tax treatment tp savings inqualified pension plans than to savings out of taxed income since itpermits the employee covered by the pension plan to defer payment oftax for substantial periods of time. This deferral providu significant
interest savings. Additionally, by deferring tax until the time that he
receives the pension benefits, the covered individual generklly reduces
his tax since his income and hence applicable tax rates aie generallylower at the time of retirement than during his working (areer. Also,if the covered individual dies before he receives the amou its he is en-titled to, the remainder is not included in his estate even though it is
payable to his heirs.

Since 1963, self-employed individuals may choose to bq covered byso-called H.R. 10 plans if they provide comparable coveraee and
benefits for their employees. This permits self-employed people (in-cluding those who have no employees) to deduct limited contributions
to a pension plan on their own behalf and to defer paymetit of tax onsuch retirement savings until they receive the benefits. Prior to the1974 pension act, deductible pension contributions of the se f-employed
on their own behalf were Hinted to the.lesser of 10 perce t of earnedincome or $2,500 a year. The 1974 pension legislation rai.ed this de-ductible amount for the self-employed to the lesser of 18 percent ofearned income or $7,500.a year.

During the consideration of the 1974 pension act, it as broughtto the attention of the Congress that only about.one-hal of the em-ployees in private nonagricultural employment were covered by pen-sion plans. As a result, the 1974 legislation allows individuals notcovered by pension plans to set up individual plans for themselves(individual retirement accounts, or IRA's. Individuals a permittedto deduct their contributions to such IRA accounts up to he lesser of15 percent of their earned income or $1,500 a year. The amounts placedin IRA accounts together with the investment earnins on theseamounts remain free of tax until they are withdrawn, generally uponretirement, when they are included in the individual's tax iicome. thispermits individuals establishing IRA accounts to receive much thesame favored benefits accorded to individuals who are covered byemployer-established pension plans.
Issues

Present concern about the possibility of capital shortages to meetthe Nation's future needs has stimulated tax proposals deined bothto increase personal savings and to provide greater equaliiy n the tax



treatment of saving. Such proposals would increase the deductible
limits under IRA's and extend IRA's to employees covered by pen-
sion plans providing relatively little employer-financed benefits.
These proposal also would extend the favorable tax treatment now
provided for contributions to personal savings for other purposes.

The Administration has proposed the following changes, to take
effect in 1977.

(1) Allowing individuals covered by employer pension plans
(but where the employer contributions are below $1,500 a year) to
establish IRA's. Such individuals would be able.to deduct IRA
contributions up to the difference between the maximum per-
missible IRA contribution (15 percent of earned income or $1,500
a year) and the employer's pension contribution made on their

(2) Raising the annual dollar limit on contributions to an IRA
to $2,000 from its present level of $1,500.

(3) Exploring with the committee the possibility of estab-
lishing an IRA-like vehicle to encourage savings generally (for
such purposes as the education of children, the purchase of a
house, and provision for financial contingencies) rather than
being aimed solely at retirement savings. As with IRA accounts,
contributions to such an individual savings account (ISA) would
be tax deductible up to some maximum and the investment in-
come earned by the account would not be taxed currently. The
proposal would include restrictions on how long the individual
would be required to leave savings in the account before with-
drawal and perhaps a threshold or floor on the amount deductible
in order to be sure (to the extent possible) that the contributions
represented extra savings and not just something that the indi-
vidual would have saved anyway.

(a) Proposals to increa8e limits on contributions to IRA's
The Treasury proposal to increase the maximum deductible limits

under IRA acconts is a reaction to the fact that the present annual
limits on deductions to an IRA account (the lesser of 15 percent of
earned income or $1,500) often are substantially lower than the annual
15 percent/$7,500 limits now applicable to deductible contributions of
the self-employed on their own behalf to H.R. 10 plans, and are also
lower than the present limits on contributions to qualified plans for
employees generally. (In general, annual contributions on behalf of
any individual under a defined contribution plan cannot exceed $25,000
a year (or 25 percent of compensation, if less) and the annual benefits
paid to an individual under a defined benefit plan cannot exceed
$75,000 a year (or 100 percent of compensation, if less).) Similarly,
the proposal to make IRA's available to employees covered by pension
plans with small employer contributions is intended to grant addi-
tional relief to such individuals.

A number of issues are involved in proposals to increase deductible
contributions under the IRA provisions. Increasing the tax deduction
for IRA accounts would involve substantial losses in revenue. The
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Treasury estimates that its proposals to make IRA's availa le to those
covered by "inadequate" pension plans would involve a revenue loss of
roughly $500 million a year and that its proposal to increa3e the IRA
limit to $2,000 a year would involve an additional revenue loss of some
$300 million.

Substantial increases in the IRA limits could weaken employer
financed plans by encouraging employers to curtail their plans and
allow their employees who have the means to doeso, to provile for their
own retirement savings through the establishment of :IRA's. For
example, an individual employer who does not plan to set aside more
than, e.g., $2,000 per year for his own retirement could, under the
Treasury proposal, set up an IRA and provide for hims lf without
providing any contribution for his employees. If he were to set up
a regular pension plan, he would also have to provide bnfits for his
employees (as well as for himself) on a basis that does not discriminate
in his own favor. Those holding this view argue that it is preferable
to encourage provision for retirement through employer-financed
qualified pension and profit-sharing plans which must not discriminate
in favor of executives and highly paid employees as compared with
rank and fils employees. A counterargument is that, while self-
employ individuals who wish to be covered by HI. 10 plans must
generally cover their employees, large numbers of self-emfloyed indi-
viduals who have no employees have used IR. 1 plans to provide
pensions only for themselves.

Proposals to allow employees to establish IRA's for~ tlfemselves if
they are covered by plans which provide only modest emplp>yer contri-
butions involve administrative difficulties if the maxinmiim amount
permitted to be contributed to the IRA is to be redund by the
amount of the employer contribution. This is because it would fre-
quently be diffcult to compute the amount of the emp loyer con-
tributoni on behalf of any particular employee. On the ther hand,
if employees covered by pension plans wer permitted tc utilize the
full amount of the IRA limit without any offset for employer pension
contributions, they would be placed in a more advantageoi s position
than other individuals utilizing IRA's. For this reason, proposals to
allow employees covered by pension plans to setup IRAs for them-
selves sometimes seek to approximate the offset for the emloyer' pen-
sion contribution by considering the total annual employe's contribu-
tion to be proportioual to covered compensation. Another variation
would generally assume that the employer's coitribution amiount to
a specified percentage of the employee's income.fc

The Treasury argues that IRA limits should be increased to reflect
increases in prices. The Treasury first prpposed the present. $1,500
limit in December 1971; adjusting this limit for the 32-pmrent price
inflation which has occurred since then would raise theli it to about
$2,000. However, the legislation putting.IRA intoefkt was not
enacted until September 1974 and at that time thee Cong presun-
ably took price levels into consideration in establishing the $1,500 limit
on IRA accounts.. (The consumer price index has risen abort 8vpercent
since the $1,500 limit was adopted; if this index were dt e used, a
corresponding upward adjustment in the annual dollar lim t.pfor IRA's
would bring the dollar limit to $1,620.)



(b) Proposals to allow deductions for saving8 for. purposes
other than retirement

Deferred tax treatment for personal savings for purposes other than
retirement (along the lines of the Treasury proposal to allow deduc-
tions for contributions to individual savings accounts) is supported on
the ground that savings for such purposes as the education ofchildren,
the purchase of a home, and financial contingencies merit tax assist-
ance just as much as retirement savings. However, the desirability ofextending favored tax treatment to income saved.for purposes other
than retirement has been questioned.

There are practical grounds for the favorable tax treatment of en-
sion savings financed by employer contributions that do not apply toother kindsof savings. To a very considerable extent, the present
deferred tax treatment of employer contributions to qualified pension
plans evolved in recognition of the practical difficulties of taxingcovered employees currently on such contributions, particularly since
employees may not actually receive benefits from pension plans until
long after the contributions are made. A similar consideration fordeferred treatment does not apply to the individual's own savings insuch assets as bank accounts, stocks, and a house, since, as the owner
he has already received these assets.

Proposals to extend deferred tax treatment for income saved in ISA
accounts for purposes other than retirement would involve a substan-
tial revenue loss. The exact revenue loss would depend on the specifies
of the program adopted.

Extending deferred tax treatment beyond the pension area to other
individual savings out of income could fundamentally change the
nature of the individual income tax. Any extension of deferred tax
treatment to specific types of savings would create an additional prec-edent for extending similar treatment to other kinds of personal sav-
ings. (For, example, deferred tax treatment for retirement savingsunder pension plans has been cited to support similar deferred treat-
ment for the education of children or the purchase of a home.)Ultimately, such extensions could lead to a generalized deduction for
savings which would tend to change the individual income tax from
a tax on income to one on spending. This, it is argued, would be con-
trary to.the principle of taxation based on the ability to pay since
high income individuals save more than low income individuals and
hence would receive larger tax deductions for personal savings. Such a
tendency for savings deductions to favor high income individuals
might be offset to some degree by placing relatively low maximumi onthe amount of savings eligible for tax deductions. However, experience
has shown that there is a tendency for such maximum limitations on
deductions to move upward.

(c) Effectiveness of propo8ale in increasifq saving8
There is also an important question as to how effective the proposeddeferred treatment would be as a means of increasing the total volume

of savings. For many years, economists have disputed rwhetheir
changes in interest rates significantly affect the volume of personal
savings and there appears to be a similar question as to the effective-
ness of tax inducements as a means of stimulating such savings.



If the proposed deferred, tax treatment were granted to personal
savings without regard to whether such savings represented an in-
crease over the amounts that would be saved in any event, much of the
resulting revenue loss would be wasted since it would no have stim-
ulated additional savings. The deductions could be rstricted to
those savings which are considered additional savings. H wever, such
a procedure would -be administratively difficult to puti to practice.
It would appear, for example, that the presence, of suc additional
personal savings could be demonstrated only through a comparison
of the individual's assets for successive years; it cannot be demon-
strated merely by examining the size of savings in the pa:ticular sav-
ings items eligible for the deferred tax treatment becax se it would
be possible for the taxpayer to shift his existing savings from those
forms not eliible for the favored tax treatment to those orms rwhich
are eligible. (Even where the taxpayer's total personal savigs increase
from one period to another, it would be difficult to deterine in indi-
vidual cases whether this is a response to the favored tax treatment
or whether it would have taken place in any event. t

Also, granting tax deductions for all savings nvolyves problems
of defining what constitutes savings. Additional administtive prob-
lems would also be created; the withholding system, f>r example,
would have to be modified to take account of such deductions.

Additionally, whether an increase in personal savings is desirable
depends to a considerable extent on the economic setting in the fitur.
Perhaps-the most important factor in encouraging total avings and
the growth of capital is a generally prosperous and relatively high
employment economy. Experience has shown that total savings are
generally high when GNP is growing but that savings tand to drop
in periods of recession. Therefore, the effectiveness of provisions to
encourage personal savings through favored tax treatment may de-
pend on the contribution that this tax treatment would make toward
a prosperous and fully employed economy. If 'the economy is growingit may be appropriate to encourage greater savings to cinbat infla-
tion; on -the other hand, if the economy is faltering, attempts to en-
courage greater savings could merely depress the economy 1till further
and reduce total saving.

An extreme illustration of the drastic impact that recession can
have on savings is furnished by the experience in 1933, when gross
savings were negligible and individuals actually dissaved1 (table 4).However, other examples of the dampening effect of recession on sav-
ings are furnished in the years 1949, 1954, 1957, 1970, an( 1974. Dur-
ing these recession periods, the growth of personal mo iey savings
slowed down and in some cases money savings declined. These declines
are greater when money savings are adjusted for inflation. For ex-
ample, the very modest increase in money personal savrigs in 1974
over 1973 ($76.7 billion as compared rwith $74.4 billion) mrely reflects
inflation. After adjusting for. a 10-percent increase in t e GNP in-
flator, the 1974 savings figure is reduced to the neighborflood of $68
billion. .

Moreover, even under the present tax treatment personal savings are
assuming more importance as a source of capital. In recent years, the
share of total private savings accounted for by personal savings has



been rising while the share accounted for by gross business savings has
been falling. In the 5-year period 1970-74, personal savings provided
an average of 34.6 percent of total private savings as compared with an
average of 26.2 percent in.the 1960's and 30.4 percent in the 1950's
(see tables 4 and 5). Similarly, in the years 1970-74, personal savings
amounted to 7.7 percent of personal disposable income and 5.4 percent.
of GNP-significantly higher than the comparable figures of 6 percent
of disposable income and 4.1 percent of GNP in the 1960's and 6.7 per-
cent of personal disposable income and 4.7 percent of GNP in the 1950's
(tables 6 and 7).

Alternative Proposals
Mr. Corman

The proposal would allow employees to deduct their contributions
to qualified plans up to 15 percent of their earned income, or $1,500 a
year (whichever is less), with an offset for the amount of employer
contributions on their lxehalf. The deductions would be allowed only
with respect to contributory plans presently in existence. Government
employees would be specifically excluded fiom the deductions for em-
ployee contributions to pension plans.

Mr. Archer
The proposal would allow an exclusion from gross income of up to

$1,000 ($2,000 for those filing joint returns) for qualified savings and
investments made during the taxable year.
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TABLE 4.--OURCEt OF GROSS SAVING, 1929-75 (1 AND II QUARTERS)

(Bilions of dollars]

Gross private saving and government surplus or deficit, national income a d product accounts

Private saving
Government surpi as or deficit (-)

Gross
Personal business State and

Year or quarter Total Total saving saving Total Fe eral local

1929-------------------16.3 15.3 4.2 11.2 1.0 1.2 -0.2
1933.-------------------.9 2.3 -. 9 3.2 -1.4 -- 1.3 -. 1
1939-------------------8.8 11.0 2.6 8.4 -2.2 -- 2.2
1940.------------------- 13.6 14.3 3.8 10.5 -. 7 -1.3
1941-.................. 18.6 22.4 11.0 11.4 -3.8 - 5.1 1.3
1942------------------- 10.7 .42.0 27.5 14.5 -31.4 -33.1 1.8
1943------------------- 5.5 49.7 33.4 16.3 -44.1 -46.6 2.5
1944.------------------- 2.5 54.3 37.3 17.1 -51.8 -54.5 2.7
1945.------------------- 5.2 44.7 29.6 15.1 -39.5 -42.1 2.6
1946.------------------- 35.1 29.7 15.2 14.5 5.4 13.5 1.9
1947.------------------- 42.0 27.5 7.3 20.2 14.4 13.4 1.0
1948.------------------- 49.9 41.4 13.4 28.0 8.5 .4 .1
1949.------------------- 35.9 39.0 9.4 29.7 -3.2 -±2.4 -. 7
1950------------------- 50.4 42.5 13.1 29.4 7.9 9.1 -1.2
1951.------------------- 56.1 50.3 17.3 33.1 5.8 6.2 -. 4
1952.------------------- 49.5 53.3 18.1 35.1 -3.8 +3.8
1953..----..........---- 47.5 54.4 18.3 36.1 -6.9 4-7.0.1
1954------------------- 48.5 55.6 16.4 39.2 -7.0 -5.9 -1.1
1955------------------- 64.8 62.1 15.8 46.3 27 4.0 -1.3
1956.------------------- 72.7 67.8 20.6 47.3 4.9 5.7 -. 9
1957.------------------- 71.2 70.5 20.7 49.8 .7 2.1 -1.4
1958------------------- 59.2 71.7 22.3 49.4 -12.5 -10.2 -2.3
1959......------------- 73.8 75.9 19.1 56.8 -2.1 .- 1.2 -. 8
1960------------------- 77.5 73.9 17.0 56.8 3.7 3.5 .2
1961................... 75.5 79.8 21.2 58.7 -4.3 -- 3.8 -. 5
1962------------------- 85.0 87.9 21.6 66.3 -2.9 --3.8 .9
1963-------------------90.5 88.7 19.9 68.8 1.8 .7 1.2
1964.------------------101.0 102.4 26.2 76.2 -1.4 3.0 1.
1965.------------------115.3 113.1 28,4 84.7 2.2 TI.2 1.0
1966.------------------ 124.9 123.8 32.5 913 1.1 -. 2 1.3
1967.------------------ 119.5 133.4 40,4 93.0 -13.9 -12.4 . -1.6
1968.------------------128.3 135.2 39.8 95.4 -6.8 -6.5 -. 3
1989.------------------ 144.0 135.2 38.2 97.0 &8 8.1 .7
1970.------------------143.1 153.2 5.2 97.0 -10.1 -11.9 1.8
1971-------------------152.2 170.7 60.5 110.2 -18.5 -421.9 3.4
1972.------------------173.3 178.5 52.6 125.9 -5.1 417.5 12.3
1973.------------------214.4 210.9 74.4 136.5 3.5 -5.6 9.2
1974.------------------207.5 213.8 76.0 136.8 -6.3 8.1 1.8
1975-1----------------- 170.6 222.6 75.9 146.7 -56.0 54.4 -1.6
1975-I.----------------165.0 269.2 113.8 155.4 -104.2 - 03.3 -. 9

SSurplus of 2 million.
DefIt of 1 million.

Source: Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis.



TABLE 5.-PERSONAL SAVINGS COMPARED WITH GROSS BUSINESS SAVINGS AS A PERCENTOF TOTAL PRIVATE
SAVINGS

Gross business Total private
Year Personal savings savings savings

1929-------------------------------------...-.. . ... 27.5 73.5 100
1933- -- .--- - ------ ...........................--- 39.1 139.1 100
1939.- ..-.-- ....-.- ...- ......- ...- ........- ...--- ...- 23.6 76.4 100
1940_---------------------------------------------- 26.6 73.4 100
1941.- .--- .......---- .-------------- __.-- .--- ...-- ..- 49.1 50.9 100
1942 ....------ .-------- _.- .........- .......- ...- ..-- 65.7 34.3 100
1943.. . . . . . _ . . .67.2 32.9 100
1944 ------- . .. .. .. ... .. .. --.-... .. . -. 68.7 31.3 100
1945----------------------- -------------.. .... .... .66.2 33.8 100
1946 -------- ------------ ...-- .- ........-- ..........- 51.2 48.8 100
1947 ----------. --..- .....- ......- .....- ..-- .-- ...- 26.5 73.5 100
1948...................... .. .......... 32.4 67.6
1949---------------------------------------------- 24.1 75.9 100
1950-------------------------------------.. .. .. .. . .30.8 69.2 100
1952--------------------------- ------------------- 34.4 65.6 100

-952-.. .......................................... 34.0 6. O
1953 ----------------------------------------------- 349.0 6.0 100

3963.64640

1957 ---------------------------------------------- 29.4 70.6 100
1958 ---------------------------------------------- 31.1 68.9 100
19590----------------------------------------------- 25.2 74.8 100196 - -- -- -- --- -- -- -- -- -- --- -- -- -- -- --23.0 67.010

19126.6 73460
1963 ----------------------------------------------- 2.6 7.4 1001962 -- - - - - - - - . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .24.6 7 . 0
1963 ---------------------------------------------- 22.4 77.6 100
1964 ---------------------------------------------- 25.6 74.4 t00
1965 25.1 74.9
1966 26.3 73.7 100
1967 ---------------------------------------------- 30.3 69.7 100

19829.4 7. 0
19928.3 71.19682----------------------------------------------- 359.4 6.6 100

1973- ---------------------------------------------- 2.5 7.5 1001970 .---------------------------------------------- 35. 76.3100
197 ... .... . .. 35.4 6 . 0

172 .. .... ...... ...... ...... .29.5 7 . 0
1973- -- ;- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 35.3 6 . 0
1974 36.0 64.0 100
1975- I 34.1 65.9 100

442.3 57.7 100

Snurce: Based on data supplied by Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis.



TABLE 6.-PERSONAL SAVINGS COMPARED WITH GROSS BUSINESS SAVING AS A !ERCENT
OF GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT

Personal Gross business Total private
Year savings saving savings

1929....... .....----- ..............- .............- 4.1 10.9 14.8
1933----------------------------------------------1.6 5.8 4.1
1939 ---------..-.--- .................... ..........- 2.9 9.3 12.3
1940.----.------------------------------------------- 3.8 10.5 14.3
1941-------------- ......................- ..........- 8.8 9.2 18.0
1942.---.........-.. --.. -. --...... -.-.-.. -. ......... 17.5 9.2 26.6
1943--------------------------------------.. . .. . . . .17.4 8.5 25.9
1944.-..---. . ..--------------------------- 17.8 8.1 . 25.8
1945----------------------------------------------14.0 7.1 21.1

1947 ------------------------------------------------ 7.3 7.0 14.2
19488 5.2 10. 16.1
1949 3.7 11.6 15.2
1950 ----------------------------------------------- 46 10.3 14.9
1951 5.3 10.1 15.3
1952 5.2 10.2 15.4
1953 5.0 99 14.9
1954 ----------------------------------------------- 4.5 10.7 15.2
1955 ----------------------------------------------- 4.0 11.6 15.6
1956 ----------------------------------------------- 4.9 11.3 16.2
1957 ----------------------------------------------- 4.7 11.3 16.0
1958 ----------------------------------------------- 5.0 11.0 16.0
1959 3.9 11.7 15.7
1960 3.4 11.3 14.7
1961..............................................4.1 11.3 15.3
1962 ----------------------------------------------- 3.9 11.8 15.7
1963.-3.4 11.7 15.0
1964----------------------------------------------- 4.1 12.1 16.2
1965 4.1 12.4 16.5
1986--4.3 12.2 16.5

1975111.7 16.81968 ------------------
1969----------------------------------------------- 4.1 10.4 14.5
1970.----------------------------------------------- .8 9.9 15.7
1971.-- 5.3 9.2 14.5
1972 ----------------------------------------------- .5 10.9 15.4
197351----------------------------------------------- 5.10.5 16.3
1974----------------------------------------------- 5.5 9.8 15.3
1975-I 5.4 10.4 15.7
1975-11--------------------------------------------7.9 10.8 18.6

Source: Based on data supplied by the Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis.
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TABLE 7.-DISPOSITION OF PERSONAL INCOME, 1929-75 (1 AND IIQUARTERS)

.e fcent of disposable
personal income

Less: Personal outlays
Personal

.Less: . Per- . Per- . .outlaysPer- sonal sonal.
sonal Equals: con- trans-. Con-

tax Dispos- sump- Inter- for samp-
and able tion . est pay- Equals: . an

Per- nontax per- ex- paid by ments .Per- ex- Per-
Year of sonal pay- soial pend- con- to for- sonal pend- sonal
quarter income ments income Total Itures sumers eigners saving Total Ptures saving

Billions of dollars Percent

1929---........85.9 2.6
1933----------- 47.0 1.5
1939-----------72.8 2.4
1940.-----------78.3 2.6
1941.----------- 96.0 3.3
192.-----------122.9 6.0
1943----------- 151.3 17.8
1944-----------165. 3 18.9
1945-----------171.1 20.9
1946.-----------178.7 18.7
1947.-----------19L 3 21.4
1948_-----------210.2 21.1
1949-----------207.2 18.6

1950----------- 227.6 20.7
1951.-----------255.6 29.0
1952----------- 272.5 34.1
1953.-----------288.2 35.6
1954----------- 290.1 32.7
1955----------- 310.9 35.5
1956-----------333.0 39.8
1957.-----------351.1 42.6
1958.-----------361.2 42.3
1959-----------383.5 46.2

1960.-----------401.0 50.9
1961.-----------416.8 52.4
196-----------442.6 57.4
1963---------- 465.5 60.9
1964.-----------497.5 59.4
1965....---- 538.9 . 65.7
1966.-----------587.2 75.4
1967...........629.3 83.0
1968-----------688.9 97.9
1969----------- 750.9 116.5

83.3 79.1 77.2 1.5
45.5 46.5 45.8 . .5
70.3 67.7 66. 8 .7
75.7 71.8 70.8 .8
'92.7 81.7 80.6 . .9

116.9 89.3 88.5 .7
133.5 100.1 99.3 .5
146.3 109.1 108.3 .5
150.2 120.7 119.7 .5
160.0 144.8 143.4 8.
169.8 162.5 160.7 1. 1
189.1 175.8 173.6 1.5
188.6 179.2 176.8 .. 1.9

206.9 193.9 191.0 2.4
226.6 209.3 206.3 2.7
238.3 220.2 216.7 3.0
252.6 234.3 230.0 . 3.8
257.4 241.0 236.5 4.0
275.3 259.5 254.4 4.7
293.2 272.6 266.7 5.4
308.5 287.8 281.4 5.8
318.8 296.6 290.1 5.9
337.3 318.3 311.2 .. 6.5

350:0 333.0 325.2 7.3
364.4 343.3 335.2 7.6
385.3 363.7 355.1 8.1
404.6 384.7 375.0 9.1
438.1 411.9 401.2 .10.1
473.2 444.8.. 432.8 .L3.
511.9 479.3 466.3 12.4
546.3 506.0 492.1 13.2
591.0 551.2 536.2 14.3
634.4 596.2 579.5 15.8

0.3 4.2 .95.0
.2 -. 9 102.0
.2 2.6 96.3
.2 3.8 94.9
.2 11.0 .88.2
.1 27.6 76.4
.2 33.4 75.0
.4 37.3 74.5
.5 . 29.6 80. 3
.7 15.2 .90.5
.7 7.3 95.7
.7 13.4 92.9
.5 .9.4 95.0

.5 13.1 93.7

.4 17.3 . 92.4

.4 18.1 92.4.

.5 18.3 92.8

.5 16.4 93.6
.5 15.8 94.3
.6 20.6 93.0
.6 20.7. 93.3
.6 22.3 93.0
.6 . 19.1 94.4

.5 17.0 95.1
.5 21.2 94.2
.5 21.6 94.4
.6 19.9 95.1
.6 26.2 94.0
.7. 28.4 94.0
.6 32.5 93.6
.7 , 40.4 92.6
.8 39.8 93.3
.9 38.2 94.0

1970.-----------808.3 116.6 691.7 635.5 617.6 16.8 1.0 56.2 91.9 89.3 8.1
1971-----------864.0 117.6 746.4 685.9 667.1 17.7 1. 1 60.5 91.9 89.4 8.1
1972.-----------944.9 142.4 802.5 749.9 729.0 19.8 1. 1 52.6 93.4 90.8 6.6
1973---------1,055.0 151.3 903.7 829.4 805.2 22.9 1.3 74.4 91.8 89.1 8.2
1974.--------- 1,150.5 170.8 979.7 902.7 876.7 25.0 1.0 77.0 92. 2 89.4 7.9
1975-I---.-.--1,193.4 178.0 1,015.5 939.5 913.2 25.4 .9 75.9 92.5 89.9 7.5
1975-1-1-.-....1,220.5 142.0 1,078.5 964.7 938.6 25.2 .9 113.8 89.4 87.0 10.7

Source: Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis.

I. Swedish Investment Reserve
Description

A company may set aside in one year up to 40 percent of net income
before taxes. Of this amount, 46 percent must be deposited in a special,
blocked, noninterest-bearing account with the Swedish National Bank.
Generally, the reserve may be drawn upon only with the consent of,
or on direction from, the Government's Labor Market Board. These
set aside funds are permanently exempted from income taxation.
When funds have been deposited in the reserve longer than 5 years,
30 percent may be withdrawn for investment without official permis-
sion. When funds are withdrawn from the reserves with official per-
mission, 10 percent of the amount used is allowed as a deduction from
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taxable income. If some part of the reserve is used without permission,
or the instructions to use. the reserve are not followed, tljen the part
of the reserve involved and a 10-percent penalty will be included in
net taxable income.

Investment activities for which the investment reserve can be used
include a broad variety of expenditures for ships, building, machinery
and equipment,. repairs to ships and buildings and reside aces, export
promotion and holding unsold inventories. Investment.cxpenditures
for these activities during the approved time periods are eligible for
100-percent depreciation for that year. Thus, expensing the. invest-
ment and the 10-percent deduction allowed for following instruc-
tions to invest provide the taxpayer with a deduction of 110 percent
of the cost of the investment.
Evaluation

The Swedish investment reserve provides an additional 17 perceit
in after-tax cash flow on the 40 percent of a firm's net incme that it
agrees to set aside. This results because only 46 percent of the set-
aside currently is lost to the company as .it is deposit d with the
central bank in contrast with the 54-percent tax liability on those
funds that would be paid to the Swedish Government if-the firm
did not participate in the reserve plan.

When funds are withdrawn from the reserve at the it struction of
the Labor Market Board, the firm receives a 110-percen deduction,
in effect, for the investment expenditures. The part of the invest-
ment paid for by the release from the reserve fund is us4 of untaxed
funds from a previous year's income. While this portion of the invest-
ment cost may not be depreciated, the fundsspent on the invest-
ment in effect were a deduction that reduced taxable iitcome in the
year of the set-aside. The remaining cost of the inVes4nient is ex-
pensed in the year of expenditure. On top of this, there is the 10-per-
cent investment bonus deduction.

Substantial incentive to use the investment reserve apparently exists.
In the 15-year period 1956-1971, there were four reces ion periods
when releases of investment funds were authorized. T ble 8 shows
that the investment funds, as a percentage of total privath investment,
were considerably higher in the periods of release than in years im-
mediately before or after release periods.

This is a desirable effect in terms of economic stabiliz tion policy,
because it reduces the amplitude of fluctuations between bcom and bust.
To be successful, the funds should be released as soon is the reces-
sion is evident, and should be cut off when the recovery has started
and the normal economic forces. can maintain the momentum of the
recovery. Students of the Swedish economy believe tha the periods
of the releases have been well timed except that the end 6f the release
periods in 1959 and 1971 merged into the recovery perid; ini effect,
they came a bit toolate.

The Swedish Government has not always allowed firus full free-
dom in investmen choices. In 1971, for example, releases wvere allowed
on a selective basis; releases authorized in recovery and -boom periods
often have been earmarked for investment in depressed industries or
localities.



The portion of the set-aside that must be deposited in the central
bank deposit is less than the corporation income tax that would other-
wise have been paid on that portion of the income. This is, in fact, atax reduction in a boom period, and even though a sweetener may beneeded to convince firms to participate in the reserve plan, it does not
appear to be worth the cost of a tax reduction.at that phase of the
cycle.

In addition to the investment reserve, the Swedish Government
uses labor market policies,monetary policy, and both the spending andtax functions of fiscal policy to influence cyclical economic behavior.
In the tax.area, an investment tax has been put into effect in booms
and withdrawn in recessions. In combination with the investment re-
serve funds, tax policy has been effective in stimulating investment
in depressions, but it has been somewhat less effective as a deterrent
in dooms because the investment reserve fund provides a net reduc-
tion in the basic corporate tax rate that about halves the effect of
the investment tax.
Relevance to the United States

Firms voluntarily make set-asides in the investment reserve and
the Swedish Government does not require a company to make such
deposits during a boom to control inflation. The 17-percent increase
in available cash flow from making a set-aside may be more of an in-
centive to business firms to participate in the plan than the 110-per-cent effective first-year writeoff of investment expenditure in the fu-
ture. The investment reserve plan, however, has been effective as an
investment stimulus during recessions this may well have been the
major objective of the program.

The relative ineffectiveness of the investment reserve fund as ananti-inflation tool is indicated by the need of the Swedish Govern-
ment to resort to other programs to control economic cycles: imposean investment tax in booms and rescind it in recessions; public ex-
penditure programs directed at controlling the cyclical patterns in
public work activities and residential construction; vocational andgeographic labor mobility programs; and a form of public service
employment.

The reserve funds also offset the effects of monetary policy andcomplicate budgetary finance. A firm that makes a deposit in the boom
increases its working capital by 17 percent, and the government re-
ceives no tax payments on the amount of taxable income involved
in the decision. While the government can borrow the difference in
the money market, it incurs an interest charge on the increased debt.
The firm, on the other hand, benefits from an increased cash flow with-
out havng had to face the competitive evaluation of its credit needs
in the money market or to pay interest on the funds. During the reces-sions, the firm is better of in not having to borrow money if it is au-
thorized to withdraw funds from its reserve deposit. Swedish econo-mists have pointed out that the firms most likely to be in this positionwould be those which were highly profitable in the preceding boomand able to afford the set-aside.: Funds withdrawn" from the reserve
deposit are, ini efec, .an interest-free loan since the funds otherwisewould have been paid in taxes and been unavailable to the firm.
Otherwise, there is no substantial difference whether the reserve de-posit in the central bank is used to finance investment by business or



by government. The plan is deficient, however, as an inflationary con-
trol.

Release of funds from reserve deposits is authorized by the Labor
Market Board. It is an agency that is sensitive to employment fluctua-
tions and may be the most effective instrument for this purpose. Its
decisions are final with respect to the amount to be released, the firms
affected, and whether the release is available generally for all invest-
ment opportunities.or is to be directed at specific, industries and/or
geographic areas. No such agency exists in the United States Gov-
ernment, and it is questionable whether Congress would consent to
endowing an agency with so broad a range of discretion.

Sweden is a relatively small country, and the number of firms that
would be involved in these decisions is quite small relative to the
United States. The numbers involved and the complexity of the prob-
lems create doubts whether it is desirable in this country.

If the United States would consider enacting an identical invest-
ment reserve program, changes in fiscal and monetary policies would
be needed unless investment reserves funds were to be treated as addi-
tions to the existing complex of policies.. In the course of a boom, the
Federal Government would need to increase its receipts by the amount
foregone. If taxes are raised by the same amount, the relative tax
burden on other firms and on individuals would be increased. The
banking system could lend the money, if debt would be used to finance
the revenue loss, so long as the central bank increased reserves by a
large enough amount to offset the deposit in the blocked account.

During a recession if Federal Government fiscal policies would be
supplemented by release of funds from the investment reserve, the
budget deficit would be increased by the shortfall of receipts attrib-
uted to the amount of new investment eligible for 100 percent depre-
ciation in the first year. This deficit would be offset partly as in-
dividual income and .other tax receipts increase from the investment
stimulus. Monetary policy would have to accommodate the increased
Federal deficit, but the withdrawal of reserves from the blocked ac-
count would reduce the increase in the money supply needed to re-
cover from the recession.

TABLE 8.-YEARLY RELEASES FROM INVESTMENT FUNDS

Percent of
Million total private

Year Swedish Krona I Main period of release Investment

1956-------------------------------- 0.6---------------------------------------.0.2
1957 .- .----- .- ..-- .- ....--- _------_.2 -- .- ...--- .--- ..--.--.- 01
1958.----------------------------- 3- 9 'May 1958-September 1959 ----------------- 5.
1959.--------------.---.. ---------- 308
1960.------------------------------381.0.---------------------------------------5.41
1961------------------------------- 172.4---------------------------------------- 2.12
1962------------------------------- 170.6 91
1963 ---------------------------- 644.6 May 1962-March 1964.-----------.. --- 01
1964. .---------------------.. . . . .313.61 .. 3.15
1965.------------------------------227.5---------------------------------------- 2.03
1966 ------------------------------- 302.9-------------------------------------. 2. 34
1967 --- -- - - -- - ---- -- - -5- '3.3_ _ 4 1

1969 -------------- 1,421.2 MayI967-Marclh1969__ .4*------14
1969------------------------------- 730.4 II. 5.63
1970--------- --------------------- 368.7----------------------------------------- 2.58
1971------------------------------- 988.5 Ju?y 971-December 1971------------------- 6.35

I Swedish Krona. Approximate dollar figures are obtained by dividing by 5 or 4. depending on whether the "old" or the
"new" dollar rate is regarded as more relevant fora comparison.

Source: Assar Lindbeck, "Some Fisca land Monetary Policy Experiments in Sweden," in Credit Allocation Techniques
and Monetary Policy, Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, 1973, p. 193.



J. Other .Proposals

Messrs. Waggonner and Conable .
The proposal would increase the amount a corporation may accunu-

late before its retained earnings may be subject-to the accumulated
earnings tax .from $150,000.to $250,000. In addition, the proposalwould allow corporate shareholders to defer.tax on dividends.paid or
payable to them to the extent they reinvest the amount received in
the corporation within 45 days from the date the dividend becomes
payable. Any tax deferred as a result of this provision would be re-
captured on any disposition of the stock.

Mr. Jones
In the area of energy, the proposal would include geological and

geophysical expenses as intangible drilling expenses and would also
include geothermal energy both as an intangible drilling expense and
as subject to a percentage depletion allowance.

Messrs. Schneebeli and Ketchum
The proposal would treat pollution control expenditures as an ordi-

nary and necessary expense of conducting a trade or business under
section 162 of the code.

Mr. Steiger
The proposal would permit taxpayers to treat the cost of meetingFederal Occupational Safety and Health Standards for tax purposesin a manner similar to that of costs of pollution control and abatement

devices.
Mesers. Archer and Vander Jagt

The proposal would provide for employee stock ownership planfinancing. Mr. Vander Jagt proposes to consider various alternatives
to encourage greater employee ownership interest including amend-
ments relating to stock ownership plans, stock bonus plans, and de-
ductibility of certain employee investment in employer securities.

Mr. Crane
He would allow a reduction of increases in inventory valuation bythe rate of inflation.

Mesars. Archer, Crane, and Ketchum
These members asked that H.R. 7240 and H.R. 8053, the "Jobs

Creation" bill be reviewed by the committee in its consideration ofcapital formation proposals. The pertinent provisions of the bill for
tax reform, phase one involves tax credits for individual savings and
investments, exclusions from income of amounts received by individ-
uals as dividends,.1imited exclusions for individuals of certain capitalgains, adjustments in corporate normal taxes, increases in investment
credit, increases in the corporate surtax exemption, annual price leveladjustments, increases in class life variances for purposes of deprecia-
tion and rapid amortization of pollution control facilities.
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